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1 - Chapter 2 : Group strategy and businesses 

1.1   Recent press releases and events subsequent to the 
submission of the First update to the 2013 registration 
document  

 

1.1.1 Press release dated 28 March, 2013: Closing of the sale of the stake in 
national societe generale bank (NSGB) 

Societe Generale finalised today the sale of its entire stake in its Egyptian 
subsidiary National Societe Generale Bank (NSGB) to Qatar National Bank.   
 
The closing of the transaction occurred after the settlement of the mandatory 
tender offer into which Societe Generale tendered its 77.17% stake, as previously 
communicated on the 12th of December 2012.   
 
Societe Generale received for its stake a payment of USD 1,967 MM (equivalent 
to USD 1,974 MM net of foreign exchange transaction costs), representing a 
multiple to the last stated book value of NSGB of 2.0x.   
 
The transaction generates a net gain of EUR 370 MM in Q1 2013 and increases 
the Group’s Basel 2.5 Core Tier 1 ratio by 32 bps. 
Under Basel 3, the increase is expected to be 29 bps on a pro forma basis at the 
end of 2013, in line with the announcement made on the 12th of December 2012. 
 

1.1.2 Press release dated 7 May, 2013: First quarter 2013 results 
See chapter 10, page 43 
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2 - Chapter 3 : The company and its shareholders 

2.1 Information on share capital 
 

 

2.1.1  Free Shares Plan granted to employees 
 

Within the “Free Shares Plan granted to employees” decided by the Board of 
Directors on November 2, 2010, 884 912 shares were vested under the first 
section of the plan and granted to 55,307 beneficiaries on March 29, 2013.  
 
Consequently, the share capital was increased to EUR 976,447,673.75, divided 
into 781,158,139 shares. 

 

 

2.1.2 Ongoing operation: capital increase reserved for employees 
 

The Board of Directors decided to implement a capital increase reserved for 
employees, representing a maximum of EUR 14,551,498.75 corresponding to the 
issue of 11,641,199 shares to be subscribed to in cash. The subscription period 
will be open from 14 May to 28 May, 2013. The capital increase is expected to 
come into effect on 11 July, 2013. The GESOP information document is available 
on Societe Generale’s website www.societegenerale.com. The capital increase 
shall be implemented only to the extent of the shares subscribed. 
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3 - Chapter 5 : Corporate governance 

3.1 Board of Directors and General Management 
 

Since April 2013, Mr. OUDEA is not a member of the Nomination and Corporate 
Governance Committee anymore. Consequently, this notice "Member of the 
Nomination and Corporate Governance Committee" in the 2013 Registration 
Document, on page 76, is wrong. 

 

3.1.1 Press release dated 27 February, 2013:  proposed renewal and 
appointment of directors  

 
The Board of Directors, upon proposal of the Nomination and Corporate 
Governance Committee, has approved the renewal and appointment of Directors, 
which will be submitted to the Annual General Meeting to be held on May 22, 
2013. 
The Board will seek shareholders’ approval on: 

 the renewal of Mr Jean-Bernard LEVY’s mandate as an independent 
Director for a further four-year term; 

 the appointment of Mrs Alexandra SCHAAPVELD as an independent 
Director for a four-year term. 

If these resolutions were to be adopted, the Board of Directors would be 
composed of 15 members: 

 13 members appointed by the General Meeting; 

 2 employee representative members, elected by the employees. 

Independent Directors would account for 10 out of 15 Directors, i.e. 66.66% of the 
Board of Directors (and 76.92% of Directors appointed by the General Meeting), 
which is well above the 50% threshold recommended by the AFEP-MEDEF 
Corporate Governance Code. Women would account for almost 31% of members 
appointed by the General Meeting, which is higher than the 20% requirement that 
will apply to listed companies as of 2014. The Board of Directors would include 
five Directors who are non-French nationals. 
 
Biographies 
 
Mr Jean-Bernard LEVY, 58 years old, is a former student of the Ecole 
Polytechnique and Télécom Paris Tech. He has been Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer of Thalès since December 20, 2012. He joined Vivendi in 
August 2002 as Chief Executive Officer and was Chairman of Vivendi’s 
Management Board from 2005 to 2012. Mr Levy was Managing Partner 
responsible for Corporate Finance of Oddo et Cie from 1998 to 2002. From 1995 
to 1998, he was Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Matra Communication. 
From 1993 to 1994, he was Principal Private Secretary to Mr Gérard Longuet, 
French Minister for Industry, the Postal Service, Telecommunications and Foreign 
Trade. From 1988 to 1993, he was Head of Telecommunication Satellites at 
Matra Marconi Space. From 1986 to 1988, Mr Levy was a technical advisor in the 
private office of Mr Gérard Longuet, Deputy Minister for the Postal Service and 
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Telecommunications, and from 1978 to 1986 he was an engineer at France 
Telecom. 
 
Mrs. Alexandra SCHAAPVELD, 54 years old, Dutch nationality, graduated in 
Politics, Philosophy and Economics from Oxford University and obtained a 
Master’s degree in Development Economics from Erasmus University. Mrs 
Schaapveld began her career in the ABN AMRO Group in the Netherlands, where 
she held various posts in the Investment Banking division from 1984 to 2007, 
including being in charge of the bank’s major corporate clients. In 2008, Mrs 
Schaapveld was appointed Head of Western Europe at the Royal Bank of 
Scotland. She is currently a member of the supervisory boards of FMO and 
Holland Casino (Netherlands), Bumi Armada (Malaysia) and Vallourec (France). 
She has no professional activity besides the exercise of these non-executive 
mandates.   

3.2 Remuneration of Group senior Management 

3.2.1 Decisions taken by the Board of Directors on March 14, 2013 
regarding the remuneration of Chief Executive Officers 

On the proposal of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors 
approved the 2012 variable remuneration of Mr Frédéric Oudéa, Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer, Mr Séverin Cabannes, Mr Jean- Francois Sammarcelli 
and Mr Bernardo Sanchez Incera, Deputy Chief Executive Officers. 
 
In accordance with the principles defined in March 2012, the following criteria 
were taken into account to determine the annual variable remuneration: 
 

• regarding 60% of variable remuneration, based on the level of 
achievement of quantitative objectives: 

o at the group level: EPS, gross operating income and cost/income 
ratio 

o on the scope of supervision of each Deputy Chief Executive 
Officer: net income before tax and gross operating income 

• for the remaining 40%: individual qualitative objectives related to the 
strategy of the Group and its business lines, human resources 
management, cost control, balance sheet management, risk control, and 
social and environmental responsibility. 

 
The maximum annual variable compensation is set at 150% of his fixed salary for 
Mr Frédéric Oudéa and 120% of their salary for Mr Cabannes, Mr Sammarcelli 
and Mr Sanchez Incera.. 
 
During the year 2012, Societe Generale strengthened its fundamentals in terms of 
income statement structure and capital, showing the first significant results of the 
transformation process started three years ago and the Group adaptation to a 
complex and durably troubled environment. The Board of Directors noted the 
achievement of the predetermined goals for the quantitative portion of the variable 
pay. It assessed also the officers’ performances against the individual objectives 
that were assigned for 2012; the Board considered that they met to a very large 
extent their objectives set in terms of income statement structure and capital 
strengthening, risks reduction, trading franchises reinforcing, and business lines 
adaptation.  
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For all the Chief Executive Officers, 60% of the total variable remuneration is 
subject to the achievement of objectives in terms of Core Tier One. Final amounts 
are therefore uncertain and linked to Societe Generale share performance.  
 
Regarding the payout process, Mr Frédéric Oudéa suggested to entirely defer his 
variable remuneration in the form of shares or share equivalents, transferable 
over 3 years (in 2014, 2015 and 2016), expressing his confidence into the 
Group’s perspectives. Mr Oudéa will consequently not receive any cash payment 
in 2013 relative to his 2012 variable remuneration awards which are thus fully 
aligned with the Group and shareholders’ long term interests.  
 
For the Deputy Chief Executive Officers, the deferred 2012 variable remuneration 
in the form of shares or share equivalents, transferable over 3 years (in 2014, 
2015 and 2016) accounts for 80% of the total. In 2013, the cash payments of 
variable remuneration amount to EUR 134,035 for Mr Cabannes, EUR 117,499 
for Mr Sammarcelli and EUR 112,022 for Mr Sanchez Incera. 
 
The deferred amounts, subject to the achievement of the core tier one condition 
as previously stated and linked to the share value, are EUR 1,194,600 for Mr 
Oudéa, EUR 536,141 for Mr Cabannes, EUR 469,997 for Mr Sammarcelli and 
EUR 448,090 for Mr Sanchez Incera. 
 
The Board checked that this decision is compliant with European regulation 
CRDIII and the French ministerial order, as between 80% to 100% of the variable 
compensation is awarded in the form of shares or equivalents (versus the 
minimum 50% required by regulations) and the deferred component fully subject 
to performance conditions, accounts for 60% of the total, in accordance with 
regulations. 

 

 
Note: Total calculated on value at grant date. This table does not include the long term incentives granted in May 2012 to 
the Officers. 
(1) The annual variable remuneration for 2010 broke down as follows: one half in cash and paid upfront in March 2011 and 
one half in the form of share equivalents valued at EUR 49.20 (average price at grant date). In practice, the actual amounts 
paid relative to the part granted in share equivalents were 47% lower than their value at grant date. 
(2) The annual variable remuneration for 2011 was fully differed in shares or equivalent shares, the officers did not receive 
any payment in 2012 
(3) The 2013 fixed salary remains unchanged compared to 2012 
 

 
Gross variable remuneration for previous financial year  Gross variable remuneration for financial year 

2012 (3) 

2010 (1) 2011 (2)  
In EUR  

Fixed 
salary (a) 

Variable 
pay (b) 

Total 
(a)+(b) 

Fixed 
salary (a) 

Variable 
pay (b) 

Total 
(a)+(b) 

Fixed 
salary (a) 

Variable 
pay (b) 

o/w 2013 
cash 
award 

Total 
(a)+(b) 

Mr Oudéa  850,000  1, 196,820  2,046,820  1,000,000  682,770  1,682,770  1,000,000  1,194,600  0  2,194,600  

Mr 
Cabannes  

550,000  665,281  1,215,281  650,000  310,144  960,144  650,000  670,176  134,035  1,320,176  

Mr 
Sammarcelli  

550,000  675,826  1,225,826  650,000  487,937  1,137,937  650,000  587,496  117,499  1,237,496  

Mr Sanchez 
Incera  

650,000  667, 662  1,317,662  700,000  391,440  1,091,440  700,000  560,112  112,022  1,260,112  
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Moreover, regarding the Deputy Chief Executive Officers, the Board of Directors 
changed, on the proposal of the Compensation Committee, the criteria of the 
quantitative portion of the 2013 annual variable remuneration. In order to measure 
the objective of cost control within the context of transformation of the Group, the 
Board added an objective of cost/income ratio of their scope of responsibility to 
the other performance indicators set by the Board in February 2013. 
 
The other principles of determination of the annual variable remuneration for 2013 
remain unchanged, as stated in the release(1) following the Board decisions of 12 
February 2013. 
 

 

                                                      

(1) The release is available on SG investors’ website. 
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3.2.2  Decisions of the Board of Directors meeting held on May 6, 2013 
regarding long-term incentive awards for the Chief Executive 
Officers 

The Board of Directors decided on May 6th 2013 to set up, as in 2012, a long term 
incentive plan for the Chief Executive Officers. 
The terms of this grant were reinforced. Thus, before any performance 
measurement of Societe Generale, the Board will verify that the Group net 
income, excluding impacts linked to revaluation of the Group’s own financial 
liabilities, is positive for the financial year preceding the vesting date; otherwise, 
no grant will be made. In addition, the overall non-transferability periods of the 
shares or shares equivalents potentially granted were extended to 4 and 5 years, 
i.e. March 2017 for the 1st instalment and March 2018 for the 2nd instalment. 
Once the positive net income condition is met, the Officers can obtain a certain 
number of shares or share equivalents depending on the relative performance of 
the Societe Generale share, measured by the Total Shareholder Return (TSR), 
against the following 11 European banks: Barclays, BBVA, BNP Paribas, Crédit 
Agricole, Crédit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Intesa Sanpaolo, Nordea, Santander, 
UBS, Unicredit. 
For example, even if the Group is profitable in 2015 and 2016, no award will be 
made if the performance of the Societe Generale share measured at the 
beginning of 2016 and 2017 is significantly lower than its 11 peers. If the 
performance is equivalent to its peers on these dates, Frédéric Oudéa’s award 
will be paid in two instalments, in March 2017 and March 2018 respectively, with 
each instalment amounting to 18,750 shares or share equivalents. For the Deputy 
Chief Executive Officers, each instalment represents 12,500 shares or share 
equivalents. Finally, if the TSR performance of Societe Generale is amongst the 
top 3 of the peer group, the grant will reach a maximum of 37,500 shares per 
instalment for Frédéric Oudéa, and 25,000 shares per instalment for the Deputy 
Chief Executive Officers. The accounting value is 481,875 Euros(1) on average for 
each instalment for Frédéric Oudéa, representing 48% of his fixed salary, and 
321,250 Euros(1) for the Deputy Chief Executive Officers, representing between 
46% and 49% of their fixed salary. 
Societe Generale's Chief Executive Officers will receive no stock options in 2013, 
like in 2012. The Board of Directors has ensured that this plan complies with the 
recommendations of the AFEP-MEDEF Corporate Governance Code and the 
European CRDIII (Capital Requirements Directive).  

 

 

  
 

                                                      
(1) Value as of May 3, 2013, and communicated at the Board’s meeting held on May 6 
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3.2.3 standard tables in accordance with AMF recommendations 

Table 1 
 

SUMMARY OF REMUNERATION AND STOCK OPTIONS, SHARES AND SHARES EQUIVALENTS 
ALLOCATED TO EACH CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER(1) 

 
 
(In euros) 

 
2011 fiscal year 

 

2012 fiscal year
 

Mr. Frédéric OUDÉA, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer  
 

Remuneration due for the fiscal year (detailed in table 2) 
 

1,988,695 
 

2,500,525
 

Value of options granted during the fiscal year 
 

0 
 

0 
 

Value of performance shares granted during the fiscal year 
 

497,617(3) 

 

0 
 

Value of shares equivalents granted under a long-term incentive scheme during the
fiscal year(2)

 

0 
 

857,812
 

Total 
 

2,486,312 
 

3,358,337
 

Mr. Séverin CABANNES, Deputy Chief Executive Officer  
 

Remuneration due for the fiscal year (detailed in table 2) 
 

966,555 
 

1,326,587
 

Value of options granted during the fiscal year 
 

0 
 

0 
 

Value of performance shares granted during the fiscal year 
 

276,613(3) 

 

0 
 

Value of shares equivalents granted under a long-term incentive scheme during the
fiscal year(2)

 

0 
 

571,876
 

Total 
 

1,243,168 
 

1,898,463
 

Mr. Jean-François SAMMARCELLI, Deputy Chief Executive Officer  
 

Remuneration due for the fiscal year (detailed in table 2) 
 

1,143,973
 

1,243,532
 

Value of options granted during the fiscal year 
 

0 
 

0 
 

Value of performance shares granted during the fiscal year 
 

281,002 
 

0 
 

Value of shares equivalents granted under a long-term incentive scheme during the
fiscal year(2)

 

0 
 

571,876
 

Total 
 

1,424,975 
 

1,815,408
 

Mr. Bernardo SANCHEZ INCERA, Deputy Chief Executive Officer  
 

Remuneration due for the fiscal year (detailed in table 2) 
 

1,096,464 
 

1,265,158
 

Value of options granted during the fiscal year 
 

0 
 

0 
 

Value of performance shares granted during the fiscal year 
 

277,609(3) 

 

0 
 

Value of shares equivalents granted under a long-term incentive scheme during the fiscal year(2) 

 

571,876
 

Total 
 

1,374,073 
 

1,837,034

(1) Remuneration due in respect of corporate offices exercised during the fiscal year. 
(2) This scheme is detailed on page 120. 
(3) As the performance condition applicable to this grant was not met, the rights to these shares were forfeited. 
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Table 2 
 

SUMMARY OF THE REMUNERATION OF EACH CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER(1) 

 

(In euros) 2011 fiscal 2012 fiscal 

 
Amounts 

paid 

Amounts due 
for the fiscal 

year 

 
Amounts 

paid 

Amounts due 
for the fiscal 

year 

Mr. Frédéric OUDÉA, Chairman and Chief Executive 

– fixed salary 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 

– non-deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 598,400 0 0          0 

– deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 0 682,770 316,311(3)        1,194,600   

– additional remuneration(4)(5) 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 

– attendance fees 0 0 0 0 

– benefits in kind(5)(6) 5,925 5,925 5,925 5,925 

Total 1,904,325 1,988,695 1,622,236 2,500,525 

Mr. Séverin CABANNES, Deputy Chief Executive Officer 

– fixed salary 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 

– non-deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 302,796 0 0   134,035 

– deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 0 310,144 129,827(3)   536,141 

– attendance fees 29,844 0 46,000 0 

– benefits in kind(5)(6) 6,411 6,411 6,411 6,411 

Total 989,051 966,555 832,238 1,326,587 

Mr. Jean-François SAMMARCELLI, Deputy Chief Executive Officer 

– fixed salary 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 

– non-deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 326,471 0 0   117,499 

– deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 0 487,937 119,994(3)   469,997 

– attendance fees 11,449 0 58,615 0 

– benefits in kind(5)(6) 6,036 6,036 6,036 6,036 

Total 993,956 1,143,973 834,645 1,243,532 

Mr. Bernardo SANCHEZ INCERA, Deputy Chief Executive Officer 

– fixed salary 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 

– non-deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 330,933 0 0   112,022 

– deferred annual variable remuneration(2) 0 391,440 127,846(3)   448,090 

– exceptional compensation(6) 0 0 687,737(6) 0 

– attendance fees 2,907 0 48,605 0 

– benefits in kind(5)(6) 5,024 5,024 5,046 5,046 

Total 1,038,864 1,096,464 1,569,234 1,265,158 

(1) Remuneration expressed in euros, gross, before tax. 
(2) The criteria used to calculate variable remuneration are detailed in the chapter on the remuneration of Chief Executive Officers. 
(3) This amount represents the payment of the deferred portion of the annual variable compensation due for FY 2010, and indexed on the value 

of Societe Generale shares. 

The final value dropped 47% compared to the grant value in March 2011. 

(4) This additional compensation was awarded to Mr. Oudéa when he had to terminate his employment contract due to his appointment as Chairman 
and Chief Executive Officer. 

(5) Provision of a company car. 
(6) This exceptional compensation relates to the payment in November 2012 of a contractual indemnity granted in November 2009 in the form of 

share equivalents and deferred over 3 years, subject to a presence condition. It had been awarded when Mr. Sanchez Incera joined Societe 
General to compensate for the loss of previous employment benefits. 
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3.2.4 2013 Performance Share Plan For Employees 
On the proposal of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors, at its 
meeting of March 14, 2013, granted performance shares to certain members of 
the staff, in application of the 20th resolution of the General Meeting of 22 May 
2012. Plan beneficiaries numbered 6,338, of whom 2,390 are women and 263 are 
not managers. The awards represent a total of 1.9 million shares, and 0.24% of 
the share capital.  
 
Chief Executive Officers or members of the Group Management Committee did 
not participate to the 2013 performance shares plan. 
 
The share awards are subject to the employees' continued presence throughout 
the vesting period and performance criteria. For beneficiaries of the plan, the 
performance condition is based on Societe Generale Group's net income. For 
Boursorama employees, the performance condition is based on Boursorama 
Group's net income. 
 
There are two vesting periods according to whether the shares are granted to 
beneficiaries residents for tax purposes in France or beneficiaries non-residents 
for tax purposes in France, this status being assessed on the grant date. For the 
first group, the shares vest after two years. In accordance with French legislation, 
the shares may not be transferred or sold for two years following their vesting. For 
the second group, the shares vest after four years.  

 

3.2.5 Remuneration policies and practices report  
 

SUMMARY OF GROUP REPORT  
 
 
The objective of the remuneration policy implemented by the Group is to attract, motivate and retain employees in 
the long term, while ensuring an appropriate management of risks and compliance. With respect to the Chief 
Executive Officers, it is furthermore aimed at rewarding the implementation of the Group’s long-term strategy in 
the interests of its shareholders, its clients and its employees. 
 
 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF REMUNERATION POLICY 

 
The governance applied by the Group ensures an exhaustive and idependent review of the remuneration 
policy, through:  
 

> an annual review of remuneration, which is coordinated by the Human Resources Division and 
involves the Bank’s control functions, in successive stages of validation from business line/entity 
level and up to to General Management; 
 

> an ultimate validation of this policy, including principles, budgets and individual allocations, by the 
Board of Directors after review by the Compensation Committee. 

 
This remuneration policy has been established in compliance with relevant regulations, in particular the 
European CRD III Directive and its transposition in France via Regulation No. 97-02, for those staff members 
exerting a significant impact on the Group’s risk profile (hereinafter “regulated population”). It is subject to regular 
review: 
 

> externally by the various supervisory bodies : the French Prudential Supervisory Authority (ACP or 
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Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel); the European Banking Authority; the Federal Reserve Bank;, … 
 

> internally, through an independent review by the Internal Audit Division. 
 
 
In addition, with respect to the Chief Executive Officers, it respects the recommendations of the AFEP-MEDEF 
Corporate Governance Code. 
 
 

GROUP’S POLICY AND PRINCIPLES WITH REGARD TO REMUNERATION 

 
The overall approach is in continuity with that applied in previous years, given that the French Prudential 
Supervisory Authority has not challenged the remuneration policy implemented by Société Générale since 
the implementation of CRDIII in December 2010 and to the extent that the introduction of the CRDIV 
regulatory framework has been postponed. The key principles of this policy are as follows: 
 

> A large perimeter of regulated staff:  
- based on a methodology of identification of relevant staff by activity and by position 

held, which promotes awareness among a large number of employees of the risks related to 
their professional activity; 

- resulting in the identification of 2 974 regulated staff for 2012 (in addition to the Chief 
Executive Officers) vs. 3 546 for 2011. The decrease is essentially a result of the overall 
reduction in headcount further to the wind down or restructuring of certain activities in the 
Corporate and Investment Bank, which comprises the vast majority of the regulated staff. 

 
To the extent that this approach differs from general market practice, a review is underway of the 
methodology of identification of regulated staff with a view to increasing alignment with our principle peer 
group. 
 

> The variable remuneration pools are determined by business line on the basis of: 
- the financial results after taking into account the costs of risk, capital and liquidity;  
- but also qualitative factors such as market practices, conditions under which activities are 

carried out and risk management. Risk management, for activities within Corporate and 
Investment Banking, Private Banking, Asset Management and Global Investment Management 
Services, is independently assessed by the Risk Division and the Compliance Division.  
 

The Finance Division ensures that the total amount of variable remuneration does not undermine the 
Group’s capacity to meet its capital requirements. 
 

> The allocations of individual variable components are correlated to a formalised annual 
individual appraisal that takes into consideration quantitative and qualitative objectives known to 
the employee. In addition, for individually regulated employees1, it it also takes into account risk and 
compliance management, assessed by the Risk and Compliance Divisions. 
 

> A variable remuneration structure conform with regulations, including for individually regulated 
employees: 

- A non vested component fully subject to continued employment, minimum performance 
conditions and appropriate risk and compliance management, which vests on a pro-rata basis 
over a period of three years and which represents at least 40% of the total variable 
remuneration and more than 70% for the highest variable remunerations; 

- The award of at least 50% in the form of Société Générale share equivalent instruments 
(representing 50% of the vested component and 67% of the non vested component). 

 
As a result, for this category of staff, the portion of their variable remuneration that is immediately 
paid out in cash is capped at 30% and can be less than 15% for the highest variable 
remunerations. The share indexed instruments, in addition, are subject to a retention period ranging of 
6 months. 

 

                                                      
1 Individually regulated employees are those identified as exerting, individually, a significant impact on the risk profile of the Group. 
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The variable remuneration pool for the regulated population with respect to 2012 was 500 M € in total, up 
22% from 2011 and down - 31% compared to 2010. This follows a significant decrease of -44% in 2011 which 
went beyond the reduction in profits and which went further than the market decrease for certain activities and 
positions.  The increase is in line with the evolution of the 2012 operational financial performance of the Corporate 
and Investment Bank which comprises the majority of the regulated staff. 
The total fixed salaries of the regulated population was 393 M€, down -7% from 2011 and -3% from 2010 in 
line with the reduction of headcount in the Corporate and Investment Bank, which employs most of the regulated 
staff.   
 

Regulated population 
excluding CEOs

Number of 
staff

Fixed salaries 
(in M€)

Total variable 
remuneration

(in M€)

Total 
remuneration 

(in M€)

2012 2 974 393 500 893

2011 3 546 423 410 833

2010 3 663 405 729 1133

2012 vs. 2011 (in %) -16% -7% 22% 7%

2012 vs. 2010 (in %) -19% -3% -31% -21%
 

 
 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
 
The fixed salaries of the Chief Executive Officers, which reflect experience, responsibilities and market 
practices, are unchanged compared to 2011. The fixed salary of the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
is 1 M €.  
 
The variable remuneration rewards performance during the year and the contribution of the Chief Executive 
Officers to the success of the Société Générale Group and is based on the following criteria: 
 

> for 60%, the extent to which quantitative goals are met:  
- at Group level: earnings per share (EPS), gross operating income and cost/income ratio;  
- on the scope of supervision of each Deputy Chief Executive Officer: gross operating income 

and net income before tax. 
 

> for 40%, the achievement of individual qualitative objectives such as strategy, balance sheet 
management, cost control, risk control, human resources management, social and environmental 
responsibility. 

 
It is capped at 150% of fixed salary for the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and at 120% for Deputy 
Chief Executive Officers. 
 
The variable remuneration of the Chief Executive Officers for 2012 was determined based on the level of 
achievement of their objectives and in particular their contribution to the Group’s transformation and to the 
reinforcement of its fundamentals in terms of balance sheet structure and capital. The variable remuneration 
awarded to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer is 1 194 600 €.  
The structure of this variable remuneration respects the provisions of CRD III. In addition, the Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer proposed to defer his entire variable remuneration award, including the vested 
portion, in the form of Société Générale shares or equivalent instruments, with no cash component paid 
in 2013.  
 
The Chief Executive Officers also benefit from a long term incentive plan, which aligns their interest with those 
of the shareholders. This plan is subject to performance conditions based on share performance with for 2012 
awards, performance evaluated at the beginning of 2014 and 2015 and payment in March 2015 and March 2016.  
 
The Chief Executive Officers are also subject to minimal holding requirements of Société Générale shares. 
The Chairman and Chief Executive Officer received no stock option in 2013 as was the case in the previous two 
years. In addition, he does not benefit from any supplementary company pension scheme or any contractual 
severance payment. 
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PREAMBLE 
 

 

This document was drafted in application of Articles 43.1 and 43.2 of Regulation No. 97-02 relative to the internal 
control of credit institutions and investment firms, as amended by the decree of 13 December 2010 which 
modified the regulatory requirements concerning the remuneration of staff whose activities are likely to have an 
impact on the risk profile of credit institutions and investment firms. Regulation 97-02 transposed into French law 
the provisions of the so-called “CRD III” European Directive 2010/76/EU of 24 November 2010.    
 
 

PART 1. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF REMUNERATION POLICY 

 
 
The Group’s remuneration policy is reviewed every year. It is defined by General Management, on a 
proposal of the Group Human Resources Division. The Board of Directors approves this policy, after 
examining the Compensation Committee’s recommendation.   
 
The Group’s remuneration policy, in particular with regard to the categories of staff whose activities have a 
significant impact on the Group’s risk profile (hereinafter “regulated population”), is applied to Société Générale as 
well as the entities it controls, in France and throughout the world. The policy applied to the regulated population 
is adapted outside France in order to comply with local regulations. The Group’s rules are to be applied, except 
when local regulations are more stringent. 
 
The definition of this policy draws on analysis of the market context and surveys covering remuneration carried 
out by external consultants, i.e. Aon-Hewitt/MacLagan, Towers Watson and Mercer, with regard to the categories 
of employees that belong to the regulated population.  
 
 
1.1 The composition and the role of the Compensation Committee  
 
The Compensation Committee is made up of four members, including three independent directors, who are not 
Chief Executive Officers or tied to the company or any of its subsidiaries by an employment contract. The 
presence of the Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors on the committee facilitates cooperation with the Audit, 
Internal Control and Risk Committee, of which he is Chairman. 
 
The Compensation Committee includes the following directors: 
 
Jean-Martin FOLZ, Company Director: Independent Director, Chairman of the Compensation Committee and the 
Nomination and Corporate Governance Committee. 
 
 
Michel CICUREL, Chairman of Michel Cicurel Consulting: Independent Director, Member of the Compensation 
Committee and the Nomination and Corporate Governance Committee. 
 
 
Jean-Bernard LEVY, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Thalès: Independent Director, Member of the 
Compensation Committee and the Nomination and Corporate Governance Committee. 
 
 
Anthony WYAND, Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors: Chairman of the Audit, Internal Control and Risk 
Committee, Member of the Compensation Committee and the Nomination and Corporate Governance 
Committee. 
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The main missions of the Compensation Committee are defined in Section 5 on corporate governance of the 
2012 Registration Document and cover, in particular, the following aspects: 
 

> review of the principles underlying the remuneration policy applied to Chief  Executive Officers as 
well as their implementation and their annual evaluation; 

> preparation of the decisions of the Board relating to the employee savings plan and the long-term 
incentive scheme offered to employees; 

> annual review of the proposals put forward by General Management relating to the principles of the 
remuneration policy applicable in the Group and verification with General Management that they are 
effectively implemented; in particular, monitoring of the overall amounts allocated to the fixed salary 
increases for the forthcoming year and the variable remuneration for the previous financial year; 

> it reviews every year the remuneration policy applied to the regulated population and verifies that 
General Management’s report complies with the provisions of Regulation No. 97-02 and professional 
standards.  

 
The Compensation Committee reports its findings to the Board of Directors. It carries out the same tasks for the 
Group companies supervised by the French Prudential Supervisory Authority (hereinafter “ACP”) on a 
consolidated or sub-consolidated basis. 
 
More specifically, the Compensation Committee met 7 times during the remuneration review process spanning 
the period 2012 - 2013. During these meetings, the Committee prepared the Board’s decisions with respect to the 
following issues: 
 
 

Chief Executive Officers 
- Status and remuneration of Chief Executive Officers; 
- Appraisal of qualitative and quantitative performance with respect 

to 2012 of Chief Executive Officers and discussion with the other 
Directors of the Group 

- Review of annual objectives set with respect to 2013 for Chief 
Executive Officers proposed to the Board 

January 2013 

February 2013 

March 2013 

   

Regulation 
- Verification that Group remuneration policies comply with 

regulations, in particular those covering the regulated population 
(payment structure and terms) 

- Review of changes in regulations with regard to remuneration and 
regulators’ expectations 

April 2012 

July 2012 

October 2012 

December 2012 

February 2013 

 

Group remuneration 
policy 

- Verification that remuneration policy is in line with the Company’s 
risk management policy and the objectives set in terms of capital 
requirements 

- Review of the extent to which risks and compliance are taken into 
account and in the variable remuneration policy 

- Review of the extent to which regulated staff comply with risk 
management policies as well as professional standards 

- Proposal put to the Board with respect to performance share 
plans 

- Review of the fufillment of the performance conditions applicable 
to deferred remuneration and long term incentives of the Group 

 

October 2012 

December 2012 
February 2013 

March 2013 

Employee shareholding 
- Consideration of the terms and conditions of the share capital 

increase reserved for employees; 

 

April 2012 

July 2012 

February 2013 
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1.2 Internal governance of remuneration within the Group 
 
The annual process conducted to review individual situations (fixed salary plus, when relevant, variable 
remuneration and/or performance shares) is coordinated by the Group Human Resources Division following 
various validation stages at the level of subsidiaries/business lines, core business divisions, the Group 
Human Resources Division and General Management and, finally the Board  upon the recommendation from 
the Group Compensation Committee. The validation stages cover policy and budgets as well as individual 
allocations, with the Group Human Resources Division ensuring the consistency of the overall process while 
documenting the various validation stages at Group level. Legal and regulatory obligations in force in entities 
in France and in entities and countries outside France are taken into account in this process. 
 
Moreover, General Management has defined, in addition to the annual process conducted to review 
individual situations, a system for the governance and delegation of remuneration decisions which applies to 
the whole Group. Above certain thresholds and under certain conditions, decisions relating to remuneration, 
which can be taken in various situations of human resources management (recruitment, internal mobility, 
promotion, departure,…) require validation by the Group Human Resources Division or General Management. 
These delegation rules are notified to business divisions that subsequently apply them at their level. 
 
 

 
1.3 The role of control functions 
 
In compliance with the rules concerning bank remuneration policies and practices defined within the 
framework of the European CRD III Directive and transposed into French law via Regulation No. 97-02, 
control functions, including in particular the Risk Division, the Compliance Department and the 
Finance Division, are involved in the process of reviewing the Group’s variable remunerations and, 
more specifically, those of the regulated population.  
 
Control functions intervene in the following key stages: 
 

> the Risk Division, the Compliance Department and the Human Resources Division jointly identify the 
regulated population, both in terms of the covered perimeter of activities as well as covered 
positions (cf. 2.2 hereafter); 

> the Finance Division and the Risk Division validate the methodology used for setting variable 
remuneration pools, checking that the various kinds of risk have been taken into consideration, 
while the Finance Division furthermore checks that the total amount of variable remuneration does 
not hinder the Group’s capacity to build up its capital base (cf. 2.3.1.1 hereafter); 

> the Risk Division and the Compliance Department assess risk and compliance management by the 
business sub-lines of Corporate and Investment Banking, Private Banking, Asset Management and 
Global Investment Management Services (cf. 2.3.1.1 hereafter), and give their opinion about the 
manner in which employees who individually have a significant impact on the Group’s risk profile 
take these aspects into account (cf. 2.3.1.2), leading to an adjustment of variable remuneration pools 
and individual awards in consideration of these assessments ; 

> the Finance Division and the Risk Division take part in the process of defining deferred remuneration 
schemes (structure, performance conditions and malus clauses) (cf. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3).   

 
The independence of these control functions is guaranteed by direct reporting to the Group’s General 
Management. Moreover, as with all Group support functions, these functions are compensated through 
variable remuneration pools determined according to the Group's overall performance, independently of the 
results of the activities they control. The allocation of these variable remuneration pools is based on the 
extent to which objectives specific to their function are met. 
 
This governance system ensures that remuneration decisions are made independently and 
objectively. The process is reviewed ex post by the Internal Audit Division. 
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PART 2. GROUP REMUNERATION POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES 

 
 
The aim of the Group’s remuneration policy is to enhance the efficiency of remuneration as a tool 
for attracting and retaining employees who contribute to the long term success of the company 
while ensuring that employees manage risks in an appropriate manner and comply with regulations. 
This policy is based on principles common to the whole Group, but may vary by business line and 
geographic area in which the Group operates. This policy is consistent with the principles set out by 
regulators and French professional banking standards, and complies with local social, legal, and fiscal 
legislation.   
 
Remuneration includes a fixed component that rewards the capacity to hold a position in a satisfactory 
manner through the employee displaying the required skills and, when relevant, a variable component that 
aims to reward collective and individual performance, depending on objectives defined at the beginning of 
the year and conditional on results, the context and also the behaviour used to meet said objectives, 
according to standards shared by the entire Group. This variable component of remuneration, above a 
certain threshold, includes for all Group employees (whether members of the regulated population or not) a 
deferred component in cash and in securities (shares or equivalent instruments) subject to continued 
employment and performance conditions.  
 
The setting of fixed and variable components of remuneration also takes market practices into account. 
 
Employees whose variable remuneration award is below a certain level may also benefit from a long term 
incentive award (LTI) in the form of performance shares. The pools of LTI are mainly dedicated to employees 
who have been identified as strategic talents, key resources and top performers. In 2012, an additional 
specifique LTI pool was distributed to those employees having contributed to the Group’s transformation 
program. 
 
The Group’s remuneration policy is defined in a manner that avoids providing incentives that may 
result in situations of a conflict of interests between its employees and its clients. The governance 
principles and rules governing remuneration are set out in the Group’s normative documentation concerning 
the management of conflicts of interest.  
 
 

2.1 A Group remuneration policy in line with regulations and market practice  
 
Assessments carried out internally and externally demonstrate that the Group’s remuneration policy 
complies with regulatory constraints. 
 
Internally, the Group’s remuneration policy is reviewed regularly and independently by the Internal Audit 
Division. The last review carried out during 2012 covered the remuneration policy applied for 2010 and 2011 
for the regulated population. This assessment followed a previous review of the 2009 policy applicable to 
“financial market professionals”, prior to the implementation of the CRD III as transposed into Regulation 
n°97-02 of the CRBF. 
 
The Internal Audit Division concluded that the Group’s remuneration policy was well aligned with 
the regulatory constraints and market practices. The recommendations set out further to this review 
concerned a strengthening of controls and increased documentation, in order to further secure the process 
of implementation of this policy. For the most part these recommendations were implemented for the 2012-
2013 remuneration review exercise.  
 
In addition, the Group’s remuneration policy is regularly reviewed by external supervisory bodies (ACP, EBA, 
Federal Reserve Bank,…). 
 
To the extent that the French Prudential Supervisory Authority has not challenged the remuneration 
policy implemented by Société Générale under CRDIII for 2011-2012 and that the introduction of 
the CRDIV regulatory framework has been postponed, a similar approach has been implemented for 
2012-2013 in terms of scope of regulated staff identified and in terms of remuneration structure.   
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2.2 Perimeter of the regulated population in 2012 
 
In continuity with the two previous financial years, the perimeter of employees subject to the provisions of 
Regulation No. 97-02 of the CRBF concerning remuneration covers all staff whose professional activities 
have potentially a significant impact on the Bank’s risk profile, including employees exercising control 
functions. The methodology used to determine the perimeter of this regulated population is based on a 
broad identification process by activity and subsequently by position held.  
 
The perimeter of activities that have a material impact on the Group’s risk profile was determined on the 
basis of work already carried out by the Risk and Finance Divisions, in the context of the process of formal 
definition of the Group’s risk appetite and based on stress test scenarios, the results of which have been 
communicated to the French Prudential Supervisory Authority. This process is designed to assess the 
sensitivity of the Group businesses’ profitability to stress tests and therefore is a means of identifying those 
activities having potentially a significant impact on the Group’s results. The assessment of the “material 
impact” of each activity on the risk profile was made at the consolidated Group level. 
 
Within the activities identified, the material impact of individual positions on the risk profile of the company 
was assessed by the Risk, Compliance and Human Ressources Divisions in order define the identified 
populations, on the basis of two criteria: 
 

> the level and type of risk of the activity; 
> the managerial/decisional level of the position with regard to risk management and compliance. 

  
Accordingly, the regulated population covers categories of employees having individually or collectively a 
significant impact on the Group’s risk profile (hereinafter “individually regulated” and “collectively regulated”, 
respectively). Lastly, pursuant to Article 31-4 of Regulation No. 97-02, a level of remuneration comparable to 
that of risk takers was also used as a criterion of inclusion in the perimeter of individually regulated 
employess. 
 
The perimeter of the regulated population in 2012 therefore comprises: 
 

> the Group’s Chief Executive Officers and senior executives; 
> within Corporate and Investment Banking, senior management, financial market professionals, 

senior bankers, certain professionals in financing and coverage activities; 
> executive managers in Private Banking and Retail Banking; 
> within control functions, the main managers of the Risk Division, the Compliance Department, the 

Internal Audit Division, the Finance Division and the Human Resources Division, as well as senior 
staff in charge of operational risks in the perimeter of identified activities.  

 
2 974 employees (in addition to the Chief Executive Officers) were included in the perimeter of 
regulated staff for 2012, compared to 3 546 for 2011. The decrease is essentially a result of the 
overall reduction in headcount further to the wind down or restructuring of certain activities in the 
Corporate and Investment Bank, which comprises the vast majority of the regulated staff. 
 
 

2.3 2012 variable remuneration policy applied to the regulated population 
 
Allocation of variable remuneration is not contractual, it depends on both individual and collective 
performance and takes into account previously defined quantitative and qualitative criteria. It also 
takes into account the economic, social, and competitive context. In order to avoid any conflicts of 
interest, variable remuneration is not directly or solely linked to the amount of Net Banking Income 
generated.  
The criteria used to set variable remuneration pools, as well as their allocation, take into account all risks 
through quantitative and qualitative adjustments (cf. diagram page 10).  
 
A significant part is deferred over three years and subject to continued employment and performance 
conditions of the business line and/or activity concerned. As such, under the malus clause, when 
performance conditions are not met, the deferred component of variable remuneration is partially or fully 
forfeited. Furthermore, any excessive risk taking or any behaviour deemed unacceptable by General 
Management may result in a reduction or total forfeiture of this deferred component. 
 
 

2.3.1 The link between variable remuneration and performance and alignment of variable 
remuneration with (ex ante) risk 
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2.3.1.1 Determination of variable remuneration pools  
 
Variable remuneration pools are set by business line, at a global level, in order to ensure financial solidarity 
between the various activities and avoid conflicts of interest. 
 
All variable remuneration pools within Corporate and Investment Banking are calculated on the 
basis of the net normalised profit of the activity, in other words net banking income after deduction of: 
 

> liquidity costs, 
> direct and indirect overheads, 
> the cost of risk, 
> the cost of capital. 

 
The methodology used to take these items into account has been approved by the Group’s Risk 
Division and Finance Division and then by the Board of Directors based on the recommendations of 
the Compensation Committee. It complies with the relevant regulatory requirements.  
 
The setting of the overall pool, as well as its allocation to business lines, depends on the aforementioned 
quantitative factors but also on several qualitative factors.  
 
 
 
These qualitative factors include: 
 

> market practices in terms of remuneration (i.e. historical data as well as forecasts supplied by 

consulting firms);  
> general conditions in the markets in which results were generated;  
> the stage of maturity of the activity; 
> the independent assessment carried out by the Risk Division and the Compliance Department 

regarding risk management and regulatory compliance. This assessment is carried out at the level of 
every sub-business line / entity of the Corporate and Investment Banking and Private Banking, Asset 
Management and Global Investment Management Services divisions. Every sub-business line / 
entity is assessed by the Risk Division with respect to the way it manages counterparty risks, market 
risks and operational risks and by the Compliance Department with respect to managing non-
compliance risk. Thus, the assessment made by the Risk and Compliance experts on the collective 
management of risks has a weighting effect on the manner in which variable remuneration pools are 
allocated between sub-business lines / entities. 

 
Within the Corporate and Investment Banking division, part of the variable remuneration pool of each 
business line is allocated to a transversal pool that is used to finance variable remuneration for activities still 
in their development stage and support functions (operations, information technology,…).   
 
As of this year, the determination of the variable remuneration pools for Private Banking was based 
on a methodology similar to that used within the Corporate and Investment Bank. 
 
With respect to control functions, variable remuneration pools are determined independently of the 
results of the business activities they control. They are set according to the Group’s financial results. 
 
For the Group’s senior managers (Chief Executive Officers, Executive Committee and Group Management 
Committee), variable remuneration is not based on a collective pool but is determined individually on the 
basis of the Group’s financial results, the results of the business activity they supervise, the extent to which 
they have met their qualitative and quantitative objectives and taking into account market practices as 
reported by remuneration surveys. 
 
Moreover, the Finance Division includes the proposed variable remuneration pool in the budget forecasts 
that are used as a basis to forecast regulatory capital ratios. In this respect, variable remuneration is taken 
into account alongside other factors in capital planning and in terms of its adequacy with respect to the 
objectives set by the Bank. General Management reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to re-
calibrate variable remuneration pools if they limit the Bank’s capacity to maintain the level of 
capital required to meet the target ratios. 
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2.3.1.2 Individual allocation of variable remuneration 
 

The individual allocations of variable remuneration components for the regulated population are, as 
for the entire Group, correlated with the annual individual performance appraisal that takes into 
account the extent to which quantitative and qualitative objectives have been met.  

 
By consequence, there is no direct or automatic link between the financial results of an individual employee 
and his or her level of variable remuneration insofar as employees are assessed on their results, those of 
his/her activity and the way in which said results were achieved.  
 
The objectives set are in accordance with the SMART method (the objectives are Specific, Measurable, 
Accessible, Realistic and fixed within a Timeframe). This means that the objectives are clearly identified and 
can be assessed by indicators that are known to the employee. 
 
The qualitative objectives are tailored to the individual employee, in relation to the employee’s professional 
activity and adapted to the position held. These behavioural objectives may include the quality of risk 
management, the means and behaviours used to achieve results, cooperation and teamwork and human 
ressources management. Such qualitative objectives are listed in a common reference document that is used 
throughout the Group. 
 
In addition to the individual appraisal carried out by line managers, the Risk Division and the 
Compliance Department independently assess individually regulated employees and review in 
particular: 
 

> risk awareness, technical expertise with respect to risks and compliance with policies and 
procedures related to risk management; 

> respect of regulations and internal procedures in terms of compliance, as well as the extent to which 
they are transparent vis-à-vis clients with respect to products and the associated risks; 

> the quality of the interactions between the relevant staff and the Risk and Compliance Divisions 
(transparency, pro-activity, completeness of information,…). 

 
The senior management of the relevant business divisions, General Management and the Group Human 
Resources Division take their conclusions into consideration when approving the overall variable 
remuneration pools and the way in which they are allocated at an individual level. The proposed individual 
awards are adjusted downwards in the event of a negative appraisal by the Risk and/or Compliance Division. 

The process is documented by the Human Resources Division and its conclusions are submitted for 
approval to the Compensation Committee of Société Générale. 

The employees concerned are informed that their position is considered regulated and are subject 
to specific objectives related to risk management and compliance. 
In addition, the competitive context in the market place is taken into account by participating in remuneration 
benchmark surveys (carried out by type of business and geographic area), which provide insight into the 
remuneration levels practiced by the Bank’s main competitors. 
 
Lastly, the Group conducts transversal reviews across the different business lines for comparable job 
functions, to ensure consistency of remuneration between the various Group activities and to facilitate 
internal mobility. 
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Quantitative

Allocation of pool by Sub Business Lines

Taking into account performance and risks ex ante within the Corporate and Investment Bank

Qualitative

Quantitative

Determination of pools by Business Line

(3) The capital charge  applied to variable remuneration pools corresponds to the cost of capital (12,45%) applied to  normative capital (9% of Risk 
Weighed Assets, RWAs) taking into account accordingly counterparty, market and operational risks

Qualitative

(1) Cost of liquidity is invoiced to Business Lines on the basis of an internal grid that takes into account the length and currency of transactions, as 
well as the market conditions. An additional charge is also taken into account to take into account liquidity requirements over a period of one month 
in stress conditions ("buffer").

(2) For market, private banking, asset management and investor services activities: net cost of risk (accounting provisions for risks for the year under 
consideration)
For  financing and coverage activities : expected losses in 1 year on the portfolio + 10% of the accounting provisions for risks for the year

Individual allocations

Quantitative

Qualitative

Risks taken into account

Performance indicator: 
Adjusted net income of the Business Line

= Net Banking Income
- Direct and indirect overheads excluding variables

- cost of liquidity (1)

- cost of risk (2)

- cost of capital (3)

Performance Indicator : 
Adjusted Net Income of the sub business line (see above)

Qualitative adjustments:
- Opinion of control functions 

- Benchmark in competitors' pay-out rates
- General market conditions

-Degree of maturity of activity 

Fixing of the overall pools :
- Results of the entire Group

- Trends in practices of peers / relative performance

Decision by management :
- Results of individual appraisal 

- External benchmark 
- Transversal reviews

Annual individual appraisal:
- Expertise/performance in position

- Operational objectives(Quanti)
- Behavioral objectives (Quali)

Opinion of control functions on 
risk management:
- Counterparty Risk

- Market risk
- Operational risk

- Non-compliance risk

Opinion of control functions:
- managment of counterparty risk; market risk; 

operational risk; non-compliance risk; 
reputation risk

- Liquidity risk

- Counterparty risk; market risk; 
operational risks; non-compliance 
risk

- Counterparty risk

 
 
 
 
 

2.3.2 The payout process for variable remuneration 
 
The variable remuneration awards for 2012 respect the payout rules set out in the relevant regulations.  
 

The higher the level of the variable remuneration award, the higher the proportion of the non-vested 
component. This proportion is at least 40% for individually regulated employees and may rise above 
70% for the highest variable remuneration levels. Indeed, this year, the overall deferral ceiling which 
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was previously fixed at 70% no longer applies and the deferral rate has been increased to 100% for the 
portion of variable remuneration exceeding 2 M€, leading to a cap on the upfront cash payment. 

 

In addition, more than 50% of variable remuneration is paid out in the form of Société Générale 
share indexed instruments (50% of the vested component and 2/3 of the non vested component) for 
individually regulated employees.  

 
Accordingly, the part paid immediately in cash cannot exceed 30% for individually regulated 
employees, and can be less than 15% for the highest variable remuneration levels.   
 
For collectively regulated employees, some of the payment rules applied to variable remuneration have been 
adapted in accordance with the proportionality principle (cf. diagram). 
 
Individual variable remuneration breaks down into four parts: 
 

> a vested, non-deferred component paid in cash in March of the year following the close of the 
financial year; 

> a vested component deferred in the form of share indexed instruments, for which the final amount 
paid to the employee depends on the Société Générale share price at the end of this retention 
period; 

> a non-vested deferred cash component (which is not indexed to the share price) conditional on the 
employee remaining in the Bank and dependent on the performance and risk alignment criteria 
described hereafter in 2.3.3; 

> a non-vested component deferred in Société Générale share indexed instruments: 
- for which vesting is conditional on the employee remaining employed by the Bank and 

dependent on the conditions described in section 2.3.3, and 
- the final value depending on the Société Générale share price at the end of the rentention 

period.  
 
The retention period lasts six months for instruments indexed to the Société Générale share price.  
 
All employees receiving deferred variable remuneration are prohibited from using hedging or insurance 
strategies during both the vesting period and the retention period. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that the Group has ceased to grant stock options since 2011. 
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Categories of employees Fixed 
remuneration

Cash Share 
equivalents (2) Deferred cash Share 

equivalents (2)
Shares 

equivalents (2)

50% upfront 50% deferred 33% deferred 
component

33% deferred 
component

33% deferred 
component

 March 2013 October 2013* March 2014* October 2015* October 2016*

Cash Deferred cash Share 
equivalents (2)

Shares 
equivalents (2)

100% upfront 33% deferred 
component

33% deferred 
component

33% deferred 
component

March 2013  March 2014* October 2015* October 2016*

(1) Employees identified as having individually a material impact on the Group's risk profile
(2) Share equivalents remain subject to the potential application of the malus clause during the retention period
(3) Employees who collectively have a material impact on the Group's risk profile
(4) Employees in Corporate and Investment Banking; in Private Banking, Asset Management and Global Investment Management Services and in the Group's Central Departments

Structure of remuneration (excluding Corporate Officers)

Vested part

Variable remuneration

 Non-vested part

Definitive payment/allocation deferred over time

Fixed salary

Fixed salary

*Date of availability/payment, tak ing into account the post-vesting retention period (6 months for share equivalents)

-  Group Senior Executives (Executive 
Committee and Group Management Committee) 

- Individually regulated employees (1)

- Collectively regulated employees (3)
- Other employees subject to Group deferral 
plan (4): 
Variable remuneration above € 100,000

40% to over 70% of variable remuneration

% depends on level of variable

 
 
 
2.3.3 Performance conditions and risk alignment for deferred variable remuneration (ex post)  
 
Vesting of the deferred remuneration component depends entirely on fulfilment of (i) a performance 
condition and (ii) a condition related to the appropriate management of risks and compliance with 
rules of professional conduct.  
 
Performance conditions are tailored according to the division and activity. If a minimum performance level 
is not met every year, deferred variable remuneration is partially or entirely forfeited (malus principle 
mentioned in Article 31.4 of Regulation No. 97-02). 
 
Performance thresholds are set by the Finance Division and are approved by the Board of Directors. 
 
Performance conditions are set according to the level of responsibility, and are increasingly 
demanding in line with the beneficiary’s hierarchical level. Société Générale senior executives are 
subject to specific performance conditions, in line with the objectives set out in the Group’s strategic plan.  
 
The performance conditions applied to deferred remuneration, by managerial layer, are summarised in the 
following table: 
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Vesting in March 2014 Vesting in March 2015 Vesting in March 2016 

Managerial layer 

Cash   
Share equivalents  

with retention period 

Share equivalents  

with retention period 

 

Business line 
2013 operating income of 
perimeter under supervision 

Executive 
Committee 

Other 
Functions 

Core Tier One at 31/12/2013 

Annualised relative TSR (*) 
between 2012 and 2014 

 

Annualised relative TSR (*) 
between 2012 and 2015 

 

 

Business line 

 

CIB (**): 2013 operating 
income 

PRIV (**): 2013 cost of risk  

Other: 2013 operating income 
of perimeter under supervision

 

 

CIB (**): 2014 operating 
income 

PRIV (**): 2014 cost of risk  

Other: 2014 operating income  
of perimeter under supervision 

 

Management 

Committee 

Other 
Functions 

Core Tier One at 31/12/2013 Core Tier One at 31/12/2014 

Annualised relative TSR (*) 
between 2012 and 2015 

 

CIB, PRIV (**)  

 

CIB (**): 2013 operating 
income  

PRIV (**): 2013 cost of risk 

 

 

CIB (**): 2014 operating 
income  

PRIV (**): 2014 cost of risk 

 

 

CIB (**): 2015 operating 
income  

PRIV (**): 2015 cost of risk 

 

Other 
employees 
with a non-
vested 
deferred 
component 
including 
regulated 
population 

Other 
business lines 
and  

Other 
Functions 

  GNI (*) 2013 Group GNI (*) 2014 Group GNI (*)2015 Group  

(*) TSR: Total Shareholder Return / GNI: Group net income 

(**) CIB: Corporate and Investment Banking / PRIV: Private Banking 

 
In addition, any excessive risk taking or any behaviour deemed unacceptable by General 
Management may result in these deferred remuneration components being reduced or forfeited. 
 

2.3.4 Policy concerning guaranteed remuneration  
 
The awarding of guaranteed variable remuneration, in the context of an employee being hired is: 

> strictly limited to one year (in compliance with Regulation n°97-02); 
> subject to the terms of the deferral remuneration plan applicable for the given financial year. 

 
2.3.5 Severance payments 
 
Discretionary payments (i.e. payments in excess of severance payments set by law or a collective bargaining 
agreement due under the binding provisions of labour law), linked to the early termination of an employment 
contract or the early rescinding of a mandate, are not under any circumstances set contractually in advance 
(e.g. golden parachutes are strictly forbidden). They are determined at the time the employee leaves the 
Bank, by taking into account the beneficiary’s performances, assessed in the light of the collective 
performances of the activity the employee belongs to as well as the performances of the Group as a whole. 
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PART 3. REMUNERATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 

 
 

3.1 Remuneration principles 
 
The remuneration of Chief Executive Officers complies with the European “Capital Requirements Directive” 
(CRDIII) Directive of 24 November 2010, transposed in France via Regulation No. 97-02. It is in accordance 
with the recommendations made by the AFEP-MEDEF Corporate Governance Code. Accordingly, the Board 
of Directors defines the remuneration of Chief Executive Officers, on a proposal of the Compensation 
Committee (cf. 1.1. above). 
 
The Board of Directors sets remuneration principles of Chief Executive Officers by taking into account the 
business environment and competitive context: 
 

> fixed remuneration rewards experience, responsibilities and takes into account market practices; 
 

> annual variable remuneration rewards performances during the year and the contribution of Chief 
Executive Officers to the success of the Société Générale Group. It is assessed through two 
dimensions: 

- a quantitative component, which is capped at a maximum of 60% of annual variable 
remuneration. It is based on the achievement of objectives linked to the Group’s annual 
intrinsic performance and that of the specific supervision scope of each Chief Executive 
Officer. It is based on reaching financial indicators set in the Group’s budget targets. 
Results are restated for non-economic items related to the revaluation of Société 
Générale’s own financial liabilities and the accounting impact of Group’s loan portfolio 
hedges, in order to assess the Company’s real performance; 

- a qualitative component, capped at a maximum of 40% of annual variable 
remuneration. It is based on the achievement of key objectives relating to the 
implementation of the company’s strategy and set at the beginning of the financial year. 
 

The pay-out structure of the variable remuneration combines short-term and long-term 
horizons with payments in cash and in shares or share equivalents. This approach aims to 
ensure sound risk management in the long term while aligning Chief Executive Officers with 
shareholders’ interests. 
This payment structure of the variable component induces uncertainty since it depends to a 
significant extent on the Group’s performance and the variation in the Société Générale share price.  
The variable remuneration paid to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and the Deputy Chief 
Executive Officers is reduced by the amount of any attendance fees they may receive both from 
Société Générale Group companies and companies outside the Group of which they are Directors.  
In compliance with the AFEP-MEDEF Corporate Governance Code, it is capped as a 
percentage of annual fixed remuneration: 150% for Frédéric Oudéa and 120% for the 
Deputy Chief Executive Officers. 

 
> the long-term incentive scheme is aimed at reinforcing the alignment of the Chief 

Executives Officers interests with those of shareholders and provides incentive to deliver 
long-term performance. Pursuant to the CRD III Directive and the AFEP-MEDEF Corporate 
Governance Code, its vesting depends on the Group’s long-term performance; 

 
 

3.2 Remuneration for 2012 
 
The remuneration of the Chief Executive Officers for the 2012 financial year was set at the Board of Directors’ 
meetings held in February and March 2013 and the relevant data were published on Société Générale’s web 
site. They are reported in Part 4.2 hereafter in compliance with Regulation No. 97-02.  
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3.2.1 Remuneration of the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer  

 
The fixed remuneration of Frédéric Oudéa was revised on January 1st 2011 for the first time since 
his nomination as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer in May 2009. Since, it remains unchanged 
at 1 000 000 EUR per year. 
 

His annual variable remuneration was set by the Board of Directors after assessing his performance for 2012: 

 

> the quantitative component of variable remuneration awarded for the 2012 financial year was 
determined according to the achievement of the Group’s budgeted objectives with regard to 
earnings per share, gross operating income and cost/income ratio; 

> the qualitative component was assessed by taking into account pre-defined specific objectives 
related to various aspects such as strategy, balance sheet management, cost control and 
organisational rationalisation, internal control and risk management, human ressources 
management, and social and environmental responsibility.  

 

 

 

 

On the basis of an overall achievement rate 80% for these objectives, the gross annual variable 
remuneration awarded to Mr Frédéric Oudéa for 2012  totals 1 194 600 EUR of which no cash 
payment will be made in 2013. This can be compared with awards for previous years as follows: 

 
 

 
Reminder of gross variable remuneration 

awarded for previous financial years  
 Mr. Oudéa 

2009 2010 (1) 2011 (2) 

Gross variable 
remuneration 

awarded for 2012 

Amounts awarded  0 € (3) 1 196 820 € 682 770 € 1 194 600 € 

o/w amount paid in 
cash in 2012 -  316 311 € 0 € Not applicable 

 
(1) The annual variable component for 2010 broke down as follows: one half in cash and paid upfront in March 2011 and 

one half in the form of share equivalents valued at €49.20 (average price at grant date). In practice, the actual amount 
paid in March 2012 relative to the part granted in share equivalents was 47% lower than its value at grant 

(2) The annual variable remuneration for 2011 was fully deferred in share equivalents; no cash payment was made in 
2012. 

(3) Mr Frederic Oudéa relinquished his variable remuneration for financial years 2009.  

 
 
Mr Frédéric Oudéa did not receive any stock option in 2013, as was the case in the previous two 
years. 
 
The Chairman and Chief Executive Officer also receives compensation totalling EUR 300,000 per year to 
offset the loss, upon resignation from his employment contract, of all accrued rights in his supplementary 
pension plan, for which contributions had been made previously as a salaried executive manager of the 
Group. It is fully subject to income tax and social security contributions. It is not taken into account when 
determining his variable remuneration component. 
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3.2.2  Remuneration of the Deputy Chief Executive Officers for 2012 
 
The fixed remunerations of the Deputy Chief Executive Officers were set in March 2011, upon 
renewal of their mandates, at 650 000 EUR for Messrs Cabannes and Sammarcelli and at 700 000 
EUR for Mr Sanchez Incera.  
 
Their annual variable remuneration was set by the Board of Directors after assessing their performance for 
2012: 
 

> the quantitative component of variable remuneration awarded for the 2012 financial year was 
determined based on: 

- the achievement of the Group’s budget objectives in terms of earnings per share, gross 
operating income and cosk/income ratio; 

- the fulfilment of budget objectives for each deputy Chief Officer’s on their scope of 
supervision in terms of gross operating income and net income before tax.  

 
> the qualitative component was assessed by the Board based on the extent to which specific 

objectives for each Deputy Chief Executive Officer were met, in line with those of the Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer. 

 
The gross annual variable remuneration of Mr Séverin Cabannes amounts to 670 176 EUR for an 
overall achievement rate of 86%, 587 496 EUR for Mr Jean-François Sammarcelli for an overall 
achievement rate of 75% and 560 112 for Mr Bernardo Sanchez Incera for an overall achievement 
rate of 67%. 
 
 
 
 

 
Reminder of gross variable remuneration 

awarded for previous financial years  
 Deputy Chief Executive Officers 

2009 2010 (1) 2011 (2) 

Gross variable 
remuneration 

awarded for 2012 

Amounts awarded 320 000 € 665 281 € 310 144 € 670 176 € 

Mr. Cabannes 
o/w amount paid in cash 
in 2012 - 129 827 € 0 € Not applicable 

Amounts awarded 675 826 € 487 937 € 587 496 € 

Mr. Sammarcelli 
o/w amount paid in cash 
in 2012 

Not  
applicable  

(3) 119 994 € 0 € Not applicable 

Amounts awarded 667 662 € 391 440 € 560 112 € 
Mr. Sanchez 
Incera o/w amount paid in cash 

in 2012 

Not  
applicable  

(3) 127 846 € 0 € Not applicable 

 
(1) The annual variable component for 2010 broke down as follows: one half in cash and paid upfront in March 2011 and 
one half in the form of share equivalents valued at €49.20 (average price at grant date). In practice, the actual amounts 
paid relative to the part granted in share equivalents were 47% lower than their value at grant date. 
(2) The variable remuneration awards for 2011 were fully deferred in share equivalents; no cash payments were made in 
2012. 
(3) Messrs Sammarcelli and Sanchez Incera were appointed Chief Executive Officers of the Société Générale Group on 1 
January 2010.
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3.3 Long term incentive awards of the Chief Executive Officers 
 
The Board decided to associate the Chief Executive Officers to the company's long-term growth and to align their 
interests with those of shareholders by setting up a fully conditional long-term incentive plan based on the value of 
the Societe Generale share over a period of three and four years. This plan will enable the Officers to obtain a 
certain number of shares or share equivalents depending on the relative performance of Societe Generale’s shares 
against those of eleven comparable European banks. 
 
Under the terms of the plan granted in May 2012, if the share performance evaluated at the beginning of 
2014 and then the beginning of 2015 is equivalent to that of its peers, Mr. Frédéric Oudéa’s will recieve 
two instalments, respectively in March 2015 and March 2016, each instalment amounting to 18 750 
shares or share equivalents. For the Deputy Chief Executive Officers, each instalment will represent 12 
500 shares or share equivalents. If the Société Générale share performance were to be significantly lower than 
that of its peers at each measurement date, no payment would be made. The final amounts payable will depend on 
the level of relative performance and on the value of the shares.  
 
The accounting value is 428 906 € on average for each instalment for the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and 
285 938 € for the Deputy Chief Executive Officers. 
The Board of Directors ensured that this plan complies with the dispositions of the AFEP-MEDEF Corporate 
Governance Code and those of Regulation 97-02 of the CRBF transposing the European CRDIII provisions on 
remuneration. 
 
 
 

3.4 Requirements regarding the ownership and holding of Société Générale shares 
 
Since 2002, the Group’s Chief Executive Officers must hold a minimum number of Société Générale 
shares set at: 
 

> 80,000 shares for the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer; 
> 40,000 shares for the Deputy Chief Executive Officers. 

 

This minimum must be reached by the end of a five-year mandate. As long as this is not the case, the Chief 
Executive Officers must retain 50% of the vested shares granted through Société Générale share plans as well as all 
shares acquired through the exercising of options after deducting the cost of financing the said option exercises 
and the corresponding taxes and social security charges. 

 
The shares can be held directly or indirectly through the Group Savings Plan in the case of Chief Executive Officers 
who are former employees. 
 
Furthermore, in accordance with the legislation in force, Chief Executive Officers are required to hold a proportion of 
the vested shares granted through Société Générale share plans or from exercising the options awarded under 
stock option plans in a registered account until the end of their mandates. With regard to shares, this proportion has 
been set by the Board at 20% of vested shares from each grant and, for options, at 40% of the capital gains made 
on exercising the options, net of tax and any other mandatory deductions and minus any capital gains used to 
finance the acquisition of these shares. 
 
Chief Executive Officers are therefore required to hold a significant and increasing number of shares. They are 
strictly forbidden from hedging their shares or their options throughout the vesting and retention period. 
Each year, Chief Executive Officers must provide the Board of Directors with all the necessary information to ensure 
that these obligations are met in full. 

 
 
3.5 The principles for determining annual variable remuneration for 2013 
 
For 2013, the Board has decided to maintain the principles and structure of variable remuneration defined for 2012. 
 
The criteria for determining variable remuneration will be based on: 
 

> for 60% of variable remuneration, quantitative objectives based on the financial performance of the Group 
(earnings per share, gross operating income and cost/income ratio of the Group for all of the Chief 
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Executive Officers ; in addition, for each Deputy Chief Executive Officier, the gross operating income, net 
income before tax and the cosk income ratio of their perimeter of supervision), 

> for 40% of variable remuneration, individual objectives principally related to the Group’s stategy, the 
simplificiation of the Group’s structure through reorganisation around the Group’s principal core 
businesses, the growth of the activities and results of international retail banking, in particular in Roumania 
and in Russia, increased operational efficiency, risk management and the reinforcement of employee 
engagement.  

 

Each of these components of annual variable remuneration remains limited to a percentage of fixed remuneration, 
with no modification compared to 2012 (cf. 3.1. above) 

 

At the date of publication of this report, the Board of Directors had not yet made any decision concerning the award 
of any long term incentive to Chief Executive Officers. 

 
 
3.6 Complementary information relative to Mr Frédéric Oudéa’s mandate 
 

> As Mr Frédéric Oudéa has terminated his employment contract, he does not benefit from any 
supplementary company pension scheme.  

 
> Moreover, he does not benefit from any contractual severance payment (“golden parachute”). 

 
> Lastly, should his position as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer be terminated, Mr Frederic Oudéa 

would be bound by a non-compete clause that would prohibit him from accepting a position in a credit 
institution or insurance company listed in France or outside France as well as an unlisted credit institution 
in France. In exchange, he could continue to receive his fixed remuneration. Both parties would however 
be entitled to waive this clause. The length of this non-compete clause is 18 months. By consequence, the 
payment that could potentially be made should he leave the Group would be lower than the 2-year ceiling 
recommended by the AFEP-MEDEF Corporate Governance Code. 
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PART 4. INFORMATION ABOUT REMUNERATION FOR FINANCIAL YEAR 2012 

 

 

4.1 The regulated population (individuals whose professional activities have a material 
impact on the risk profile of the company) excluding Chief Executive Officers 
 
 
Remuneration awarded for the financial year: 

 
 

 

 
Number of 

beneficiaries 

Total 
remuneration 

in €m 

Total amount of 
fixed 

remuneration 

in €m 

Total amount of 
variable 

remuneration 

in €m * 

Group Total 2974 893 393 500 

o/w Corporate and Investment Banking 2880 841 374 467 

o/w Other activities and Central Group 
Functions 

94 

 

52 

 

 19 33 

*o/w 

Vested component paid or delivered in 

€m(2) 

- - - 234 

* o/w 

Conditional deferred component in €m  (1)(2) 
- - - 266 

 

(1) Payable in four instalments between October 2013 and October 2016, o/w €51 million due in October 2013  

(2) Based on the value at award date 

 

 

Those professionals whose variable remuneration is below 100 000€ have their variable remuneration paid out in full 
in the year of award.  

 

 

* o/w 

Payment or conditional award in cash in 
€m 

* o/w 

award in shares or equivalent 
instruments in €m (2) 

305 195 

 

(2) Based on the value at award  
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The above amounts break down in the following manner: 

 

Cash in €m Shares or equivalent instruments in €m 

Upfront Deferred 

Vested Non vested Vested  (3) Non vested 

234 71 51 144 

 
(4) Still subject to the potential application of the malus clause during the retention period 
(5)  

Summary of the relevant deferred variable plans by instalment and by vehicles: 
 

Instalment 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

2009 Plan Cash Share Equiv.

France : 50% Shares / 
50% Share Equiv. 

Outside France : Share 
Equiv.

France : Shares
Outside France : Share 

Equiv.

2010 Plan
50% Cash

50% Share Equiv. 
50% Cash

50% Share Equiv. 

France : Shares
Outside France : Share 

Equiv. 
Cash

2011 Plan
50% Cash

50% Share Equiv. Cash
France : Shares

Outside France : Share 
Equiv. 

Share Equiv. 

2012 Plan
50% Cash

50% Share Equiv. Cash Share Equiv. Share Equiv.

Share Equiv. : Société Générale Share Equivalents are paid out in their cash value after a 6 month retention period

Shares: Société Générale performance shares w ith a vesting period of at least 2 years follow ed by a retention period of 2 years for residents of France
 

 
 
 
Outstanding deferred variable remuneration 
 
The amount of outstanding deferred remuneration corresponds this year to the outstanding deferred variable 
remuneration awarded with respect to 2012, 2011 and 2010. 
 
.  

Amounts of conditional deferred remuneration in 
€m (1) 

With respect to 2012 
financial year 

With respect to prior 
financial years 

266 208 

 

 (1) Expressed as value at award date  

 
 
All outstanding deferred variable remuneration is exposed to possible explicit adjustments (performance conditions 
and clause concerning appropriate risk management) and/or implicit adjustments (indexed to share price). 
 
 
Deferred variable remuneration paid out or reduced through performance adjustments for the financial year: 
This information is disclosed by award year from 2009. The data concerning 2009 are based on the perimeter 
concerned by the 2009 remuneration disclosure, i.e. “financial market professionals”.  As the 2010 and 2011 
perimeters are wider (cf. “perimeter of regulated population”), any comparison between 2009, on the one hand, and 
2010 and 2011, on the other hand, would not be based on equivalent perimeters: 
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Year of award 

Amount of deferred 
remuneration vested in 

€m - 

 Value at award 

Amount of deferred 
remuneration reduced 
through performance 

adjustments (1) 

Amount of deferred 
remuneration vested in 

€m - 

Value at time of 
vesting/of payment 

 

2011 90 0  89 

2010 112 6.3 (2) 67 

     2009 (4) 88 2.4 (3) 63 

 
(1) The amount of deferred remuneration reduced corresponds to explicit adjustments (performance conditions not met). The 
balance of the reduction in amount vested is due to implicit adjustments (reduction in the value of shares). 
(2) 127.604 performance shares awarded as part of the 2010 plan were forfeited, due to the performance condition not being met. 
(3) 58.203 performance shares awarded as part of the 2009 plan were forfeited, due to the performance conditions not being met. 
(4) 2009 perimeter of financial market professionals 

 
Sign-on and severance payments made during the financial year: 
 

Total amount of severance payments made and 
number of beneficiaries 

Sign-on payments made and number of 
beneficiaries 

Amount paid out 

in €m 

Number of 
beneficiaries 

Amount paid out 

in €m 

Number of 
beneficiaries 

36.3 191 0.1 3 

 
 
Severance awards: 

 

Amount of severance payments awarded during 
the financial year 

Total amount Number of beneficiaries 

0 0 

Highest such award  

0  
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4.2. Chief Executive Officers 
 
Chief Executive Officers in the 2012 financial year were Messrs Oudéa, Cabannes, Sammarcelli and Sanchez Incera. 
 
The remuneration of Chief Executive Officers was subject to a specific disclosure following the Board of Directors 
meeting held on 14 March 2013 that approved the variable remuneration awards for 2012. 
 
Remuneration awarded for the financial year: 
 

Number of 
beneficiaries 

Total 
remuneration in 

€m 

Total fixed 
remuneration 

in €m 

Total variable 
remuneration in €m* 

4 6 3 3 

 

Notes:  

In addition to these amounts, Mr Oudéa received € 0.3m in compensation to offset the loss of all his rights to the supplementary 
pension plan benefiting the Group’s senior managers. 

Theses amounts do not include the long term incentives awarded in May 2012 for which the value at award is € 2.6m. 

 
 

*o/w 

Vested 
component paid 
or delivered in 

€m  

*o/w 

Conditional 
deferred 

component in 
€m (1) 

 * o/w 

payment or 
conditional 

award in cash in 
€m 

*o/w 

allocation in shares or 
equivalent instruments 

in €m (1) 

0,4 2,6  0,4 2,6 

 

(1) Expressed as value at award date 

 

 

 
Outstanding deferred variable remuneration  
The amount of outstanding deferred remuneration corresponds this year to the outstanding deferred variable 
remuneration awarded with respect to 2012, 2011 and 2010. 
 

Amounts of conditional deferred remuneration in 
€m (1) 

With respect to 2012 
financial year 

With respect to prior 
financial years  

2,6 2,5 

 

 (1) Expressed as value at award date 
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Deferred conditional remuneration paid out or reduced through performance adjustments for the financial year: 
This information is disclosed by award year from 2009. 
 
 

Year of award 

Amount of deferred 
remuneration vested in 

€m - 

Value at award 

Amount of deferred 
remuneration reduced 
through performance 

adjustments 

Amount of deferred 
remuneration vested in 

€m - 

Value at time of 
vesting/of payment 

 

2011 0.7 0 0.9 

2010 (1) 0 0 0 

2009 0 0 0 

 
(1) Furthermore, Chief Executive Officers were awarded 92 302 performance shares which were forfeited in March 2013, due to 
the performance condition not being met. 

 
 

 

Sign-on and severance payments made during the financial year: 

 

Total amount of severance payments made and 
number of beneficiaries 

Sign-on payments made and number of 
beneficiaries 

Amount paid 
out 

in €m 

3.2.5.1.1 Number 
of 
benefici
aries 

Amount paid 
out 

in €m 

3.2.5.1.2 Number 
of 
benefici
aries 

0 0 0 0 

 

 
Severance awards: 

 

Amount of severance payments awarded during 
the financial year 

Total amount Number of beneficiaries 

0 0 

Highest such award  

0  
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4 - Chapter 9 : Risk management 

4.1 Provisioning of doubtful loans 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

DOUBTFUL LOANS*

* Customer loans, deposits at banks and loans due from banks and leasing. Excluding legacy assets (provisions of EUR 2.4 bn as of 31 March 
2013, EUR 2.3bn as of 31 Dec. 2012 and EUR 2.1bn as of 31 Dec. 2011)
** Excluding entities reported under IFRS 5, notably Geniki and TCW since Q3 12, and NSGB in Q4 12

In EUR bn 31/12/2011 31/12/2012** 31/03/2013

Gross book outstandings* 425.5 407.1 424.2
Doubtful loans 24.1 23.7 24.3

 Collateral relating to doubtful loans 4.7 6.1 6.3
Provisionable commitments 19.4 17.7 18.0

 Non performing loans ratio 
4.6% 4.3% 4.2%

 Specific provisions  13.5 12.5 12.7

Specific provisions / Provisionable commitments 69% 71% 71%

 Portfolio-based provisions 1.3 1.1 1.2

 Doubtful loans coverage ratio 
76% 77% 77%

(Provisionable commitments / Gross book outstandings)

(Overall provisions / Provisionable commitments)
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4.2 Change in trading VaR 
Quarterly average 99% Value at Risk (VaR), a composite indicator used to monitor the 
bank’s daily risk exposure, notably for its trading activities, in millions of euros:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since January 1, 2008, the parameters for credit VaR have excluded positions on 
hybrid CDOs, which are now accounted for prudentially in the banking book. 
 

CHANGE IN TRADING VAR*

-24 -28 -25 -27 -23 -25 -22 -15 -16
3 3 2 2

6 3 3

23 18 13 11 12 10 12 13 12

16 21
21 23 34

17 16 16 15

21 20
17 15

16

16 10 11 7

3 22 2 2
7 5 6 4 5 6

23

45 41
34

30

46

25 23
30

Q1 11 Q2 11 Q3 11 Q4 11 Q1 12 Q2 12 Q3 12 Q4 12 Q1 13

Quarterly average of 1Quarterly average of 1--day, 99% Trading VaR (inday, 99% Trading VaR (in EUR m)EUR m)

CREDIT

EQUITY

FOREX

COMMODITIES

COMPENSATION EFFECT

Trading VaRTrading VaR

INTEREST RATES

* Trading VaR: measurement over one year (i.e. 260 scenarii) of the greatest risk obtained after elimination of 1% of the most unfavourable occurrences. A 
reallocation of some Fixed Income and Forex products was implemented in Q3 12 in the VaR breakdown by risk factor, with restatement of the historical 
data. This reallocation doest not represent a change in the VaR model, and has no impact on the Group’s overall Trading VaR level.
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4.3 Legal risks (update of the 2013 Registration document - pages 259 to 261) 
 Societe Generale, along with numerous other banks, financial institutions, and 

brokers, is subject to investigations in the United States by the Internal Revenue Service, 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Antitrust Division of the Department of 
Justice, and the attorneys general of several states for alleged noncompliance with 
various laws and regulations relating to their conduct in the provision to governmental 
entities of Guaranteed Investment Contracts (GICs) and related products in connection 
with the issuance of tax-exempt municipal bonds. Societe Generale is cooperating fully 
with the investigating authorities. 

 
Several lawsuits were initiated in US courts in 2008 against Societe Generale and 
numerous other banks, financial institutions, and brokers, alleging violation of US 
antitrust laws in connection with the bidding and sale of GICs and derivatives to 
municipalities. These lawsuits have been consolidated in the US District Court for the 
Southern District of New York in Manhattan. Some of these lawsuits are proceeding 
under a consolidated class action complaint. In April 2009, the court granted the 
defendants’ joint motion to dismiss the consolidated class action complaint against 
Societe Generale and all the other defendants except three. A second consolidated and 
amended class action complaint was filed in June 2009.  Societe Generale’s motion to 
dismiss the second consolidated and amended class action complaint was denied and 
the proceeding is continuing as to Societe Generale and numerous other providers and 
brokers.  The class plaintiffs filed a third amended class action complaint in March 2013, 
to which Societe Generale has not yet responded.  The parties are conducting pre-trial 
discovery.  In addition, there are other actions that are proceeding separately from the 
consolidated class action complaint, including another purported class action under the 
US antitrust laws and California state law as well as lawsuits brought by individual local 
governmental agencies. Motions to dismiss the complaints have been filed in these 
related proceedings. The motions to dismiss have been denied in their entirety or in part, 
and discovery is now proceeding. 
 
In 1990 as part of a refinancing, Australian and European banks, including Societe 
Generale Australia Limited which is a subsidiary of Societe Generale, received security 
from certain companies in the Bell Group to cover unsecured loans previously granted to 
companies within the Bell Group. This security was realised when the Bell Group 
companies subsequently went into liquidation. The liquidator demanded that the banks 
reimburse the amounts realised from the exercise of the security and made other claims. 
In October 2008, the trial judge in Australia ordered the banks to pay the total principal 
amount of the claim plus compound interest. In December 2009, pursuant to court order, 
Societe Generale Australia Limited deposited approximately AUD 192.9 million 
(including interest) into court pending the result of an appeal. The Court of appeal 
entered into judgment on August 17, 2012, confirming the first 
judgment in part and awarded the payment by the banks of a higher amount of interest 
than had been ordered initially. On march 2013 High Court granted the banks special 
leave to appeal on the two grounds submitted by the banks : directors’s fiduciary duties 
and calculation of interest . 
 
 Societe Generale Algeria (SGA) and several of its branch managers have been 

prosecuted for breach of Algerian laws on exchange rates and capital transfers with 
other countries. The defendants are accused of having failed to make complete or 
accurate statements to the Bank of Algeria on movements of capital in connection with 
exports or imports made by clients of SGA. The events were discovered during 
investigations by the Bank of Algeria who subsequently filed civil claims. Sentences 
(EUR 97.5 million) were delivered by the court of appeal against SGA and its employees 
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in some criminal proceedings while charges were dropped in other ones. The Supreme 
Court revoked the sentences delivered against SGA and its employees and sent the 
cases to the court of appeal in order for them to be judged again. On the other hand, the 
Supreme Court definitively confirmed the decisions which dropped the charges. To date, 
six cases have been terminated in favor of SGA and thirteen remain pending. 
 
 On May 8, 2013, Société Générale entered into a settlement agreement with MBIA 

Insurance Corporation, and various of its affiliates (“MBIA Entities”), terminating litigation 
brought by SG against the MBIA Entities and the New York State Department of 
Financial Services (“NYDFS”). 
SG had purchased credit default insurance from certain of the MBIA Entities covering 
payments due from various structured credit products. 
In February 2009, as part of a significant restructuring approved by the NYDFS, MBIA 
transferred $5 billion from its structured credit insurance entity into a newly formed 
insurer focused solely on insuring municipal bonds. 
As a result of this reorganization, MBIA’s structured credit insurer was lowered to “junk” 
status, and its ability to pay future claims was, at best, significantly impaired. 
Following these events, SG and several other financial institutions brought two 
litigations: (i) an action alleging that the approval of the reorganization by the NYDFS 
was legally and procedurally improper, and (ii) an action alleging that MBIA’s transfer of 
$5 billion from its structured credit insurer was a “fraudulent conveyance” that must be 
reversed.  Following several years of litigation, SG settled the matter favorably and 
dismissed the proceedings. 
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4.4 Regulatory ratios 
 

4.4.1 Prudential ratio management  
 
During Q1 2013, Societe Generale proceeded with no new subordinated note issue at 
Group level as part of the management of its prudential solvency ratios. 

 

4.4.2 Extract from the presentation dated May 7, 2013: First quarter 2013 results 
(and supplements) 
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SUPPLEMENT – RISK MANAGEMENT

BASEL 2.5 (CRD3) RISK-WEIGHTED ASSETS* (in EUR bn)

Q4 12

International 
Retail Banking

French 
Networks

Specialised
Financial 

Services & 
Insurance

Private Banking, 
Global 

Investment
Management and 

Services

Corporate 
Centre

OPERATION
AL

CREDIT

MARKET

TOTAL

Group

* Includes the entities reported under IFRS 5 until disposal

Corporate & 
Investment

Banking 
Core activities

Corporate & 
Investment

Banking
Legacy assets

Q1 13 Q4 12 Q1 13 Q4 12 Q1 13 Q4 12 Q1 13 Q4 12 Q1 13 Q4 12 Q1 13Q4 12 Q1 13 Q4 12 Q1 13Q1 12 Q1 12 Q1 12 Q1 12 Q1 12 Q1 12 Q1 12 Q1 12
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PRUDENTIAL CAPITAL RATIOS

* Excluding issue premiums of EUR +6 million on deeply subordinated notes (EUR +6m in Q1 12) and nil on undated subordinated notes (EUR +1m in Q1 12) 
Basel 2 including CRD3 requirements

31 Dec.12 31 Mar.13
In EUR m

Shareholder equity group share 49,809 49,907

Deeply subordinated notes (5,270) (5,302)
Undated subordinated notes (1,607) (1,634)

Dividend to be paid & interes ts on subordinated notes (509) (751)
Goodwill and intangibles (8,581) (7,755)

Non controlling interests 3,513 3,226
Other prudential adjustments (621) (1,998)

Basel 2 deductions (2,126) (1,856)

Core  tier 1 capital 34,609 33,838

Hybrid Tier 1 5,890 5,922

Tier 1 capita l 40,499 39,760

Hybrid Tier 2 7,738 7,738

Basel 2 deductions (2,126) (1,856)

Insurance participation (4,804) (1,527)
Total  capita l (Tier 1 + Tier 2) 41,308 44,114

RWA 324,092 320,160

Core  Tier 1 ratio 10.7% 10.6%
Tier 1 ratio 12.5% 12.4%
Total  capita l ratio 12.7% 13.8%

~20bp

+20bp
+65bp

-69bp
-9bp

-17bp

SOLID CAPITAL GROWTH FULLY IN LINE WITH BASEL 3 ROADMAP

Basel 2.5 Core Tier 1 ratioBasel 2.5 Core Tier 1 ratio

31 DEC. 2012 31 MAR. 2013

Retained 
earnings*

Asset sales, 
deleveraging

& others10.7%
Insurance IAS 19 

impact CVA NBI 
impact 10.6%

Basel 2.5 CT1 ratio at 10.6% at end-March

• Negative impact of changes in accounting and 
regulatory rules: -95bp

• Retained earnings: +20bp*

• Positive impact of asset sales (mainly TCW and 
NSGB), deleveraging and others: +65bp

Fully loaded Basel 3 CT1 ratio estimated at 
8.7% at end-March**

Objective: fully loaded Basel 3 Core Tier 1 ratio 
close to 9.5% by end-2013

• ~20bp positive impact from programmed actions 
(scrip dividend, capital increase reserved for 
employees and legacy asset deleveraging)

• Strong capital generation expected from earnings
8.7%

Basel 3 Core Tier 1 roadmapBasel 3 Core Tier 1 roadmap

31 DEC. 2013 
BASEL 3

31 MAR. 2013
BASEL 3

10.6%

31 MAR. 2013
BASEL 2.5

Basel 3 
impact **

Programmed 
actions

* Restated for CVA, DVA and revaluation of own debt, net of dividend provisions
** Proforma based on our understanding of CRR rules as voted on April 17th,

including Danish compromise for insurance. Detail on p. 33

Earnings

9.5%
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4.5 Pillar 3 report (Information at December 31, 2012) 
The Pillar 3 report is presented in Appendix 1 of the present update of the 2013 Registration 
Document, page 83 
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5 - Chapter 10 : Financial information:  

5.1 First Quarter 2013 Results (press release dated may 7, 2013) 
 

Q1 2013: SOLID RESULTS IN ALL BUSINESSES, LAUNCH OF THE 2ND PHASE OF THE 
TRANSFORMATION PLAN 

 NBI(1): EUR 6.2bn,  
 Stable business revenues* vs. Q1 12 
 Decline in the cost to income ratio in all businesses 
 Cost of risk(2) down -9 basis points vs. Q4 12  
 Group net income(1): EUR 852m(1) 

o Good business results: EUR +1,094m 
o Disposal of the Egyptian subsidiary NSGB (EUR +377m) 
o Book Group net income: EUR 364m 

 Core Tier 1 ratio (Basel 3): 8.7%, ratio target of close to 9.5% at end-2013 confirmed 
o Core Tier 1 ratio (Basel 2.5): 10.6% 

 Additional EUR 900m cost-savings plan (total of EUR 1,450m over the period 2012-2015) 
in order to achieve a ROE of 10% by end-2015 

 
 EPS(3): EUR 0.38  

 
 

 

 
(1) Excluding the revaluation of own financial liabilities, legacy assets and non-recurring items: impact on net banking income of own financial 

liabilities EUR -1,045m; legacy assets EUR -10m; initial application of IFRS 13: EUR -76m; impact on operating expenses: legacy assets: 
EUR -18m; net gains or losses on asset disposals: NSGB EUR +417m, TCW EUR +24m; net cost of risk: legacy assets EUR -35m, 
provision for litigation issues, EUR -100m. Impact on total Group net income of EUR -488m, of which legacy assets EUR -45m; revaluation 
of own financial liabilities EUR -685m; disposals EUR +398m; IFRS 13 EUR -56m; provisions for litigation issues: EUR -100m. See 
methodology note No. 8  

(2)  Excluding litigation issues, legacy and Greek sovereign assets. Steady decline in the cost of risk in basis points  
(3)  After deducting interest, net of tax effect, to be paid to holders of deeply subordinated notes and undated subordinated notes for Q1 13 

(respectively EUR 65 million and EUR 14 million). At end-March 2013, the capital gain net of tax and accrued unpaid interest relating to 
buybacks of deeply subordinated notes was nil. 

*  When adjusted for changes in Group structure and at constant exchange rates 
**    Excluding non-economic items (revaluation of own financial liabilities), legacy assets, and non-recurring items. See methodology note No. 8 
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The Board of Directors of Societe Generale met on May 6th, 2013 and examined the Group’s financial 
statements for Q1 2013. Net banking income and Group net income amounted to respectively EUR 5,088 
million and EUR 364 million. Group net income includes the results for the Group’s businesses amounting to 
EUR 1,094 million (+13% vs. Q1 12) and EUR +377 million of disposal proceeds for the Egyptian subsidiary 
NSGB.  

 

When restated for the non-economic effect of the revaluation of the Group’s own financial liabilities, non-
economic and non-recurring items, net banking income and Group net income amounted to respectively 
EUR 6,223 million and EUR 852 million. 

 

This performance illustrates the businesses’ solid results, ongoing cost-cutting efforts under way throughout 
the Group since 2010, and rigorous risk management, which is reflected in the decline in the Q1 commercial 
cost of risk. 

 

Against the backdrop of historically low interest rates, Retail Banking continued to produce a good 
commercial performance, particularly in terms of deposit inflow. Despite the sharp slowdown in the French 
economy, the French Networks’ net banking income remained close to the level in Q1 12. International 
Retail Banking also posted generally stable revenues (-1.3%*) and continued with its selective growth 
strategy, notably in Russia, whose contribution increased significantly. Specialised Financial Services and 
Insurance’s revenues rose, driven by the growth in Insurance activities and the continuing healthy margin in 
Specialised Financial Services.  

With higher revenues than in Q1 12, which was marked by the disposal cost for certain assets, Corporate 
and Investment Banking turned in a very satisfactory performance. This was underpinned by its leadership 
positions, notably in Equity and  Fixed Income, Currencies & Commodities activities, Structured Financing, 
and debt issuance. Private Banking, Global Investment Management and Services benefited from the 
pick-up in Private Banking activities, despite a still challenging environment for Brokerage activities 
(persistently weak volumes and low interest rates). 

 

Operating expenses were significantly lower (-2.5%*) in Q1 13 than in Q1 12. Efforts made in terms of costs 
enabled all the businesses to post an improved cost to income ratio vs. Q1 12. A general cost-cutting plan 
focused on rationalising the organisational structure, operating efficiency measures and optimising external 
costs has been launched, in line with efforts to control operating expenses under way for several quarters. 
The purpose of the plan is to put the Group in a position to achieve a ROE of 10% as from end-2015, thanks 
to additional savings in terms of operating expenses of around EUR 900 million by 2015 (i.e. a total of EUR 
1,450 million over the period 2012-2015). It will include around EUR 600 million of transformation costs and 
investments over the period. 

 

The commercial cost of risk, measured in basis points(1) amounted to 75 basis points in Q1 13, vs. 84 
basis points in Q4 12. This was generally lower, particularly in International Retail Banking and Specialised 
Financial Services. It was stable in the French Networks and remained at a low level in Corporate and 
Investment Banking. 

 

The Group’s “Basel 3” Core Tier ratio stood at 8.7% at the end of Q1, without phasing. Under “Basel 2.5”(2), it 
amounted to 10.6%.  

 

 

                                                      
(1) Annualised, excluding litigation issues and legacy assets, in respect of assets at the beginning of the period 
(2) Calculated according to EBA Basel 2.5 standards (Basel 2 standards incorporating CRD3 requirements) 
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Commenting on the Group’s Q1 2013 results, Frédéric Oudéa – Chairman and CEO – stated:  

 “The performances of the businesses in Q1 2013 maintain Societe Generale on its transformation 
path. Against a backdrop of disciplined management of scarce resources, capital and liquidity, the 
Group’s businesses maintained a healthy profit level thanks to buoyant commercial activity aimed at 
serving its customers, and a decline in operating expenses. The Group’s solidity therefore enabled it 
to achieve a “Basel 3” Core Tier 1 capital ratio of 8.7%, in line with a target of close to 9.5% for end-
2013. In addition, in order to further boost the Group’s performance over the medium-term, we will 
continue to adapt the businesses and leverage cost synergies. We will also continue with our efforts 
to control costs, with a plan to reduce operating expenses and save a total of around EUR 1.5 billion 
over the period 2012-2015. By the end of the Group’s transformation at end-2015, the Societe 
Generale Group, helped by businesses adapted to the new economic and regulatory environment in 
Europe, will be in a position to generate a ROE of 10%.”   
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1. GROUP CONSOLIDATED RESULTS 

 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 6,311 5,088 -19.4% 

On a like-for-like basis* -16.7% 

Net banking income** 6,807 6,223 -8.6% 

Operating expenses (4,333) (4,067) -6.1% 

On a like-for-like basis* -2.5% 

Gross operating income 1,978 1,021 -48.4% 

On a like-for-like basis* -47.8% 

Net cost of risk (902)  (927)  +2.8% 

Operating income 1,076 94 -91.3% 

On a like-for-like basis* -94.7% 

Reported Group net income 732 364 -50.3% 

Group net income** 1,173 852 -27.4% 

 

 Q1 12 Q1 13  

Group ROTE (after tax) 7.9% 3.2%  

 

 

Net banking income 

 

The Group’s net banking income totalled EUR 5,088 million in Q1 13, vs. EUR 6,311 million in Q1 12. 
 
If non-economic items, non-recurring items and legacy assets** are stripped out, revenues amounted to EUR 
6,223 million, down -8.6%* vs. Q1 12. 

- The French Networks posted revenues of EUR 2,015 million in Q1 13, which was slightly lower 
than in Q1 12, in an environment of historically low interest rates which adversely affected margins. 
Commercial activity remained healthy with, in particular, significantly higher deposit inflow than in Q1 
12 (+9.2%); 

- At EUR 1,131 million in Q1 13, International Retail Banking’s net banking income was generally 
stable (-1.3%*) vs. Q1 12, impacted by a challenging economic situation in Central and Eastern 
Europe, offset by revenue growth in Russia and Sub-Saharan Africa; 

- Specialised Financial Services and Insurance’s revenues rose +2.9%* vs. Q1 12 to EUR 868 
million in Q1 13. They benefited from the growth in the Insurance activity (EUR 183 million or 
+11.5%* vs. Q1 12). Despite resource constraints, Specialised Financial Services continued to 
maintain margins at a healthy level and posted slightly higher revenues  (+0.8%* vs. Q1 12) of EUR 
685 million in Q1 13. 
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- Corporate and Investment Banking’s revenues totalled EUR 1,904 million in Q1 13, an increase of 
+3.0%* vs. Q1 12. Corporate and Investment Banking’s core activities posted revenues of EUR 
1,914 million in Q1 13, stable (+0.5%*) vs. Q1 12. However, this variation does not include the cost 
of disposing of Corporate and Investment Banking’s loan asset portfolios in 2012 (EUR -226 million), 
and the effect of the initial application of the accounting standard IFRS 13 (EUR -64 million in 2013). 
When restated for these factors, revenues were -8.0% lower: revenues for Global Markets declined -
7.2% vs. a good Q1 12, and for Financing & Advisory activities -10.4%, due to lower volumes as a 
result of the disposals carried out in 2012 and generally  weak activity in Europe. 

The contribution to the division’s revenues of Corporate and Investment Banking’s legacy assets was 
contained at EUR -10 million in Q1 13 (EUR -57 million in Q1 12). 

- Private Banking, Global Investment Management and Services’ net banking income was -3.0%* 
lower than in Q1 12 at EUR 457 million. In a generally unfavourable environment for the business 
due to persistently low rates and reduced brokerage activity, the division benefited from a pick-up in 
Private Banking revenues (+4.6%* vs. Q1 12).  

The accounting impact on net banking income of the revaluation of the Group’s own financial liabilities was 
EUR -1,045 million in Q1 13. In Q1 12, the revaluation had an impact of EUR -181 million on net banking 
income for the quarter. 

 

Operating expenses 

 
At EUR -4,067 million in Q1 13, operating expenses were down -2.5%* vs. Q1 12, with cost-cutting efforts in 
all the businesses.  
 
The improved operating efficiency was noticeable in all the business divisions. Accordingly, the businesses’ 
cost to income ratio (excluding activities that come under the scope of the Corporate Centre) amounted to 
62.9% and improved by -3.5 points(1) overall vs. Q1 12: -2.6 points in the French Networks and International 
Retail Banking, -4.7 points in Specialised Financial Services and Insurance, -3.9 points in Corporate and 
Investment Banking, -1.5 points in Private Banking, Global Investment Management and Services.  
 
Continuing with its cost-cutting initiatives, the Group has decided to embark on an efficiency improvement  
programme, with three objectives: (i) reduce costs and reinforce competitiveness;  
(ii) simplify the way the Group operates; and (iii) leverage cost synergies between the businesses. The full 
effect of this programme is expected to be felt at end-2015, with EUR 1,450 million of cost savings vs. the 
beginning of 2012 (including EUR 550 million already achieved in 2012). This programme includes around 
EUR 600 million of transformation costs and investments and will have no impact on business. 

 

Operating income 

The Group’s gross operating income came to EUR 1,021 million in Q1 13. This was substantially lower 
than in Q1 12 due to the accounting effect of the revaluation of the Group’s own financial liabilities (-47.8%*). 
If non-economic items, non-recurring items and the impact of legacy assets are stripped out, the variation in 
gross operating income was -12.9% between Q1 12 and Q1 13. 

                                                      
(1) Changes calculated in absolute terms by incorporating, in 2012 operating expenses, 25% of the systemic tax invoiced 
to the businesses at end-2012 and, in Corporate and Investment Banking revenues, loan portfolio disposal costs 
amounting to EUR -226 million in  Q1 12 . 
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The Group’s net cost of risk amounted to EUR -927 million for Q1 13, vs. EUR -902 million in Q1 12.  

The Group posted an additional provision allocation for litigation issues amounting to EUR -100 million in Q1 
13. 

The Group’s commercial cost of risk (expressed as a fraction of outstanding loans) amounted to 75(2) basis 
points in Q1 13, which was lower than in Q4 12 (84(2) basis points). 

- The French Networks’ cost of risk was stable vs. Q4 12 at 65 basis points, reflecting the 
deteriorated economic environment in France, notably for business customers where the Group 
continued to post substantial provisions in respect of medium-sized industrial companies. The loss 
rate remained low for individual customers. 

- At 154 basis points (vs. 182 basis points in Q4 12),  International Retail Banking’s cost of risk was 
generally lower, driven by Romania (whose cost of risk nevertheless remained high) and the 
subsidiaries in the Mediterranean Basin (particularly in Algeria and Tunisia). The cost of risk 
remained moderate in Russia and the Czech Republic in Q1 13.  

- Specialised Financial Services’ cost of risk fell to 113 basis points (vs. 127 basis points in Q4 12) 
in Consumer Finance and Equipment Finance. 

- The cost of risk of Corporate and Investment Banking’s core activities remained low at  
20 basis points (vs. 44 basis points in Q4 12), confirming the quality of the loan portfolio. Legacy 
assets’ net cost of risk amounted to EUR -35 million in Q1 13 (lower than the EUR  
-95 million in Q4 12). 

 

 

The Group’s NPL coverage ratio was 77% at end-March 2013 (unchanged vs. end-December 2012). 

 

The Group’s operating income totalled EUR 94 million in Q1 13 vs. EUR 1,076 million in Q1 12. This was 
substantially lower, primarily due to the impact of the revaluation of the Group’s own financial liabilities.  

When corrected for non-economic items, non-recurring items and legacy assets, operating income came to 
EUR 1,229 million in Q1 13, vs. EUR 1,572 million in Q1 12.  
 
 
 

Net income 

Group net income totalled EUR 364 million for Q1 13 (EUR 732 million in Q1 12), after taking into account  

- the effect of disposals of subsidiaries during the quarter (in particular the sale of the Egyptian 
subsidiary NSGB, for a net impact after tax of EUR +377 million), 

- tax (the Group’s effective tax rate was 22.0% in Q1 13 vs. 27.4% in Q1 12)  

- and non-controlling interests. 

 

                                                      
(2) Annualised, excluding litigation issues, legacy and Greek sovereign assets, in respect of assets at the beginning of the 
period. 
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When corrected for non-economic items, non-recurring items and legacy assets (1), Group net income 
amounted to EUR 852 million in Q1 13, vs. EUR 1,173 million in Q1 12. 

The Group’s ROE, excluding non-economic items, non-recurring items and legacy assets, stood at 7.4% 
(2.7% in absolute terms) in Q1 13. ROTE based on the same structure came to 8.8% (3.2% in absolute 
terms).  

 
Earnings per share amounts to EUR 0.38 for Q1 13, after deducting interest payable to holders of deeply 
subordinated notes and undated subordinated notes(2). 

                                                      
(1)  Impact on total Group net income of EUR -488m, of which legacy assets EUR -45m; revaluation of own financial 

liabilities EUR -685m; disposals EUR +398m; IFRS 13 EUR -56m; provisions for litigation issues: EUR -100m.   
(2)  The interest, net of tax effect, payable to holders of deeply subordinated notes and undated subordinated notes at 

end-March 2013 amounts to respectively EUR 65 million and EUR 14 million for Q1 13. 
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2. THE GROUP’S FINANCIAL STRUCTURE 
 
 
Group shareholders’ equity totalled EUR 49.9 billion (1) at March 31st, 2013 and tangible net asset value 
per share was EUR 48.27 (corresponding to net asset value per share of EUR 56.54, including EUR 1.08 of 
unrealised capital gains). The Group acquired 8.2 million Societe Generale shares during Q1 13 and 
proceeded to dispose of 6.1 million shares under the liquidity contract concluded on August 22nd, 2011.  
All in all, at end-March, 2013, Societe Generale possessed 24.9 million shares (including 9 million treasury 
shares), representing 3.19% of the capital (excluding shares held for trading purposes). At this date, the 
Group also held 1.4 million purchase options on its own shares to cover stock option plans allocated to its 
employees. 

 

The Group’s funded balance sheet(2), after the netting of insurance, derivative outstandings, repurchase 
agreements and accruals, totalled EUR 655 billion at March 31st, 2013, up 10.5%  
(EUR +28 billion) vs. March 31st, 2012, but stable (+0.5%) vs. December 31st, 2012. 

The Group continued to strengthen the balance sheet structure, with the surplus of stable sources 
(shareholders’ equity, customer deposits and medium/long-term financing) over long-term uses of funds 
(available-for-sale/held-to-maturity securities, customer loans and long-term assets) increasing significantly 
between Q1 12 and Q1 13, from EUR 18 billion to EUR 58 billion. It increased by EUR  
+7 billion in Q1 13 alone, primarily as a result of the success of the Group’s issuance programmes. 
Medium/long-term financing rose by EUR 8 billion year-on-year, including EUR 2 billion in Q1 13. 
Accordingly, in Q1 13, EUR 13.4 billion of medium/long-term debt (i.e. two-thirds of the scheduled progamme 
in 2013) was issued, with an average maturity of 5.7 years. Shareholders’ equity (EUR 52 billion) was stable 
vs. end-2012 and rose EUR +1 billion vs. the end of Q1 12. Customer deposits totalled EUR 311 billion, 
generally stable vs. Q1 12 (EUR +2 billion) and unchanged vs. Q4 12. At the same time, the Group’s 
deleveraging strategy led to customer loan outstandings falling by EUR  
-19 billion since Q1 12 (EUR -4 billion in Q1 13, to EUR 365 billion). As a result, the loan/deposit ratio 
improved by +8 points year-on-year, from 125% at end-March 2012 to 117% at end-March 2013. 

The Group also increased its liquidity reserves by EUR 2 billion vs. end-2012, to EUR 135 billion. They now 
cover 108% of the Group’s short-term refinancing needs as at end-March 2013 (vs. 101% at end-2012). As a 
reminder, the Group’s liquidity reserves amounted to EUR 104 billion in Q1 12 and covered 93% of its short-
term financing needs. 

 

The Group’s risk-weighted assets amounted to EUR 320.2 billion at end-March (-1.2% vs. the end of Q4 12 
and -8.3% year-on-year). In Q1 13, they included the EUR 5.5 billion of outstandings relating to the Group’s 
insurance companies due to the end of the dispensatory regime previously applied. When restated for this 
change, outstandings were down -2.9% vs. end-2012 and -9.8% year-on-year. At the end of Q1 13, Retail 
Banking activities (French Networks and International Retail Banking, Specialised Financial Services and 
Insurance) represented 62.7% of the Group’s risk-weighted assets, stable excluding Insurance vs. Q4 12. 

The detailed movements by division illustrate the deleveraging/rigorous risk control strategy initiated in 2010: 
risk-weighted assets were substantially lower during the quarter in International Retail Banking (-9.1%, 
reflecting the disposal of the NSGB subsidiary), stable in Private Banking, Global Investment Management 
and Services and in Specialised Financial Services (excluding Insurance), as well as in the French Networks 
(excluding insurance), in a sluggish economy. Corporate and Investment Banking’s core activities 
experienced growth of +1.4%.  

In line with previous quarters, risk-weighted assets related to legacy assets declined by -19.4% in  
Q1 13 vs. Q4 12 due to disposals and amortisation. All in all, these risk-weighted assets were limited to EUR 
7.9 billion at end-March, or 2.5% of the Group’s total risk-weighted assets.  

                                                      
(1) This figure includes notably (i) EUR 5.3 billion of deeply subordinated notes and (ii) EUR 0.5 billion of 

undated  subordinated notes . 
(2) Funded balance sheet/Group loan to deposit ratio/liquidity reserves: see methodology note 
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The Group’s Tier 1 ratio was 12.4% at March 31st, 2013 (12.5% at end-2012), while the Core  
Tier 1 ratio, which was 10.7% at December 31st, 2012 under “Basel 2.5” and calculated according to 
European Banking Authority (EBA) rules, was 10.6% at end-March 2013, after taking account of accounting 
and regulatory changes that reduced the ratio by -95 basis points during the quarter and offset the Group’s 
substantial capital generation in Q1 13 (+84 basis points). 

In particular, the end of the dispensatory regime for Insurance subsidiaries reduced the ratio by  
-69 basis points, while the integration in shareholders’ equity of post-employment commitments following the 
implementation of IAS 19 had an impact of -17 basis points on the ratio. Lastly, taking account of the value 
adjustment in respect of credit risk (Credit Value Adjustment or CVA) for derivatives, based on IFRS 13, 
reduced the result, with an impact in this respect of -9 basis points. 

It is important to note that the symmetrical movement to CVA concerning the bank’s derivative commitments 
(Debit Value Adjustment or DVA), which measures the effect on the income statement of own financial 
liabilities associated with derivatives, is neutralised for the determination of the ratio, and as such is not 
included in the calculation of distributable profit. 

The contribution to the ratio of Q1 results (excluding CVA effect, net of the provision for dividends) amounted 
to +20 basis points, supplemented by the effect of deleveraging (disposal of subsidiaries, disposal and 
amortisation of the legacy asset portfolio), which boosted the Core Tier 1 ratio by  
+58 basis points. The other cumulative effects (currency, reduction in the businesses’ risk-weighted assets, 
etc.) contributed +6 basis points to the ratio in Q1. 

 

This quarter, the Group has published its Core Tier 1 capital ratio under “Basel 3” rules (which include CRD 4 
requirements). The ratio amounted to 8.7% at the end of Q 1 13. The Group aims to achieve a Basel 3 Core 
Tier 1 ratio (excluding the benefit of temporary measures) of close to 9.5%  at end-2013. A number of 
scheduled measures (scrip dividends, capital increase reserved for employees and ongoing deleveraging 
measures for SSG) are already expected to result in an increase of around  
20 basis points in the ratio. Further strengthening of the ratio will come mainly from continuing solid profit 
generation. 

 

 

The Group is rated A2 by Moody’s, A by S&P and A+ by Fitch. 
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3. FRENCH NETWORKS 
 

 

 

 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 2,046 2,015 -1.5% 

-1.4%(a) 

Operating expenses (1,347) (1,310) -2.7% 

Gross operating income 699 705 +0.9% 

   +1.3%(a) 

Net cost of risk (203)  (301)  +48.3% 

Operating income 496 404 -18.5% 

Group net income 326 256 -21.5% 

(a) Excluding PEL/CEL  

 

In a still deteriorated macroeconomic environment in France, the French Networks’ commercial activity was 
resilient in Q1 13 and once again demonstrated the solidity of their customer franchises. 

 

Against a backdrop of continuing fierce competition for savings inflow, outstanding balance sheet deposits 
rose +9.2% vs. Q1 12 to EUR 149.2 billion. By customer segment, deposit inflow remained very strong for 
individual customers (+8.1%) and saw a substantial pick-up for business customers (+10.4%). By type of 
savings vehicle, deposit growth was driven by the inflow on term deposits and deposit certificates (+37.2%) 
which continued to benefit from the success of the “CAT Croissance” (Growth term account) and “CAT Tréso 
+” (Treasury + term account) offerings aimed at large corporates and SMEs. There was also a sharp 
increase in regulated savings. These continued to be driven, firstly, by the growth in Livret A (passbook 
savings account) outstandings (+32.2%) and Sustainable Development Passbook Savings Account 
outstandings (+25.0%), which benefited from the raising of their ceiling, and secondly, by the growth of 
Passbook Savings Accounts (+7.1%). Sight deposits remained stable (+0.5%) vs. Q1 12. 

 

This growth was accompanied by positive net life insurance inflow of EUR +822 million in Q1 13, in a market 
whose net inflow became positive again (EUR +6.7 billion vs. the same period the previous year). 

 

The French Networks remained fully committed to serving their customers and continued to actively support 
the economy, assisting businesses and individuals with the financing of their projects. However, in an 
environment of economic uncertainty, the demand for financing remained low, as testified by the limited 
growth in outstanding loans (+0.7% vs. Q1 12 to EUR 176.3 billion). 
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Outstanding loans to business customers totalled EUR 79.5 billion (+0.6%). Outstanding operating loans 
rose +7.3% to EUR 13.2 billion. Conversely, outstanding investment loans fell -1.0% to EUR 63.3 billion.  

 

Outstanding loans to individuals rose +1.1% vs. Q1 12 to EUR 95.5 billion, still driven by the growth in 
outstanding housing loans (+1.4%). Housing loan production was nevertheless markedly lower than in Q1 12 
on the back of weak demand.  

 

The average loan/deposit ratio stood at 118% in Q1 13 vs. 128% for the same period the previous year, an 
improvement of 10 points.  

 

The French Networks’ revenues were resilient, with net banking income of EUR 2,015 million, slightly lower 
(-1.4%) excluding the PEL/CEL effect than in Q1 12. The interest margin was +0.2% higher (excluding the 
PEL/CEL effect) than in Q1 12, with the effects of the decline in reinvestment rates being offset by the growth 
in outstanding deposits and the increase in the loan margin (+10 basis points vs. the same period the 
previous year). 

 

Commissions declined -3.4% vs. Q1 12. Service commissions fell -2.6% vs. the same period. Financial 
commissions declined -6.4% on the back of still low financial transaction volumes originating from individual 
customers. 

 

Operating expenses were -2.7% lower than in Q1 12, reflecting the effect of the cost-savings plans 
implemented. These focused primarily on efficiency gains, the control of IT expenses and the decline in the 
use of external service providers.  

 

The French Networks generated gross operating income of EUR 705 million, up +1.3% (excluding PEL/CEL 
effect) vs. Q1 12. 

 

Against the backdrop of a weak French economy, the French Networks’ cost of risk amounted to  
65 basis points in Q1 13. This was stable vs. the figure for the previous quarter.  

 

The French Networks’ contribution to Group net income totalled EUR 256 million, down 
-21.5% vs. Q1 12.  
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4. INTERNATIONAL RETAIL BANKING 
 

 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 1,226 1,131 -7.7% 

On a like-for-like basis* -1.3% 

Operating expenses (758)  (698)  -7.9% 

On a like-for-like basis* +0.5% 

Gross operating income 468 433 -7.5% 

On a like-for-like basis* -4.1% 

Net cost of risk (350)  (273)  -22.0% 

Operating income 118 160 +35.6% 

On a like-for-like basis*   -21.3% 

Group net income 45 79 +75.6% 

 

 

Within International Retail Banking, Q1 2013 was marked by healthy commercial activity achieved against a 
backdrop of low interest rates and an economic slowdown. At end-March 2013, International Retail Banking’s 
outstanding loans (excluding Egypt(1)) amounted to EUR 62.6 billion, up +3.7%* vs. Q1 12, driven by the 
growth for individual customers (up +8.9%*). Over the same period, deposits (excluding Egypt) were 
substantially higher (+7.1%*) at EUR 64.1 billion, on the back of robust inflow in Russia (+13.5%*), Central 
and Eastern European countries (+13.4%*) and Sub-Saharan Africa (+12.4%*). Consequently, the 
loan/deposit ratio improved by 3 points vs. end-December 2012, to 98%. 

 
This positive volume effect was largely erased by the low interest rate environment in the main European 
countries where the division operates. International Retail Banking revenues were down -1.3%* vs. end-
March 2012 at EUR 1,131 million. This trend reflects fairly distinct performances according to region: 
revenues were higher in Russia, the Mediterranean Basin and Sub-Saharan Africa, whereas Romania, the 
Czech Republic and the other Central and Eastern European countries experienced a decline in revenues.  
 

Over the same period, costs experienced a limited increase of +0.5%* (to EUR 698 million), reflecting good 
control of operating expenses, with marked declines in Russia, Romania, the Czech Republic, and the 
other Central and Eastern European countries. In Sub-Saharan Africa and the Mediterranean Basin, 
operating expenses increased to support the expansion of the network, which saw the addition of 29 
branches in the space of a year.  

 

                                                      
(1) The Group sold its Egyptian subsidiary NSGB to QNB on March 26th, 2013. NSGB’s results are included in those of 
International Retail Banking (two months of results in 2013), outstandings have been reclassified for accounting 
purposes under “assets held for sale” since end-2012. NSGB’s disposal proceeds are recorded in the 
Corporate Centre’s results. 
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The division posted gross operating income of EUR 433 million at end-March 2013 (-4.1%*). The cost to 
income ratio was 61.7%, a slight improvement compared to the previous year.  

 

International Retail Banking’s contribution to Group net income totalled EUR 79 million.  
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In Russia (structure including Rosbank, Delta Crédit and their consolidated subsidiaries in International 
Retail Banking, and 25% of Rusfinance), there was further confirmation of the improvement observed in 
previous quarters. Net banking income rose +13.9%*(2). Measures to improve operating efficiency introduced 
in 2012 (branch rationalisation and workforce cuts) helped to significantly reduce the cost base (-4.4%* vs. 
Q1 12) despite high inflation. The contribution to Group net income came to EUR 19 million (vs. a EUR -20 
million loss in Q1 12). 
 
Overall, the rebalancing of the customer portfolio and the success of Rosbank bond issues  
(RUB 31 billion raised in 2013 or EUR 775 million) helped strengthen the balance sheet structure.  
 
For individual customers, outstanding loans grew substantially (+21.5%* vs. Q1 12), with particularly strong 
growth for rouble-denominated loans (+28%* for Rosbank), which was accompanied by equally robust 
deposit inflow over the same period (+7.3%* including +11%* in respect of rouble-denominated deposits for 
Rosbank). 
For business customers, outstanding loans stabilised vs. Q1 12, wiping out the decline recorded in 2012. 
This trend reversal reflects strong new business, focused primarily on rouble-denominated loans 
(outstandings up +21%*). At the same time, deposits rose +17.7%* over the same period.  
 
Refocusing and the rollout of new commercial initiatives since 2010 have been accompanied by the 
development of synergies between the different Russian entities and the Group’s business lines, especially 
with Corporate and Investment Banking. During Q1, the Group acted as Mandated Lead Arranger and 
bookrunner in the financing of Rosneft’s acquisition of TNK-BP, a major deal in the oil sector (the acquisition 
totalled USD 56 billion). At the same time, during the first four months of 2013, Societe Generale managed 
17 bond issuance mandates for a total of EUR 7.5 billion. It is ranked 3rd in Russia for currency bond issues 
(source: Dealogic). All in all, the SG Russia(1) entity made a  
EUR 39 million contribution to Q1 Group net income.  
 
In the Czech Republic, in a deteriorated economic environment, Komercni Banka (KB) enjoyed strong 
commercial activity in Q1 13: outstanding loans grew +5.3%* vs. Q1 12, underpinned by business 
customers. Over the same period, deposits rose +6.4%*. Despite this positive volume effect, revenues were 
lower than in Q1 12 (-6.5%*), due to successive declines in deposit margins and a non-recurring capital gain 
recorded in Q1 12. That said, KB once again demonstrated its ability to control costs (-1.6%*). The 
contribution to Group net income came to EUR 51 million in Q1 13, reflecting the subsidiary’s resilience in an 
economic slowdown.  
 
In Romania (BRD), in a challenging economic environment, the Group experienced a decline in outstanding 
loans (-2.6%*). Growth in the individual customer segment, particularly for housing loans, was unable to 
offset the decline in the business segment. At the same time, the Group strengthened its deposit base 
(+2.9%*). Revenues were lower in Q1 (-4.5%*) due to the combination of weak volumes and continuing 
pressure on the interest margin. However, the rationalisation of BRD’s operating infrastructure (reduction in 
the headcount and number of branches) resulted in costs declining -2.5%* vs. Q1 12 despite a sharp 
increase in inflation over the period. The cost of risk remained high, but was lower than in Q4 12 due to 
measures aimed at rigorously controlling risk-taking. Overall, BRD’s contribution to Group net income came 
to EUR -5 million in Q1 13 (EUR -3 million in Q1 12). 
 
In the other Central and Eastern European countries, deposit inflow remained buoyant (+13.4%* vs. Q1 
12) particularly for business customers, whereas loan activity was stable over the same period (+0.4%*). 
Overall, revenues fell -3.8%*, hampered by a decline in loan remuneration, against the backdrop of a 
decrease in the Euribor rate and an increase in the cost of deposits. Costs were stable (-0.1%*) over the 
period. The region’s gross operating income came to EUR 36 million.  
 
In the Mediterranean Basin, at end-March 2013, the Group posted an increase in deposits of +4.8%* vs. Q1 
12, which was particularly strong in Algeria (+24%*). In contrast, outstanding loans experienced weak growth 
(+0.7%*) vs. Q1 12. Revenues were up +2.5%* vs. Q1 12, with all the entities seeing an increase. Operating 

                                                      
(2) At end-2012, the entities BelRosbank (Byelorussia) and AVD, Rosbank’s debt recovery subsidiary, were sold as part 
of the Group’s refocusing. 
(1) SG Russia’s result: contribution of Rosbank, Delta Credit Bank, Rusfinance Bank, Societe Generale Insurance, ALD 
automotive and their consolidated subsidiaries to the businesses’ results  
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expenses grew faster than NBI (+12.7%*), accompanying the growth of the network (6 new branches in the 
space of one year)and due to high inflation locally. The contribution to Group net income came to EUR 41 
million in Q1 13.  
 
In Sub-Saharan Africa, the Group bolstered its network with 23 new branches vs. Q1 12. The beginning of 
2013 saw strong commercial activity: outstanding loans grew +6.3%* vs. Q1 12, with a particularly sharp 
increase in the individual customer segment (+24.3%*). At the same time, deposits enjoyed robust growth of 
+12.4%*. In line with this momentum, revenues rose +11.9%* vs. Q1 12 and operating expenses +10.1%* 
over the same period.  
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5. SPECIALISED FINANCIAL SERVICES AND INSURANCE 
 
 
 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 849 868 +2.2% 

On a like-for-like basis* +2.9% 

Operating expenses (455)  (442)  -2.9% 

On a like-for-like basis* -1.1% 

Gross operating income 394 426 +8.1% 

On a like-for-like basis* +7.5% 

Net cost of risk (166)  (155)  -6.6% 

Operating income 228 271 +18.9% 

On a like-for-like basis*   +15.9% 

Group net income 163 192 +17.8% 

 
 
The Specialised Financial Services and Insurance division comprises:  

(i) Specialised Financial Services (operational vehicle leasing and fleet management, equipment 
finance, consumer finance), 

(ii) Insurance (Life, Personal Protection, Property and Casualty). 
 

Specialised Financial Services and Insurance again posted solid results up +17.8%* vs. Q1 12, at EUR 
192 million, while continuing to adapt its business model to resource constraints. 

 

Despite a challenging market environment for the auto sector, Operational Vehicle Leasing and Fleet 
Management experienced a healthy commercial momentum, with a fleet of more than 962,000 vehicles 
(+4.4%(1) vs. end-March 2012) and benefited from the proactive management of its residual values since 
2009.  

 

Against a backdrop of selective development, new Equipment Finance business was down -6.6%* vs. Q1 
12 at EUR 1.5 billion (excluding factoring). New business margins remained at a high level. At end-March 
2013, outstanding loans totalled EUR 17.4 billion (excluding factoring), down -4.3%* vs. end-March 2012. 
The business line maintained solid positions in its key markets, while continuing to adapt its operating model, 
particularly by increasing its external financing (EUR 0.5 billion debt securitisation operation in Germany in 
February 2013). 

 

                                                      

(1) At constant structure  
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Consumer Finance provided further evidence of its recovery, benefiting from the efforts under way since 
2011 to refocus the international network and reallocate its resources to activities improving the risk and 
profitability profile. New business was stable over the period at EUR 2.4 billion. Outstanding loans totalled 
EUR 21.8 billion, down -2.7%* vs. end-March 2012.  

 

The division carried out various external refinancing operations representing an additional EUR 1.1 billion 
during Q1 13. A total of EUR 4.2 billion had been raised in 2012. 

 

Specialised Financial Services’ Q1 net banking income remained stable vs. Q1 12, at EUR 685 million. 
Operating expenses improved by -1.8%*, to EUR 375 million. The net cost of risk fell to EUR -155 million 
(113 basis points) vs. EUR -166 million (121 basis points) in Q1 12. Operating income came to EUR 155 
million, up +15.1%* vs. Q1 12.  

 

Insurance produced good Q1 performances both in France and internationally. Net life insurance inflow was 
EUR 1.3 billion and outstandings amounted to EUR 81.3 billion at end-March 2013, up +5.9%* vs. Q1 12. 
Personal Protection and Property/Casualty insurance premiums grew by respectively +38.9%* and +21.9%* 
vs. Q1 12. 

The Insurance activity’s net banking income totalled EUR 183 million, up +11.5%* vs. Q1 12, whereas the 
growth in operating expenses was limited at 3.0%*. Operating income came to EUR 116 million, up +17.0%* 
vs. Q1 12. 
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6. CORPORATE AND INVESTMENT BANKING 
 
 
 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 1,867 1,904 +2.0% 

On a like-for-like basis* +3.0% 

Financing and Advisory 276 475 +72.1% 

On a like-for-like basis* +73.4% 

Global Markets (1) 1,648 1,439 -12.7% 

On a like-for-like basis* -11.8% 

Legacy  assets (57)  (10)  +82.5% 

Operating expenses (1,220) (1,161) -4.8% 

On a like-for-like basis* -4.0% 

Gross operating income 647 743 +14.8% 

On a like-for-like basis* +16.3% 

Net cost of risk (153)  (74)  -51.6% 

O.w. Legacy assets (115)  (35)  -69.6% 

Operating income 494 669 +35.4% 

On a like-for-like basis* +37.7% 

Group net income 351 494 +40.7% 

 

(1) O.w. "Equities" EUR 685m in Q1 13 (EUR 655m in Q1 12) and "Fixed income, Currencies and 
Commodities" EUR 754m in Q1 13 (EUR 993m in Q1 12) 

 
 
Continuing in the same vein as at the end of 2012, the beginning of Q1 was marked by a lull in the euro zone 
financial crisis, and by a rally in the markets. The environment subsequently deteriorated in the wake of the 
Italian elections and the crisis in Cyprus in March, which led to a decline in investors’ risk appetite. 
 
Against this backdrop, Corporate and Investment Banking revenues totalled EUR 1,904 million in Q1, up 
+2.0% vs. Q1 12. When restated for the CVA/DVA impact (EUR -64 million in Q1 13) and the net discount on 
loans sold (EUR -226 million in Q1 12), revenues were down -6.0%. 
 
Global Markets posted resilient revenues of EUR 1,514 million, excluding CVA/DVA impact  
(EUR -75 million in Q1 13). This represented a decline of -7.2%(1) vs. an excellent Q1 12, which benefited 
from favourable market conditions. Revenues were mainly driven by the excellent commercial performance 
of structured products in all regions. During the quarter, market risk exposure was maintained at a low level.  
 

                                                      
(1) At constant structure 
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Equity activities saw their revenues increase +11.9%(1) vs. Q1 12 to EUR 735 million, excluding CVA/DVA 
impact (EUR -50 million in Q1 13). Revenues were driven by higher volumes in Asia, notably for structured 
products, as well as the performance of flow activities, particularly equity finance. SG CIB was voted “Equity 
Derivatives House of the Year” (Risk awards 2013) and maintained its leadership position in equity 
derivatives with, in particular, a market share of 14.5% for warrants. In addition, the level of Lyxor’s assets 
under management amounted to EUR 75.3 billion as of end of  
Q1 13, stable vs. 2012 year-end. Lyxor’s managed account platform again received an award and was 
named “Leading Managed Account Platform” by the Hedge Fund Journal awards 2013.  
 
 
 
Fixed Income, Currencies & Commodities posted revenues of EUR 779 million, excluding CVA/DVA 
impact (EUR -25 million in Q1 13), down -20.1%(1) vs. an excellent Q1 12 which benefited from the effects of 
the normalisation of the market. During the quarter, client-driven activity proved resilient, especially for 
structured products. Rates and credit activities produced a solid performance, whereas Forex and 
Commodities lagged behind. SG CIB again saw its expertise recognised by its Asian clients, coming top in 
the “Asia Risk interdealer rankings 2013” and ranking No. 1 in the “interest rate products” category. 
 
Financing & Advisory posted revenues of EUR 464 million, excluding CVA/DVA impact (EUR +11 million in 
Q1 13). This was substantially higher than in Q1 12, which was marked by the negative impact of the loan 
disposal programme. Excluding the CVA/DVA impact and net discount on loans sold (EUR -226 million in Q1 
12), revenues were down -10.4%(1), reflecting notably the loss of recurring revenues following business 
refocusing in 2012. Structured financing activities turned in a good commercial performance, underpinned by 
solid franchises (natural resources, export and infrastructure financing). Capital markets benefited from 
buoyant activity in bond issuance and leveraged financing, whereas equity issuance and M&A suffered from 
low volumes in Europe. SG CIB participated in a number of landmark transactions in Q1 13, such as the 
financing of the fourth Airbus A380 for Thai Airways as part of the development of the “Originate-to-
Distribute” model. The deal was financed entirely by an external investor. SG CIB was also mandated by 
Veolia Environnement to be a global co-ordinator and co-manage a hybrid issue in two tranches of 
respectively EUR 1 billion and GBP 400 million. During February 2013, SG CIB was voted “Best Arranger of 
Project Finance Loans” by Euroweek. Finally, its position in the debt and equity capital markets has improved 
since SG CIB is ranked No. 2 in Euro bond issuance, No. 2 in Euro bond issuance for both financial 
institutions and sovereigns and No. 1 in equity and equity linked issuance in France (Thomson Reuters – 
IFR, rankings as of end-March 2013).  
 
Legacy assets had little impact on net banking income during the quarter (EUR -10 million in Q1 13 vs. EUR 
-57 million in  Q1 12). 

 

Operating expenses were down -4.0%* year-on-year, providing further evidence of the effect of the 
restructuring and cost adjustment plans initiated at end-2011 and taking the decline to -12% vs.  
Q1 11. The cost to income ratio amounted to 61.0% for the quarter, down -4 points vs. Q1 12. 

The cost of risk of Corporate and Investment Banking’s core activities remained low in Q1 13  
(20 basis points vs. 44 basis points in Q4 12) demonstrating the quality of its portfolio. Legacy assets’ net 
cost of risk remained contained over the period at EUR -35 million vs. EUR -115 million in Q1 12. 

 

Corporate and Investment Banking’s contribution to Group net income totalled EUR 494 million in Q1 13 vs. 
EUR 351 million in Q1 12, up +40.7%. When restated for the CVA/DVA impact in Q1 13 and excluding the 
net discount on loans sold in Q1 12, the contribution was up +6.7% year-on-year. 

 

 

                                                      
(1) At constant structure 
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7. PRIVATE BANKING, GLOBAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND SERVICES 
 
 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 553 457 -17.4% 

On a like-for-like basis* -3.0% 

Operating expenses (484)  (397)  -18.0% 

On a like-for-like basis* -2.0% 

Operating income 61 62 +1.6% 

On a like-for-like basis* +6.8% 

Group net income 81 73 -9.9% 

o.w. Private Banking 36 43 +19.4% 

o.w. Asset Management 37 26 -29.7% 

o.w. SG SS & Brokers 8 4 -50.0% 

 
Private Banking, Global Investment Management and Services consists of four activities: 

 (i)     Private Banking (Societe Generale Private Banking)  
 (ii)    Asset Management (Amundi and TCW(1))  
 (iii)   Societe Generale Securities Services (SGSS) 

     (iv)   Brokers (Newedge).  
 

In Q1 2013, Private Banking, Global Investment Management and Services finalised the disposal of 
TCW, recorded positive signs on the commercial front and made a contribution to Group net income of EUR 
73 million, which was higher than in Q4 12 but lower (-8.8%*) than in Q1 12.  

   

At EUR 457 million, revenues were -3.0%* lower. Operating expenses fell -2.0%* to EUR 397 million. They 
continued to benefit from operating efficiency efforts implemented. At EUR 60 million, gross operating 
income was -9.0%* lower than in Q1 12.  

 

Private Banking  

 

Private Banking provided further evidence of the recovery in its activity. Assets under management totalled 
EUR 87.9 billion at end-March 2013, up +2.2% vs. December 2012. This includes an inflow of EUR +0.3 
billion, a “market” effect of EUR +3.7 billion and a “currency” impact of EUR -2.2 billion. 

Benefiting primarily from clients’ improved perception of the macroeconomic environment, the business line’s 
revenues continued to recover and were up +4.6%* at EUR 206 million vs. Q1 12, particularly commissions 

                                                      
(1) The disposal of TCW, announced in Q3 12, was finalised in Q1 13  
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and the commercial interest margin. The business line’s gross margin amounted to 95 basis points, which 
was 2 basis points higher than in Q4 12. At EUR 155 million, operating expenses were up +7.6%* vs. Q1 12. 

Gross operating income totalled EUR 51 million (vs. EUR 52 million in Q1 12). There was a recovery in the 
business line’s contribution to Group net income (EUR 43 million vs. EUR 36 million in Q1 12). 

The business line again received the award for “Best Wealth Planning Team at a European based private 
bank” (WealthBriefing awards 2013, May 2nd, 2013). 

 

 

Societe Generale Securities Services (SGSS) and Brokers (Newedge)  

 

Securities Services experienced a healthy commercial momentum in Q1 13, with an increase both in assets 
under custody and assets under administration of respectively +4% and +12% vs. Q1 12 to EUR 3,493 billion 
and EUR 479 billion at end-March 2013.   

The business line was ranked No. 1 in Russia, the Czech Republic, Croatia and Poland by the magazine 
Global Investor/ISF in its 2013 Sub-Custody Survey.  

 

Newedge maintained a high market share of 11.8% in Q1 13, against the backdrop of a slight pick-up in 
overall market volume.  

 

Securities Services’ revenues were slightly lower in Q1 13 (-1.3%* vs. Q1 12), while those of Newedge, 
where a realignment plan is under way, declined significantly. The business line posted revenues of EUR 
243 million. Operating expenses fell by respectively -4.1%* and -10.7%*, representing a total of EUR 234 
million vs. EUR 252 million in Q1 12, due to ongoing operating efficiency measures. Gross operating income 
came to EUR 9 million (vs. EUR 16 million in Q1 12) and the business line’s contribution to Group net 
income amounted to EUR 4 million vs. EUR 8 million in Q1 12, due to the decline in Newedge’s results. 

 

Asset Management 

 
The disposal of TCW was finalised during Q1 13. Asset Management generated neutral gross operating 
income consisting primarily of revenues and costs associated with employee savings activities.  

 

Amundi’s contribution came to EUR 26 million in Q1 13, vs. EUR 37 million in  Q1 12. 
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8. CORPORATE CENTRE 
 
 
 

In EUR m Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income (230)  (1,287) NM 

On a like-for-like basis* NM 

Operating expenses (69)  (59)  -14.5% 

On a like-for-like basis* -14.5% 

Gross operating income (299)  (1,346) NM 

On a like-for-like basis* NM 

Net cost of risk (22)  (126)  x5.7 

Operating income (321)  (1,472) NM 

On a like-for-like basis*   NM 

Group net income (234)  (730)  NM 

 
 
The Corporate Centre includes: 

      - the Group’s property portfolio, offices and other premises 
      - the banking and industrial equity portfolio 

     - the Treasury function for the Group, certain costs related to cross-functional projects and 
certain costs incurred by the Group and not reinvoiced  

 
The Corporate Centre’s net banking income includes notably the revaluation of the Group’s own financial 
liabilities amounting to EUR -1,045 million  in Q1 13 (EUR -181 million in Q1 12). 
 
Q1 operating expenses amounted to EUR -59 million vs. EUR -69 million in 2012. 
 
The net cost of risk, which includes an additional provision allocation for litigation issues amounting to EUR -
100 million, came to EUR -126 million vs. EUR -22 million in 2012. 
 
Lastly, in Q1 13, the Corporate Centre also incurred the gain related to the disposal of NSGB, which 
amounted to EUR +417 million before tax and EUR +377 million after tax. 
 
The net result for the Corporate Centre was a loss of EUR -730 million in  Q1 13, vs. EUR -234 million in Q1 
12. When restated for non-economic and non-recurring items**, the Corporate Centre’s contribution to Group 
net income was EUR -343 million in Q1 13. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 

With Group net income of EUR 852 million** in Q1 2013, Societe Generale has once again demonstrated its 
ability to adapt. Its businesses can count on strong commercial positions in all their markets, a sound client 
portfolio and rigorous risk control to underpin solid recurring revenues. In order to further improve its 
medium-term profitability, the Group has embarked on the second phase of its transformation plan (since 
2012), with a savings plan aimed at generating EUR 1,450 million of cost savings over the period 2012-2015. 
This it expects to achieve through the simplification of organisational structures, the optimisation of operating 
expenses and the exploitation of synergies between the divisions. With a solid, balanced balance sheet, and 
already complying with “Basel 3” requirements, Societe Generale has demonstrated its ability to achieve its 
Basel 3 Core Tier 1 capital target of close to 9.5% at end-2013, while at the same time deploying its 
benchmark Relationship Banking model in order to serve its customers.  

The Group’s transformation should enable it to achieve a ROE of 10% at end-2015, helped by businesses 
adapted to the new economic and regulatory environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2013 financial communication calendar 
 
May 22nd, 2013 Annual General Meeting 
August 1st, 2013 Publication of second quarter 2013 results 
November 7th, 2013 Publication of third quarter 2013 results 
 

 

 

 
 
This document may contain a number of forecasts and comments relating to the targets and strategies of the Societe Generale Group. These 
forecasts are based on a series of assumptions, both general and specific (notably – unless specified otherwise – the application of accounting 
principles and methods in accordance with IFRS as adopted in the European Union as well as the application of existing prudential regulations).  
This information was developed from scenarios based on a number of economic assumptions for a given competitive and regulatory environment. 
The Group may be unable to: 
- anticipate all the risks, uncertainties or other factors likely to affect its business and to appraise their potential impact on its operations; 
- precisely evaluate the extent to which the occurrence of a risk or combination of risks could cause actual results to differ materially from those 
contemplated in this press release. 
There is a risk that these projections will not be met. Investors are advised to take into account factors of uncertainty and risk likely to impact the 
operations of the Group when basing their investment decisions on information provided in this document.  
Unless otherwise specified, the sources for the rankings are internal. 
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 

(in EUR millions) 

 Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

Net banking income 6,311  5,088  -19.4% -16.7%* 

Operating expenses (4,333) (4,067) -6.1% -2.5%* 

Gross operating income 1,978  1,021  -48.4% -47.8%* 

Net cost of risk (902) (927) +2.8% +17.5%* 

Operating income 1,076  94  -91.3% -94.7%* 

Net profits or losses from other assets 15  448  x29.9  

Net income from companies accounted for by the 
equity method 

47  39  -17.0%   

Impairment losses on goodwill 0  0  NM  

Income tax (299) (119) -60.2%  

Net income 839  462  -44.9%  

O.w. non controlling interests 107  98  -8.4%  

Group net income 732  364  -50.3% -56.3%* 

Group ROTE (after tax) 7.9% 3.2%   

Tier 1 ratio at end of period 11.1% 12.4%   

*  When adjusted for changes in Group structure and at constant exchange rates 

 

NET INCOME AFTER TAX BY CORE BUSINESS 

(in EUR millions) 

 Q1 12 Q1 13 Change 

Q1 vs. Q1 

French Networks 326  256  -21.5% 

International Retail Banking 45  79  +75.6% 

Corporate & Investment Banking 351  494  +40.7% 

Specialised Financial Services & Insurance 163  192  +17.8% 

Private Banking, Global Investment Management and Services 81  73  -9.9% 

o.w. Private Banking 36  43  +19.4% 

o.w. Asset Management 37  26  -29.7% 

o.w. SG SS & Brokers 8  4  -50.0% 

CORE BUSINESSES 966  1,094  +13.3% 

Corporate Centre (234) (730) NM 

GROUP 732  364  -50.3% 

 APPENDIX 1: STATISTICAL DATA 
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET  
 

Assets (in billions of euros) March 31, 2013 December 31, 
2012 

% change 

Cash, due from central banks 53.2 67.6 -21% 

Financial assets measured at fair value through profit and 
l

479.3 484.0 -1% 

Hedging derivatives 14.9 15.9 -6% 

Available-for-sale financial assets 128.9 127.7 +1% 

Due from banks 101.6 77.2 +32% 

Customer loans 349.6 350.2 0% 

Lease financing and similar agreements 28.4 28.7 -1% 

Revaluation differences on portfolios hedged against 
i t t t i k

4.1 4.4 -7% 

Held-to-maturity financial assets 1.1 1.2 -7% 

Tax assets and other assets 60.5 59.7 +1% 

Non-current assets held for sale 0.0 9.4 -100% 

Deferred profit-sharing 0.0 0.0 NM 

Tangible, intangible fixed assets and other 24.7 24.7 0% 

Total 1,246.3 1,250.7 0% 

 
 

Liabilities (in billions of euros) March 31, 2013 December 31, 2012 % change

Due to central banks 2.9 2.4 +20%

Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit and loss 411.5 411.4 0%

Hedging derivatives 12.9 14.0 -8%

Due to banks 120.3 122.0 -1%

Customer deposits 336.4 337.2 0%

Securitised debt payables 136.0 135.7 0%

Revaluation differences on portfolios hedged against interest rate risk 6.0 6.5 -8%

Tax liabilities and other liabilities 62.5 59.4 +5%

Non-current liabilities held for sale 0.0 7.3 -100%

Underwriting reserves of insurance companies 93.3 90.8 +3%

Provisions 3.6 2.8 +29%

Subordinated debt 7.0 7.1 -1%

Shareholders' equity 49.9 49.8 0%

Non controlling Interests 4.0 4.3 -6%

Total 1,246.3 1,250.7 0%
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1- The Group’s consolidated results as at March 31st, 2013 were examined by the Board of Directors 
on May 6th, 2013.  

 

The financial information presented for Q1 2013 has been prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted in 
the European Union and applicable at that date. This financial information does not constitute a set of 
financial statements for an interim period as defined by IAS 34 "Interim Financial Reporting" and has not 
been audited. Societe Generale’s management intends to publish summarised interim consolidated financial 
statements for the six-month period ended June 30th, 2013.  

 

2- Group ROE is calculated on the basis of average Group shareholders’ equity under IFRS excluding  
(i) unrealised or deferred capital gains or losses booked directly under shareholders' equity excluding 
conversion reserves, (ii) deeply subordinated notes, (iii) undated subordinated notes recognised as 
shareholders’ equity (“restated”), and deducting (iv) interest payable to holders of deeply subordinated notes 
and of the restated, undated subordinated notes. The net income used to calculate ROE is based on Group 
net income excluding interest, net of tax impact, to be paid to holders of deeply subordinated notes for the 
period and, since 2006, holders of deeply subordinated notes and restated, undated subordinated notes 
(EUR 79 million at end-March 2013). 

As from January 1st, 2012, the allocation of capital to the different businesses is based on 9% of risk-
weighted assets at the beginning of the period, vs. 7% previously. The published quarterly data related to 
allocated capital have been adjusted accordingly. At the same time, the normative capital remuneration rate 
has been adjusted for a neutral combined effect on the businesses’ historic revenues..  

 

3- For the calculation of earnings per share, “Group net income for the period” is corrected (reduced in the 
case of a profit and increased in the case of a loss) for interest, net of tax impact, to be paid to holders of: 

(i)  deeply subordinated notes (EUR 65 million in respect of Q1 13), 

(ii)  undated subordinated notes recognised as shareholders’ equity (EUR 14 million in respect of 
Q1 13). 

 

Earnings per share is therefore calculated as the ratio of corrected Group net income for the period to the 
average number of ordinary shares outstanding, excluding own shares and treasury shares but including (a) 
trading shares held by the Group and (b) shares held under the liquidity contract  

 

4- Net assets are comprised of Group shareholders’ equity, excluding (i) deeply subordinated notes 
(EUR 5.3 billion), undated subordinated notes previously recognised as debt (EUR 1.6 billion) and (ii) interest 
payable to holders of deeply subordinated notes and undated subordinated notes, but reinstating the book 
value of trading shares held by the Group and shares held under the liquidity contract. Tangible net assets 
are corrected for net goodwill in the assets and goodwill under the equity method. In order to calculate Net 
Asset Value Per Share or Tangible Net Asset Value Per Share, the number of shares used to calculate book 
value per share is the number of shares issued at March 31st, 2013, excluding own shares and treasury 
shares but including (a) trading shares held by the Group and (b) shares held under the liquidity contract. 

 

5- The Societe Generale Group’s Core Tier 1 capital is defined as Tier 1 capital minus the outstandings of 
hybrid instruments eligible for Tier 1 and a share of Basel 2 deductions. This share corresponds to the ratio 
between core Tier 1 capital excluding hybrid instruments eligible for Tier 1 capital and Core Tier 1 capital.  

As from December 31st, 2011, Core Tier 1 capital is defined as Basel 2 Tier 1 capital minus Tier 1 eligible 
hybrid capital and after application of the Tier 1 deductions provided for by the Regulations. 

 APPENDIX 2: MÉTHODOLOGY 
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6-The Group’s ROTE is calculated on the basis of tangible capital, i.e. excluding cumulative average book 
capital (Group share), average net goodwill in the assets and underlying average goodwill relating to 
shareholdings in companies accounted for by the equity method. The net income used to calculate ROTE is 
based on Group net income excluding interest, interest net of tax on deeply subordinated notes for the 
period (including issuance fees paid, for the period, to external parties and the discount charge related to the 
issue premium for deeply subordinated notes and the redemption premium for government deeply 
subordinated notes) and interest net of tax on undated subordinated notes recognised as shareholders’ 
equity for the current period (including issuance fees paid, for the period, to external parties and the discount 
charge related to the issue premium for undated subordinated notes). 

 

 

7- Funded balance sheet, loan/deposit ratio, liquidity reserve 

 

The funded balance sheet gives a representation of the Group’s balance sheet excluding the contribution of 
insurance subsidiaries and after netting derivatives, repurchase agreements and accruals. It has been 
restated to include: a) the reclassification under "repurchase agreements and securities lending/borrowing" 
of securities and assets delivered under repurchase agreements to clients, previously classified under 
“customer deposits” (excluding outstandings with the counterparty SG Euro CT amounting to EUR 3.9 billion 
in Q1 13); b) a line by line restatement, in the funded balance sheet, of the assets and liabilities of insurance 
subsidiaries; c) the reintegration in their original lines of financial assets reclassified under loans and 
receivables in 2008 in accordance with the conditions stipulated by the amendments to IAS 39; d) the 
reintegration within "long-term assets" of the operating lease fixed assets of specialised financing 
companies, previously classified under “customer loans”. 

 

The Group’s loan/deposit ratio is calculated as the ratio between customer loans and customer deposits 
defined accordingly. 

 

The liquid asset buffer or liquidity reserve amounted to EUR 135 billion at the end of Q1 13. It consisted of 
EUR 64 billion of central bank net deposits and EUR 71 billion of central bank eligible assets (available, net 
of discount), made up primarily of so-called “HQLA” assets (High Quality Liquid Assets) eligible for the 
liquidity coverage ratio (LCR). All in all, these assets represented 108% of short-term outstandings 
(unsecured short-term debt and interbank liabilities). At March 31st, 2012, the total liquid asset buffer was 
EUR 104 billion (EUR 133 billion at December 31st, 2012), representing EUR 35 billion of central bank 
deposits (EUR 65 billion at December 31st, 2012) and EUR 69 billion of eligible assets, net of discount (EUR 
68 billion at December 31st, 2012). All in all, these assets represented 93% of short-term outstandings (and 
101% at December 31st, 2012). 

The Group also possessed EUR 25 billion of rapidly tradable assets (vs. EUR 14 billion at March 31st, 2012, 
and EUR 25 billion at December 31st, 2012). 
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8- Non-economic and non-recurring items and legacy assets 

 

Non-economic items correspond to the revaluation of own financial liabilities. Details of these items, and 
other items that are restated, are given below for Q1 12 and Q1 13.  

 

Q1 13 Net banking 
income 

Operating 
expenses 

Others  Cost of 
risk 

 Group net income 

Legacy  assets  (10)  (18)    (35)  (45)  Corporate & Investment Banking 

Revaluation of own financial 
liabilities 

 (1,045)     (685)  Corporate Centre 

Capital gain on NSGB 
disposal 

     417     377   Corporate Centre 

Adjustment on TCW disposal      24     21   Corporate Centre 

Accounting impact of CVA / 
DVA 

 (64)        (45)  Corporate & Investment Banking 

Accounting impact of CVA / 
DVA 

 (14)        (9)  French networks 

Accounting impact of CVA / 
DVA 

(2)        (2)  International retail banking  

Provision for disputes       (100)  (100)  Corporate Centre 

     

TOTAL (1,135)  (488)  Group 

     

     

Q1 12 Net banking 
income 

Operating 
expenses 

Others  Cost of 
risk 

 Group net 
income 

 

Legacy  assets  (57)  (14)    (115)  (128)  Corporate & Investment Banking 

SG CIB core deleveraging  (226)        (156)  Corporate & Investment Banking 

Revaluation of own financial 
liabilities 

 (181)        (119)  Corporate Centre 

CDS MtM  (32)        (22)  Corporate Centre 

Greek sovereign exposure        (22)  (16)  Corporate Centre 

     

TOTAL (496)  (441)  Group 

 

All the information on the results for the financial year (notably: press release, downloadable data, 
presentation slides and appendices) is available on Societe Generale’s website www.societegenerale.com in 
the “Investor” section. 
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6 - Chapter 11 : Legal information 
 

6.1 BY-LAWS  
 

(Updated on April 2, 2013)  
  
TYPE OF COMPANY – NAME – REGISTERED OFFICE – PURPOSE  
  
Article 1  
  
The Company, named Societe Generale, is a public limited company (société anonyme) incorporated by 
deed approved by the Decree of May 4, 1864, and is approved as a bank.  
  
The duration of Societe Generale, previously fixed at 50 years with effect from January 1, 1899, was then 
extended by 99 years with effect from January 1, 1949.  
  
Under the legislative and regulatory provisions relating to credit institutions, notably the articles of the French 
Monetary and Financial Code that apply to them, the Company is subject to the commercial laws, in 
particular articles L. 210-1 and following of the French Commercial Code, as well as by the current By-laws.  
  
Article 2  
  
Societe Generale’s registered office is at 29, boulevard Haussmann, Paris (9e).  
  
In accordance with current legal and regulatory provisions it may be transferred to any other location.  
  
Article 3  
  
The purpose of Societe Generale is, under the conditions determined by the laws and regulations applicable 
to credit institutions, to carry out with individuals and corporate entities, in France or abroad:  
  
– all banking transactions;  
  
– all transactions related to banking operations, including in particular investment services or allied services 

as listed by articles L. 321-1 and L. 321-2 of the French Monetary and Financial Code;  
  
– all acquisitions of interests in other companies.  
  
Societe Generale may also, on a regular basis, as defined in the conditions set by the French Financial and 
Banking Regulation Committee, engage in all transactions other than those mentioned above, including in 
particular insurance brokerage.  
  
Generally, Societe Generale may carry out, on its own behalf, on behalf of a third-party or jointly, all financial, 
commercial, industrial, agricultural, movable property or real property transactions, directly or indirectly 
related to the abovementioned activities or likely to facilitate the accomplishment of such activities.  
  
CAPITAL – SHARES  
  
Article 4  
  
4.1. SHARE CAPITAL  
  
The share capital amounts to EUR 976,447,673.75. This is divided into 781,158,139 shares each having a 
nominal value of EUR 1.25 and fully paid up. 
  
4.2. CAPITAL INCREASE AND REDUCTION  
  
The capital may be increased or reduced on the decision of the competent General Meeting or Meetings.  
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Any capital reduction motivated by losses shall be shared between shareholders in proportion to their share 
of the capital.  
 
Article 5  
  
Unless otherwise provided by legal and regulatory provisions, all shares have the same rights.  
  
All shares which make up or which will make up the share capital will be given equal rank as regards taxes. 
Consequently, all taxes which, for whatever reason, may become payable on certain shares following capital 
reimbursement, either during the life of the Company or during its liquidation, shall be divided between all the 
shares making up the capital on such reimbursement(s) so that, while allowing for the nominal and non-
amortised value of the shares and for their respective rights, all present or future shares shall entitle their 
owners to the same effective advantages and to the right to receive the same net sum.  
  
Whenever it is necessary to possess a certain number of shares in order to exercise a right, it is incumbent 
on shareholders who own fewer shares than the total number required to assemble the necessary number of 
shares.  
  
Article 6  
  
6.1. FORM AND TRANSFER OF SHARES  
  
Shares may, in accordance with the holder’s wishes, be registered or bearer shares and shall be freely 
negotiable, unless otherwise stipulated by law.  
  
6.2. STATUTORY THRESHOLDS  
  
Any shareholder acting on his own or jointly, who comes to hold directly or indirectly at least 1.5% of the 
capital or voting rights, must inform the Company within fifteen days of the time at which he exceeds this 
threshold, and must also indicate in his declaration the number of shares he holds in the share capital. 
Mutual fund management companies must provide this information based on the total number of shares held 
in the Company by the funds they manage. Beyond the initial 1.5%, shareholders are obliged to notify the 
Company, under the aforementioned conditions, whenever their holding of capital or voting rights exceeds 
an additional 0.50%.  
  
Failure to comply with this requirement will be penalised in accordance with legal provisions on this matter, at 
the request of one or more shareholders with at least a 5% holding in the Company’s capital or voting rights. 
The said request will be duly recorded in the minutes of the General Meeting.  
  
Any shareholder acting on his own or jointly, is also required to inform the Company within fifteen days if the 
percentage of his capital or voting rights falls below each of the thresholds described in this article.  
  
6.3. IDENTIFICATION OF SHAREHOLDERS  
  
The Company can at any time, in accordance with current legal and regulatory provisions, request that the 
organisation responsible for securities clearing provide information relating to the shares granting the right to 
vote in its General Meetings, either immediately or in the future, as well as information about the holders of 
these shares.  
  
6.4. SHAREHOLDERS’ RIGHTS  
  
The rights of shareholders shall comply with applicable legal and regulatory provisions, subject to the specific 
provisions of the current By-laws.  
  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
  
Article 7  
  
I – DIRECTORS  
  
The Company is administered by a Board of Directors made up of two categories of Directors:  
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1. DIRECTORS APPOINTED BY THE ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS  
  
There are at least nine of these Directors, and thirteen at the most.  
  
The term of office of Directors appointed by the Ordinary General Meeting shall expire four years after the 
approval of the current article. This provision does not apply to Directors in office at the time of this approval.  
  
When, in application of current legislative and regulatory provisions, a Director is appointed to replace 
another, then his term of office shall not exceed the term of office remaining to be served by his predecessor.  
 
Each Director must hold at least six hundred shares.  
  
2. DIRECTORS ELECTED BY EMPLOYEES  
  
The status and the methods of electing these Directors are laid down by Articles L. 225-27 to L. 225-34 of 
the French Commercial Code, as well as by these By-laws.  
  
There are two such Directors, one to represent the executives and one to represent all other Company 
employees.  
  
In any event, their number may not exceed one-third of the Directors appointed by the General Meeting.  
  
Their term of office is three years.  
  
Regardless of the appointment procedure, the duties of a Director cease at the end of the Ordinary General 
Meeting called to approve the financial statements of the previous fiscal year and held during the year in 
which his term of office expires.  
  
Directors may be re-elected, as long as they meet the legal provisions, particularly with regard to age.  
  
II – METHODS OF ELECTING DIRECTORS ELECTED BY EMPLOYEES  
  
For each seat to be filled, the voting procedure is that set forth by law.  
  
The first Directors elected by employees will begin their term of office during the Board of Directors’ Meeting 
held after publication of the full results of the first elections.  
  
Subsequent Directors shall take up office upon expiry of the outgoing Directors’ terms of office.  
  
If, under any circumstances and for any reason whatsoever, there shall remain in office less than the 
statutory number of Directors before the normal end of the term of office of such Directors, vacant seats shall 
remain vacant until the end of the term of office and the Board shall continue to meet and take decisions 
validly until that date.  
  
Elections shall be organised every three years so that a second vote may take place at the latest fifteen days 
before the normal end of the term of office of outgoing Directors.  
  
For both the first and second ballot, the following deadlines should be adhered to:  
  
– posting of the date of the election at least eight weeks before the polling date;  
  
– posting of the lists of the electors at least six weeks before the polling date;  
  
– registration of candidates at least five weeks before the polling date;  
  
– posting of lists of candidates at least four weeks before the polling date;  
  
– sending of documents required for postal voting at least three weeks before the polling date.  
  
The candidatures or lists of candidates other than those entered by a representative trade union should be 
accompanied by a document including the names and signatures of the one hundred employees presenting 
the candidates.  
  
Polling takes place the same day, at the work place, and during working hours. Nevertheless, the following 
may vote by post:  
  
– employees not present on the day of polling;  
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– employees working abroad;  
  
– employees of a department or office, or seconded to a subsidiary in France, not having a polling station, or 

who cannot vote in another office.  
  
Each polling station consists of three elective members, the Chairman being the oldest one among them. 
The Chairman is responsible for seeing that voting operations proceed correctly.  
  
Votes are counted in each polling station, and immediately after the closing of the polls; the report is drawn 
up as soon as the counting has been completed.  
Results are immediately sent to the Head Office of Societe Generale, where a centralised results station will 
be set up with a view to drafting the summary report and announcing the results.  
  
Methods of polling not specified by Articles L. 225-27 to L. 225-34 of the French Commercial Code or these 
By-laws are settled up by the General Management after consulting with the representative trade unions.  
  
These methods may include electronic voting, whose organisation may deviate, where necessary, from the 
practical organisation and polling methods described herein.  
  
III – NON-VOTING DIRECTORS  
  
On the proposal of the Chairman, the Board of Directors may appoint one or two Non-Voting Directors.  
  
Non-Voting Directors are convened and attend Board of Directors’ meetings in a consultative capacity.  
  
They are appointed for a period not exceeding four years and the Board can renew their terms of office or 
terminate them at any time.  
  
They may be selected from among shareholders or non-shareholders, and receive an annual remuneration 
determined by the Board of Directors.  
  
Article 8  
  
The Board of Directors determines the Company’s strategy and ensures its implementation. Subject to the 
powers expressly attributed to the General Meeting and within the scope of the corporate purpose, it 
considers all matters that affect the Company’s operations and settles by its decisions matters that concern 
it.  
  
It carries out all the controls and verifications it deems appropriate. The Chairman or Chief Executive Officer 
is required to furnish each director with any documents or information required to carry out their function.  
  
Article 9  
  
The Board of Directors elects a Chairman from among its natural person members, determines his 
remuneration and sets the duration of his term of office, which may not exceed that of his term of office as 
Director.  
  
No member of 70 years of age or more shall be appointed Chairman. If the Chairman in office reaches the 
age of 70, his duties shall cease after the next Ordinary General Meeting called to approve the financial 
statements of the preceding fiscal year.  
  
The Chairman organises and manages the work of the Board of Directors and reports on its activities to the 
General Meeting. He ensures that the Company’s bodies operate correctly and in particular ensures that the 
Directors are able to fulfil their functions.  
  
Article 10  
  
The Board of Directors meets as often as is required by the interests of the Company, upon convocation by 
the Chairman, either at the registered office or in any other place indicated in the Notice of Meeting. The 
Board examines the items placed on the agenda.  
  
It shall also meet when at least one-third of Board members or the Chief Executive Officer submits a request 
for a meeting with a specific agenda to the Chairman.  
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If the Chairman is unable to attend, the Board of Directors can be convened either by at least one-third of its 
members, or by the Chief Executive Officer or a Deputy Chief Executive Officer, provided they are members 
of the Board.  
  
Unless specifically provided for, Directors are called to meetings by letter or by any other means. In any 
event, the Board may always deliberate validly if all its members are present or represented.  
  
Article 11  
  
Board meetings are chaired by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or, in his absence, by a Director 
designated for this purpose at the beginning of the meeting.  
  
Each Director may give his proxy to another Director, but a Director may act as proxy for only one other 
Director and a proxy can only be given for one specific meeting of the Board.  
  
In all cases, deliberations of the Board are valid only if at least half the members are present.  
  
The Chief Executive Officer attends meetings of the Board.  
  
One or several delegates of the Central Works Council attend Board meetings, under the conditions laid 
down by the legislation in force.  
  
At the request of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, members of the General Management, the 
Statutory Auditors or other persons outside the Company with specific expertise relating to the items on the 
agenda may attend all or part of a Board meeting.  
  
Resolutions are adopted by a majority vote of the Directors present or represented. In the event of a tie, the 
Chairman holds a casting vote.  
  
A member of the Management appointed by the Chairman serves as Secretary of the Board.  
  
Minutes are prepared and copies or extracts certified and delivered in accordance with the law.  
  
Article 12  
  
Members of the Board may receive Director’s fees in the form of a global sum set by the General Meeting 
distributed by the Board among its members as it sees fit.  
  
GENERAL MANAGEMENT  
  
Article 13  
  
The General Management of the Company is the responsibility of either the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, or any other individual appointed by the Board of Directors to act as Chief Executive Officer.  
  
The Board of Directors may choose between the two general management structures, and its decision is 
only valid if:  
  
– the agenda with respect to this choice is sent to members at least 15 days before the date of the Board 

Meeting;  
  
– at least two-thirds of Directors are present or represented.  
  
Shareholders and third-parties shall be informed of this decision in accordance with the regulations in force.  
  
When the Chairman of the Board of Directors assumes responsibility for the general management of the 
Company, the following provisions relating to the Chief Executive Officer shall be applicable to him.  
  
The Chief Executive Officer shall be granted exhaustive powers to act on behalf of the Company in all 
matters. He shall exercise these powers within the scope of the Company’s purpose and subject to those 
powers expressly assigned by law to meetings of shareholders and the Board of Directors. He shall 
represent the company vis-à-vis third-parties.  
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The Board of Directors sets the remuneration and the duration of the Chief Executive Officer’s term, which 
may not exceed that of the dissociation of the functions of Chairman and Chief Executive Officer nor, where 
applicable, that of his term as Director.  
  
No person aged 70 or more may be appointed Chief Executive Officer. If the Chief Executive Officer in office 
reaches 70 years of age, his functions shall end at the end of the next Ordinary General Meeting called to 
approve the financial statements of the preceding fiscal year.  
  
On recommendation by the Chief Executive Officer, the Board of Directors can appoint up to five persons to 
assist the Chief Executive Officer, who shall have the title of Deputy Chief Executive Officer.  

 

In agreement with the Chief Executive Officer, the Board of Directors determines the extent and duration of 
the powers granted to the Deputy Chief Executive Officers. The Board of Directors sets their remuneration. 
With respect to third-parties, the Deputy Chief Executive Officers have the same powers as the Chief 
Executive Officer.  
  
SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING  
  
Article 14  
  
General Meetings are comprised of all shareholders.  
  
The General Meeting is called and deliberates as provided for by the legal and regulatory provisions in force.  
  
It meets at the Company’s head office or in any other place in mainland France indicated in the Notice to 
attend the General Meeting.  
  
Such meetings are chaired by the Chairman of the Board or, in his absence, by a Director appointed for this 
purpose by the Chairman of the Board.  
  
Regardless of the number of shares held any shareholder whose shares are registered under the terms and 
at a date set forth by decree, has the right, upon proof of his identity and status as a shareholder, to 
participate in the General Meetings. He may, as provided for by the legal and regulatory provisions in force, 
personally attend the General Meetings, vote remotely or appoint a proxy.  
  
The intermediary registered on behalf of shareholders may participate in the General Meetings, as provided 
for by the legal and regulatory provisions in force.  
  
In order for the ballots to be counted, they must be received by the Company at least two days before the 
General Meeting is held, unless otherwise specified in the Notice of Meeting or required by the regulations in 
force.  
  
Shareholders may participate in General Meetings by videoconference or any other means of 
telecommunication, when stipulated in the Notice of Meeting and subject to the conditions provided therein.  
  
The General Meeting may be publicly broadcast by means of electronic communication subject to the 
approval and under the terms set by the Board of Directors. Notice will be given in the preliminary Notice of 
Meeting and/or Notice to attend the Meeting.  
  
Double voting rights, in relation to the share of capital stock they represent, are allocated to all those shares 
which are fully paid up and which have been registered in the name of the same shareholder for at least two 
years as from January 1, 1993. Double voting rights are also allocated to new registered shares that may be 
allocated free of charge to a shareholder in respect of the shares with double voting rights already held by 
him, in the case of a capital increase by incorporation of reserves, earnings, or additional paid-in capital.  
  
The number of votes at General Meetings to be used by one shareholder, either personally or by a proxy, 
may not exceed 15% of total voting rights at the date of the Meeting.  
  
This 15% limit does not apply to the Chairman or any other proxy with respect to the total number of voting 
rights they hold on a personal basis and in their capacity as proxy, provided that each shareholder for which 
they act as proxy complies with the rule stipulated in the previous paragraph.  
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For the purposes of applying this limit, shares held by a single shareholder include shares held indirectly or 
jointly in accordance with the conditions described in Articles L. 233-7 and following of the French 
Commercial Code.  
  
This limit ceases to apply when a shareholder acquires – either directly or indirectly or jointly with another 
shareholder – more than 50.01% of the Company’s voting rights following a public offering.  
  
In all General Meetings, the voting right attached to shares that include a usufructuary right, is exercised by 
the usufructuary.  
  
SPECIAL MEETINGS  
  
Article 15  
  
When different categories of shares exist, the Special Meetings of the Shareholders of such categories of 
shares are convened and deliberate as provided by the applicable legislative and regulatory provisions and 
Article 14 herein.  

 

STATUTORY AUDITORS  
  
Article 16  
  
The Statutory Auditors are appointed and carry out their duties according to the applicable statutory and 
regulatory provisions.  
  
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
  
Article 17  
  
The financial year starts on January 1 and ends on December 31.  
  
The Board of Directors prepares the financial statements for the year under the conditions fixed by the 
applicable laws and regulations.  
  
All other documents prescribed by the applicable laws and regulations are also drawn up.  
  
Article 18  
  
The results for the year are determined in accordance with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions.  
  
At least 5% of the profits for the year, less any previous losses, must be set aside to form a reserve fund 
required by law until the said fund reaches 10% of the capital.  
  
The net income available after this deduction, increased by any net income brought forward, constitutes the 
profits available for distribution, to be successively allocated to ordinary, extraordinary or special reserves or 
to be carried forward in those amounts which the General Meeting may deem useful, upon the 
recommendation of the Board of Directors.  
  
The balance is then allocated to the Shareholders in proportion of their participation in the share capital.  
  
The General Meeting may also resolve to distribute amounts from available reserves.  
  
The General Meeting approving the annual financial statements may, with regard to all or part of the dividend 
or interim dividend, grant each shareholder the option of choosing between payment of the dividend or 
interim dividend in cash or in shares in accordance with the conditions fixed by the laws in force. 
Shareholders who exercise this option must do so for all of the dividends or interim dividends attached to 
their shares.  
  
Except in cases of a reduction in capital, no distribution may be made to shareholders if the shareholders’ 
equity of the Company is or may subsequently become less than the amount capital plus the reserves that 
may not be distributed by law or under the Company’s By-laws.  
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FORUM SELECTION CLAUSE  
  
Article 19  
  
Any dispute arising during the life of the Company or during its liquidation, between the Company and its 
shareholders or among the Shareholders themselves, related to Company matters, shall be brought solely 
before the courts with jurisdiction over the Company’s registered office.  
  
DISSOLUTION  
  
Article 20  
  
In the event that Societe Generale is wound up and unless otherwise provided for by Law, the General 
Meeting determines the method of liquidation, appoints the liquidators on the proposal of the Board of 
Directors and continues to exercise its assigned powers during the said liquidation until completion thereof.  
  

The net assets remaining after repayment of the nominal value of the shares are distributed among the 
shareholders, in proportion to their share of the capital. 
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7 - Chapter 12 : Person responsible for updating the Registration Document 
 

 

7.1 Person responsible for updating the Registration Document 
Mr. Frédéric OUDEA, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Societe Generale 
 

7.2 Statement of the person responsible for updating the Registration 
Document 

 
I hereby certify, having taken all reasonable measures to this effect and to the best of 
my knowledge, that the information contained in the present update of the 2013 
Registration Document is in accordance with the facts and that it makes no omission 
likely to affect its import. 
 
I have received a completion letter from the Statutory Auditors, stating that they have 
verified the information contained in the present update about the Group’s financial 
position and accounts and that they have read the 2013 Registration Document and its 
update A-01 in their entirety. 
 
The historical financial information presented in the 2013 Registration Document has 
been discussed in the Statutory Auditors’ reports found on pages 385 to 386 and 446 to 
447 of the 2013 Registration Document, and those enclosed for reference purposes for 
the financial years 2010 and 2011, found on pages 343 to 344 and 416 to 417 of the 
2011 Registration Document and on pages 363 to 364 and 426 to 427 of the 2012 
Registration Document. The Statutory Auditors’ reports on the 2012 and 2010 parent 
company financial statements contain observations.  

 
 
 

Paris, May 10, 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Frédéric OUDEA 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Societe Generale 
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7.3 Persons responsible for the audit of the financial statements 
 

STATUTORY AUDITORS  
  
Name:: Société Ernst & Young et Autres 

represented by Ms. Isabelle Santenac 
 
Address:: 1/2, place des Saisons 

      92400 Courbevoie – Paris-La Défense 1 
 
Date of appointment: May 22, 2012 
 
Term of office: six financial years 
 
End of current term of office: at the close of the Ordinary General Meeting which will approve the 
financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017. 
 
Name:: Société Deloitte et Associés 

represented by Mr. Jean-Marc Mickeler 
 
Address:: 185, avenue Charles de Gaulle 

      92524 Neuilly-sur-Seine Cedex 
 
Date of first appointment: April 18, 2003 
 
Date of renewal: May 22, 2012 
 
Term of office: six financial years 
 
End of current term of office: at the close of the Ordinary General Meeting which will approve the 
financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017. 
 
  
SUBSTITUTE STATUTORY AUDITORS  
  
Name:: Société Picarle et Associés 
 
Address:: 1/2, place des Saisons 

      92400 Courbevoie – Paris-La Défense 1 
 
Date of appointment: May 22, 2012 
 
Term of office: six financial years 
 
Name: Société BEAS 
 
Address: 7-9 Villa Houssay 

92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine 
 
Date of nomination: May 22, 2012 
 
Term of office: six financial years 
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8 - Chapter 13 : Cross-reference table 

8.1 Cross-reference table of the update to the registration document 
 

    

    

Rubriques 
2013 Registration 

Document First Update 
1. PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REGISTRATION DOCUMENT 464 79 
2. STATUTORY AUDITORS 132-133 ; 465 80 

3. 
SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION  

 
3.1. Selected historical financial information on the issuer for each financial year 20-21  
3.2. Selected financial information for interim periods NA  

4. 
RISK FACTORS 36-42 ; 

Appendix 1 

5. 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER  

 
5.1. History and development of the Company 2 ; 33  
5.2. Investments 67  

6. 
BUSINESS OVERVIEW  

 
6.1. Principal activities 6-17 ; 64-66 3 
6.2. Principal markets 381-384  
6.3. Exceptional factors NA  
6.4. Dependence of the issuer on patents or licences, industrial, commercial or 

financial contracts or new manufacturing processes 
 

NA  
6.5. The basis for statements made by the issuer regarding its competitive position Contents Contents 

7. 
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE  

 
7.1. Brief description of the Group 3 ; 38-39  

7.2. List of significant subsidiaries 4
4  

8. 
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT  

 
8.1. Material tangible fixed assets (existing or planned) 74  
8.2. Environmental issues that may affect the issuer’s utilisation of the tangible fixed assets 152-195  

9. 
OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW  

 
9.1. Financial condition 62-63 ; 70-73  
9.2. Operating results 40-61  

10. 
CAPITAL RESOURCES  

 
10.1. Information on the issuer’s capital resources 270-276  
10.2. Sources and amounts of the issuer’s cash flow 277  
10.3. Information on the issuer’s borrowing requirements and funding structure 62-63  
10.4. Information regarding any restrictions for the use of capital resources that have 

materially affected, or could materially affect, the issuer’s operations 
 

34  
10.5. Information regarding the anticipated sources of funds needed to fulfil 

commitments referred to in items 5.2.3 and 8.1 
 

63  
11. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PATENTS AND LICENCES na  
12. TREND INFORMATION 68-69  
13. PROFIT FORECASTS OR ESTIMATES NA  

14. 
ADMINISTRATIVE, MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY BODIES AND GENERAL 
MANAGEMENT  

 
14.1. Board of Directors and General Management 76-102 5-6 
14.2. Administrative bodies’ and General Management’s conflicts of interests  

90  
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Rubriques 
Document de  
référence 2013 

Première 
actualisation 

15. REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS   
15.1. Amount of remuneration paid and benefits in kind 118-131  6-35 
15.2. Total amounts set aside or accrued by the issuer to provide pension, retirement or similar

benefits 
 374

  7 

16. BOARD PRACTICES   

16.1. 
Date of expiration of the current term of office  76-79

   

16.2. 
Members of the administrative bodies’ service contracts with the issuer  NA

   

16.3. 
Information about the issuer’s Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee  98-101

   

16.4. 
Statement as to whether or not the issuer complies with the corporate governance 
regime 

 93

   

17. EMPLOYEES   

17.1. 
Number of employees  138-149

   

17.2. Shareholdings and stock options awarded to directors  76-79 ; 
118-131   

17.3. 
Arrangements for involving employees in the capital of the issuer  145-146

   

18. MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS   

18.1. 
Shareholders owning more than 5% of capital or voting rights  29

   
18.2. Different voting rights held by the major shareholders  29 ; 34  
18.3. Control of the issuer  29  
18.4. Arrangements known to the issuer, the operation of which may at a subsequent date 

result in a change in control of the issuer  NA  

19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS  135-136 ; 
374 ; 434-444  

20. FINANCIAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ASSETS AND 
LIABILITIES, FINANCIAL POSITION AND PROFITS AND LOSSES OF 
THE ISSUER   

20.1. Historical financial information  270-384 ; 
387-445 ; 469  

20.2. Pro forma financial information  NA  
20.3. Financial statements 270-384 ; 387-445  

20.4. Auditing of historical annual financial information 134 ; 385-386 ; 446-
447  

20.5. Age of latest financial information 270 ; 387  
20.6. Interim financial information NA 43-70 
20.7. Dividend policy 22-25  
20.8. Legal and arbitration proceedings 259-261  
20.9. Significant changes in the issuer’s financial or trading position NA  

21. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   
21.1. Share capital 26-35 4 
21.2. Memorandum and by-laws 450-455 71-78 
22. MATERIAL CONTRACTS NA  

23. 
THIRD-PARTY INFORMATION AND STATEMENTS BY EXPERTS AND DECLARATIONS 
OF ANY INTEREST NA  

24. DOCUMENTS ON DISPLAY 35  

25. INFORMATION ON HOLDINGS 38-39 ; 375-381 ; 434-
444  
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PILLAR 3 REPORT 

Disclosures as at 31 December 2012 



societe generale group I Pillar 3 rePort 2013

Except where indicated otherwise, all figures provided in this report are as of 31st 
December 2012 and stated in millions of Euros. The drawing-up process of Societe 
Generale’s Pillar 3 report and the data contained in it are not subject to review by the 
Group’s statutory auditors.

This document is a free translation of the French original report (Rapport Pilier III) issued 
on 28th March 2013. Only the French version has been submitted to the Regulator and 
is therefore legally binding.

Abbreviations: millions of Euros = EURm 
billions of Euros = EURbn 
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I  iNtroDuctioN iNtroDuctioN I 

regulatorY FraMeWorK 

Following the first basel Accord, known as basel 1 and published in 1988, the basel Committee on 
banking Supervision proposed a new set of recommendations in 2004 in order to measure credit risk 
more accurately. They include, in particular, taking into account the borrower’s credit profile through a 
financial rating system specific to each credit institution. These recommendations, known as basel 2, 
are based on the following three pillars:

  ■ Pillar 1 sets minimum solvency requirements and defines the rules that banks must follow 
to measure risks and calculate associated capital requirements, according to standard or more 
advanced methods.

Pillar 2  ■ relates to the discretionary supervision implemented by national banking supervisors, which 
allows them – based on a constant dialogue with supervised credit institutions – to assess the 
adequacy of capital requirements as calculated under Pillar I, and to calibrate additional capital 
requirements with regard to the risks faced by these institutions.

Pillar 3  ■ encourages market discipline by developing a set of qualitative or quantitative disclosure 
requirements which will allow market participants to make a better assessment of capital, risk 
exposure, risk assessment processes and hence capital adequacy of the institution.

The basel 2 framework was enshrined into European legislation with the enactment of the Capital 
Requirements Directive (CRD), which was transposed into French law through the February 20, 2007 
Decree.

CRD 3 or Basel 2.5
Regarding market risk, to better incorporate the risk of default or rating migration for assets in the 
trading portfolio (tranched and untranched assets), and to reduce the procyclicality of Value at Risk 
(VaR), in July 2009 the basel Committee published new proposals known as basel 2.5.

Rating migration risk and default risk for issuers in the trading book are subject to two capital charges 
in respect of specific market risk, namely the IRC (Incremental Risk Charge), applied to untranched 
assets and the CRM (Comprehensive Risk Measurement), specific to correlation trading portfolios. 
Moreover, the regulator requires a stressed VaR calculation. Stressed VaR is similar to VaR but is 
estimated over a previous crisis period. These proposals were transposed into European law via the 
Capital Requirements Directive 3 (CRD 3) in July 2010 and have been in effect since 31 December 
2011.

Basel 3
In December 2010, the basel Committee published two documents, basel 3: a global regulatory 
framework for more resilient banks and banking systems, and International framework for liquidity risk 
measurement, standards and monitoring, in which it issues the following recommendations in order 
to strengthen capital requirements and liquidity rules in order to promote a more solid banking sector. 
These basel 3 recommendations will be implemented in European law via a directive (CRD4) and a 
regulation (CRR).
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iNtroDuctioN I 

societe generale’s pillar 3 report

Published under the joint responsibility of the Group’s Finance and Risk divisions, Societe Generale’s 
Pillar 3 report intends to provide detailed insight into the Group’s capital and risk management, as well 
as quantitative information on the calculation of the Group’s consolidated solvency ratios, as they result 
from the implementation of Pillar 1.

Published yearly, on the basis of the year-end figures, Societe Generale’s Pillar 3 report is available on 
the Group’s website (www.societegenerale.com) and on the investor relations website (www.investor.
socgen.com).

scope oF pruDential reporting

Societe Generale is subject to consolidated regulatory reporting to its home supervisor, the “Autorité de 
Contrôle Prudentiel”. The Pillar 3 report is therefore drawn up on a consolidated basis, in accordance 
with regulations. The contribution of selected key subsidiaries to the Group’s total risk-weighted assets 
can be found in chapter 1 of this report.

table 01: Difference between the accounting scope and the prudential scope

type of entity accounting treatment prudential treatment under basel 2

Subsidiaries with a finance activity Full or proportional consolidation Capital requirement based on 
the subsidiary’s activities

Subsidiaries with a finance activity Full or proportional consolidation Capital deduction

Holdings, joint ventures with a finance 
activity by nature

Equity method Capital deduction (50% Tier 
1 and 50% Tier 2)

The Group’s prudential reporting scope includes all fully and proportionally consolidated subsidiaries, 
the list of which is available in the Group’s Registration Document available on the Group’s website 
(www.societegenerale.com) or on the website dedicated to investors (www. investor.socgen.com), 
with the exception of insurance subsidiaries, which are subject to separate capital supervision. For 
regulatory purposes, Societe Generale’s investments in insurance companies, as well as in affiliates 
consolidated by the equity method, are deducted from the Group’s total regulatory capital.
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I  iNtroDuctioN iNtroDuctioN I 

The main Group companies outside the prudential reporting scope are as follows. In either case, the 
amounts presented are accounting data, not a measure of weighted assets, EAD or prudential capital. 
Therefore, this table cannot be directly reconciled with the other tables in this report.

table 02: reconciliation of the consolidated balance sheet and the accounting balance sheet 
within the prudential scope 

assets at 31 Dec.2012 (in EUR m) consolidated 
balance sheet  

prudential 

restatements (1) 

accounting balance 
sheet within the 
prudential scope

Cash and amounts due from Central banks 67,591 - 67,591

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 484,026 -17,027 466,999

Hedging derivatives 15,934 -310 15,624

Available-for-sale assets 127,714 -67,379 60,335

non-current assets held for sale 9,410 -  9,410

loans and advances to credit institutions 77,204 -6,979 70,225

loans and advances to clients 350,241 2,130 352,371

lease financing and equivalent transactions 28,745 - 28,745

Revaluation of macro-hedged items 4,402 - 4,402

Financial assets held to maturity 1,186 - 1,186

tax assets 5,909 222 6,131

other assets 53,705 -826 52,879

Deferred profit-sharing  - - -

Investments in subsidiaries and affiliates accounted for by 
the equity method 2,119 3,358 5,477

Tangible and intangible assets 17,190 -368 18,822

Goodwill 5,320 - 5,320

total assets 1,250,696 -87,179 1,163,517 

(1) Restatement of subsidiaries excluded from the prudential scope and re-consolidation of intragroup transactions related to its subsidiaries.
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liabilities at 31 Dec. 2012(in EUR m)  consolidated
balance sheet 

prudential 
restatements (1) 

accounting balance 
sheet within the 
prudential scope

Central banks 2,398 - 2,398

liabilities at fair value through profit or loss 411,388 1,692 413,080

Hedging derivatives 13,975 - 13,975

Debts related to non-current assets held for sale 7,287 - 7,287 

Amounts owed to credit institutions 122,049 -1,123 120,926

Amounts owed to clients 337,230 2,031 339,261

Debt securities 135,744 3,014 138,758

Revaluation reserve of interest-rate-hedged portfolios 6,508 - 6,508   

tax liabilities 1,167 -92 1,075   

other liabilities 58,163 -2,055 56,108

Technical provisions of insurance companies 90,831 -90,831 -

Provisions 2,807 -19 2,788

Subordinated debts 7,052 204 7,256

total debts 1,196,599 -87,180 1,109,419 

eQuitY

Equity, Group share 49,809 - 49,809

Total minority interests 4,288 2 4,290

Total equity 54,097 2 54,099

total liabilities 1,250,696 -87,179 1,163,517

(1) Restatement of subsidiaries excluded from the prudential scope and reconsolidation of intragroup transactions related to its subsidiaries.
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The main Group companies outside the prudential reporting scope are as follow

table 03: subsidiaries excluded from the prudential scope 

company activity country

Antarius Insurance France

Catalyst Re International Insurance bermuda

Génécar Insurance France

Généras Insurance luxembourg

Inora life Insurance ireland

Komerčni Pojstovna Insurance Czech Republic

la Marocaine Vie Insurance morocco

Oradéa Vie Insurance France

Société Générale Ré Insurance luxembourg

Sogécap Insurance France

Société Générale Strakhovanie Zhizni llC Insurance Russia

Sogelife Insurance luxembourg

Sogéssur Insurance France

SG banque au liban banking lebanon

la banque Postale Financement banking France

Amundi Asset Management France

Sogecap Risques Divers Insurance France

Société Générale Strakhovanie CJSC Insurance Russia

status oF consoliDateD subsiDiaries 

Regulated financial subsidiaries and affiliates outside Societe Generale’s prudential consolidation 
scope are all in compliance with their respective solvency requirements. More generally, all regulated 
Group undertakings are subject to solvency requirements set by their respective regulators.

report on coMpensation 
practices anD policies

In accordance with the recommendations of the basel Committee of July 2011 and the provisions of the 
European Union Directive 2010/76/EU of 24 november 2010 (CRD3) as transposed in Regulation CRbF 
97-02, Societe Generale publishes an annual report on its compensation practices and policies.

The purpose of this report is to detail the link between the Group’s compensation policy and risk 
strategy, present comprehensive information on the compensation policy for executive board members 
and employees whose professional activities have a material impact on the company’s risk profile, as 
well as quantitative data on the compensation of these two categories of employees. This is a separate 
report from the Pillar 3 report, available on the Group’s website in the regulated information section and 
also included in an update to the Group’s Registration Document.
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coMposition oF regulatorY capital

Societe Generale’s regulatory capital, of which the book value is assessed in accordance with the 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), consists of the following: 

Tier 1 Capital 
Tier 1 capital comprises the Group’s consolidated shareholders’ equity less prudential deductions:

common stock (net of share buybacks and treasury stock);  ■

retained earnings, including translation differences and changes in the fair value of assets available  ■

for sale and hedging derivatives, net of tax; 

non-controlling interests;  ■

Certain instruments that qualify as Tier 1 capital for regulatory purposes, including perpetual deeply  ■

subordinated notes and preferred shares, which are described below.

less prudential deductions: 

estimated dividend payment; ■

goodwill;  ■

intangible assets; ■

unrealised capital gains and losses on available-for-sale (AFS) assets, excluding shares and other  ■

equity instruments, and cash flow hedges. However, 45 % of unrealised capital gains on AFS 
securities (shares) and tangible assets are included in Tier 2 capital.

income on own credit risk. ■

Moreover, the difference resulting from applying the equity method to interests greater than 20 % held 
in insurance affiliates acquired after 1 January 2007 is wholly deducted from Tier 1 capital.

Finally, under the basel 2 capital framework, other deductions are made in equal amounts from Tier 1 
and from Tier 2 capital:

1.  Investments and subordinated claims towards non-consolidated banks or financial institutions if the 
shares held represent an interest of more than 10 % of the entity’s capital, as well as the value of 
shares held in credit or financial institutions, assessed using the equity method.

2.  Securitisation positions weighted at 1,250 % when these positions are not included in the calculation 
of risk-weighted assets. 

3.  Expected loss on equity portfolio exposures.

4.  Any positive differences between expected losses on loans and receivables risk-weighted using 
the Internal Ratings based (IRb) approach and the sum of related value adjustments and collective 
impairment losses. 

Tier 2 Capital 
Tier 2 capital comprises: 

perpetual subordinated securities (Upper Tier 2); ■

Any positive differences between i) the sum of value adjustments and collective impairment losses  ■

on loan and receivables exposures risk-weighted using the IRb approach, and ii) expected losses, is 
included in upper Tier 2 up to 0.6 % of the total credit risk-weighted assets;

subordinated term debt (lower Tier 2);  ■
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45 % of unrealised capital gains on AFS securities (shares) and tangible assets are included in Tier  ■

2 capital.

Moreover, using the option offered by the Financial Conglomerates Directive, equity interests of more 
than 20 % held in insurance affiliates and any investment qualifying as regulatory capital for insurance 
solvency requirements are deducted from total capital until 31 December 2012, if acquired prior to 1 
January 2007.

Finally, beginning on 30 June 2012, following on from the monitoring of European banks’ solvency 
ratios, the regulatory minimum required for the Group concerns the Core Tier 1 ratio, calculated in 
accordance with the methods outlined in the European banking Authority’s recommendation, published 
on 8 December 2011.

Debt instruMents QualiFYing as tier 1 
capital For regulatorY purposes 

Societe Generale’s obligations relating to the principal and interest of US preferred shares issued by 
indirect subsidiaries benefiting from its guarantee and deeply subordinated notes directly issued by the 
bank share the following features:

these instruments are perpetual and constitute unsecured, deeply subordinated obligations ranking  ■

junior to all other obligations of the bank, including dated and undated subordinated debt, and senior 
only to common stock; 

in addition, Societe Generale may elect, and in certain circumstances may be required, not to pay the  ■

interest and coupons linked to these instruments. The interest not paid as a result is not cumulative 
and will be irrevocably lost by all holders of these instruments.

under certain circumstances, particularly with regard to the bank’s compliance with minimum  ■

solvency requirements, Societe Generale is able to use principal and interest to absorb losses; 

subject to the prior approval of the French Prudential Supervisory Authority, Societe Generale has  ■

the option to redeem these instruments on certain dates, but not earlier than five years after their 
issuance date;

the combined outstanding amount of these instruments cannot exceed 35 % of the bank’s total  ■

Tier 1 capital. In addition, the combined outstanding amount of instruments with a step-up clause 
(so-called “innovative instruments”) may not exceed 15 % of the bank’s total Tier 1 capital base.
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table 04:  total amount of debt instruments qualifying as capital

issuance date currency nominal amount 
issued (in eur m)

Value in eur m 

31 December 2012

Value in eur m

31 December 2011

us preferred shares 420 420

Oct-03(1) eur 420 420 420

Deeply subordinated notes (tss) 5,470 5,496

Jan-05(1) eur 728 728 732

Apr-07(1) usD 808 612 624

Apr-07(1) usD 63 48 49

Dec-07(1) eur 468 468 469

May-08 eur 795 795 797

Jun-08 GbP 506 620 605

Jul-08(1) eur 100 100 100

Feb-09 usD 450 341 348

Sep-09(1) eur 1,000 1,000 1,000

Oct-09 usD 1,000 758 773

total 5,890 5,916

note 1: innovative instruments.

Hybrid debt eligible as Tier 1 Capital
In the fourth quarter of 2003, Societe Generale issued EUR 650m of preferred shares through a  ■

wholly-owned US subsidiary (paying a non-cumulative dividend of 5.419 % annually) with a step-up 
clause coming into effect after 10 years.

In January 2005, the Group issued EUR 1bn of deeply subordinated notes (Titres Super Subordonnés  ■

- TSS), paying 4.196 % annually for 10 years and, as from 26 January 2015, 3-month Euribor +1.53 % 
per annum payable quarterly. 

In April 2007, the Group issued USD 200m of deeply subordinated notes, paying 3-month USD libor  ■

+0.75 % annually and then, from 5 April 2017, 3-month USD libor +1.75% annually.

In April 2007, the Group issued USD 1.1bn of deeply subordinated notes, paying 5.922% twice yearly  ■

and then, from 5 April 2017, 3-month USD libor +1.75 % annually.

In April 2007, the Group issued USD 1,100m of deeply subordinated notes, paying 5.922% twice  ■

yearly and then, from April 5, 2017, 3-month USD libor +1.75 % annually. 

In December 2007, the Group issued EUR 600m of deeply subordinated notes paying 6.999 % annually  ■

and then, from 19 December 2017, 3-month Euribor +3.35 % per annum payable quarterly.

In May 2008, the Group issued EUR 1bn of deeply subordinated notes paying 7.756 % annually and  ■

then, from 22 May 2013, 3-month Euribor +3.35 % per annum payable quarterly.

In June 2008, the Group issued GbP 700m of deeply subordinated notes paying 8.875 % annually  ■

and then, from 18 June 2018, 3-month Euribor +3.40 % per annum payable quarterly. 

In July 2008, the Group issued EUR 100m of deeply subordinated notes paying 7.715 % annually and  ■

then, from 9 July 2018, 3-month Euribor +3.70 % per annum payable quarterly. 

In February 2009, the Group issued USD 450m of deeply subordinated notes paying 9.5045 % twice  ■

yearly and then, from 29 February 2016, 3-month libor +6.77 % per annum payable quarterly. 
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In September 2009, the Group issued EUR 1bn of deeply subordinated notes paying 9.375 %  ■

annually and then, from 4 September 2019, 3-month Euribor +8.9 % per annum payable quarterly. 

In October 2009, the Group issued USD 1bn of deeply subordinated notes, paying 8.75 % annually  ■

with no step-up clause. 

From an accounting perspective, given the discretionary nature of the decision to pay dividends to 
shareholders, preferred shares issued by the Group are classified as equity and recognised under Non-
controlling interests. Remuneration paid to preferred shareholders is recorded under Non-controlling 
interests in the income statement. 

Deeply subordinated notes are classified as equity under IFRS and recognised under Equity instruments 
and associated reserves.

calculation oF regulatorY ratios 

table 05: regulatory capital and basel 2 solvency ratios

(En M EUR) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

consolidated shareholders' equity, group share (iFrs standards) 49,809 47,067

Deeply subordinated notes (TSS) -5,270 -5,297

Perpetual subordinated notes (TSDI) -1,607 -930

consolidated shareholders' equity, group share, net of tss and tsDi 42,932 40,840

non-controlling interests 3,513 3,443

Intangible assets -1,497 -1,511

Goodwill -7,084 -7,942

Dividends proposed at the AGM and coupons to be paid on TSS and TSDI -509 -184

Other regulatory adjustments -620 -382

basel 2 deductions -2,126 -2,717

core tier 1 capital 34,609 31,548

Deeply subordinated notes (TSS) 5,470 5,496

US preferred shares 420 420

tier 1 capital 40,499 37,464

upper tier 2 capital 767 1,555

lower tier 2 capital 6,971 9,187

basel 2 deductions -2,126 -2,717

Interests held in insurance affiliates(1) -4,804 -4,062

total regulatory capital (tier 1 + tier 2) 41,308 41,428

total risk-weighted assets 324,092 349,275

Risk-weighted assets for credit risk 254,134 273,297

Risk-weighted assets for market risk 28,637 32,536

Risk-weighted assets for operational risk 41,321 43,442

solvency ratios

core tier 1 ratio 10.7 % 9.0%

tier 1 ratio 12.5 % 10.7 %

Comprehensive solvency ratio 12.7 % 11.9 %

(1) For which the value of securities accounted for by the equity method totals a loss of EUR 3.3bn. Societe Generale uses the option offered by the 
Financial Conglomerates Directive of deducting the value of securities held in insurance companies, accounted for by the equity method, from total 
regulatory capital.
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At 31 December 2012, the Group’s Tier 1 ratio was 12.5 % (10.7 % at end-2011), and the Core Tier 1 
ratio rose sharply to 10.7 %, compared with 9.0 % at end-2011, evidence that the Group’s capital was 
substantially strengthened over the period.

The Group will be able to meet the new basel 3 regulatory requirements set out in European regulations 
by the fourth Capital Requirements Directive (CRD4) and the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR), 
which will enter into force after being adopted by the European parliament. At the end of 2013, the 
Group will post a basel 3 Core Tier 1 ratio greater than 9 %.

On 19 July 2011, the basel committee issued a proposal for rules to determine the additional capital 
requirements for SIFIs (Systemically Important Financial Institutions). These rules were ratified by the 
G20 at the november 2011 summit. The additional capital requirement for SIFIs will partially come 
into force as of 1 January 2016 and will take full effect as of 1 January 2019 for banks identified as 
systemically important in november 2014. For information purposes, in november 2012 (based on data 
from end-2011), the Group’s additional capital is estimated at 1 %.

table 06: basel 2 deductions

(in eur m) 31 December 2012 31 December 2011

Unconsolidated banking affiliates > 10% 457 682

book value of investments in financial subsidiaries 
accounted for by the equity method 976 916

Subordinated loans to credit institutions > 10% 670 764

Deductions in respect of securitisation positions 1,583 3,044

Expected losses on equity portfolio exposures 27 26

Expected losses on risk-weighted assets assessed 
using the IRb approach, net of related value 
adjustments and collective impairment losses

540 –

total basel 2 deductions 4,251 5,432
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capital reQuireMents 

Societe Generale Group has been using the advanced methods to calculate its minimum capital 
requirements for credit risk (IRb approach) and operational risk (AMA) since the end of 2007. The 
Group is continuing to broaden the scope of application for the advanced methods. The following table 
presents the risk-weighted assets and the Group’s capital requirements, classified by type of risk.

table 07:  the group’s capital requirements and risk-weighted assets

(in eur m) 31 December 2012 31 December 2011

type of risk
Minimum 

capital 
requirements

risk-
weighted 

assets

Minimum 
capital 

requirements
risk-weighted 

assets

Sovereign 0 0 0 1
Institutions 3 36 1 11
corporate 413 5,159 368 4,601
total credit risk assessed using the 
foundation irb approach 416 5,194 369 4,613

Sovereign 528 6,599 462 5,779
Institutions 760 9,507 925 11,569

corporate 6,617 82,715 7,175 89,684
retail 1,958 24,469 1,902 23,773
total credit risk assessed using the 
advanced irb approach 9,863 123,290 10,464 130,805

shares in the banking book 366 4,579 411 5,143

securitisation positions 294 3,677 394 4,926

other non-credit obligation assets 1,269 15,865 1,231 15,391

total credit risk assessed using the irb approach 12,208 152,605 12,870 160,878

Sovereign 48 603 116 1,451
Institutions 312 3,895 267 3,333

corporate 4,511 56,382 5,121 64,010

retail 2,717 33,969 2,704 33,794

Shares in the banking book 9 119 18 219

Securitisation positions 40 496 40 502
Other non-credit obligation assets 485 6,066 729 9,110

total credit risk assessed using the standard approach 8,122 101,529 8,994 112,419

Delivery risk 0 0 0 0

creDit, counterpartY anD DeliVerY risK 20,331 254,134 21,864 273,297

Value at Risk 460 5 752 448 5,598

Stressed Value at Risk 605 7 565 522 6,520

Incremental default and migration risk (IRC) 603 7 543 824 10,303

Correlation portfolio (CRM) 200 2 496 355 4,437

Market risk assessed using the irb approach 1,868 23,356 2,149 26,858

General risk and specific risk related to 
interest rates (excluding securitisation) 51 642 62 774

Specific risk related to securitisation positions 149 1,866 305 3,812

Market risk assessed using the standard 
approach for ownership interests 2 28 14 178

Market risk assessed using the standard 
approach for currency positions 214 2,672 67 837

Market risk assessed using the standard 
approach for commodities 6 74 6 77

Market risk assessed using the standard approach 423 5,282 454 5,678

MarKet risK 2,291 28,637 2,603 32,536

Operational risk assessed using AMA 2,974 37,174 3,152 39,400

Operational risk assessed using the standardised approach 332 4,147 323 4,042

operational risK 3,306 41,321 3,475 43,442

totals 25,927 324,092 27,942 349,275
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The credit and counterparty risk exposures are presented according to the valuation method used, 
IRb approach and standard approach. Details of the calculations by type of credit risk exposure are 
available in Chapter 3, “Credit and Counterparty Risk”.

Capital requirements on securitisation transactions are presented separately, with preference given 
to the IRb approach. Chapter 4 “Securitisation” provides a more detailed analysis of the Group’s 
securitisation exposure. The Group’s banking book equity investments are also calculated using mainly 
the IRb approach, as detailed in Chapter 5.

Similarly, market risk is calculated using the internal Value-at-Risk method. Additional information on 
calculating using the IRb approach may be found in Chapter 6, “Market risk”.

For the calculation of capital requirements for operational risk, the Group has used the advanced 
measurement approach (AMA) since the end of 2007, covering a scope that represents nearly 90 % 
of total net banking income. Chapter 9, “Operational Risk”, provides details on how operational risk is 
measured and monitored within the Group.

Change in risk-weighted assets and capital requirements 
between 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012, the Group’s capital requirements and risk-
weighted assets decreased by EUR 2.015bn and EUR 25.183bn respectively. 

table 08 : basel 2 risk-weighted assets (including basel 2.5 requirements) at 31 December 2012

(in eur bn) credit Market operational total

French networks 86.2 0.1 2.9 89.2

International networks 68.2 0.0 3.7 71.9

Corporate and Investment banking 50.0 26.2 23.5 99.7

Specialised Financial Services and Insurance 38.2 0.0 2.3 40.5

Private banking, Global Investment Management and Services 9.9 0.4 4.4 14.8

corporate centre 1.6 1.9 4.5 8.0

Group 254.1 28.6 41.3 324.1

by type of activity, risk-weighted assets (EUR 324.1bn) break down as follows:

credit risk representing 78.4 % of risk-weighted assets at 31 December 2012, or EUR 254.1bn (versus  ■

EUR 273.3bn at 31 December 2011);

market risk representing 8.8 % of risk-weighted assets at 31 December 2012, or EUR 28.6bn (versus  ■

EUR 32.5bn at 31 December 2011);

operational risk representing 12.7 % of risk-weighted assets at 31 December 2012, or EUR 41.3bn  ■

(versus EUR 43.4bn at 31 December 2011).

Most credit risk on derivatives concerns instruments maturing in less than five years (a detailed analysis 
is available in the consolidated financial statements, note 33 to the 2013 registration document).

Furthermore, because Societe Generale is considered a Financial Conglomerate, it undergoes 
additional oversight by the French Prudential Supervisory Authority.
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inForMation on KeY subsiDiaries’ contribution 
to tHe group’s total risK-WeigHteD assets 

The contributions of the three key subsidiaries, which collectively contribute more than 10 % of the 
Group’s risk-weighted assets, are as follows:

table 09:  Key subsidiaries’ contribution to the group’s risk-weighted assets

 crédit du nord rosbank Komerčni Banka

(in eur m) irb  standard irb  standard irb  standard

credit and counterparty risk 12,475 5,324 876 11,116 9,458 1,703

Sovereign 0 0 336 0 549 0

Financial institutions 186 22 0 975 816 153

corporate 7,631 2,632 5 6,331 5,309 624

retail 4,085 2,118 0 3,616 2,484 833

Securitisation 0 0 0 0 4 0

Equity investments 142 63 17 63 0 0

other assets 431 488 518 131 296 93

Market risk 116 439 19

operational risk 945 1,639 712

total for 2012 18,860 14,070 11,892

total for 2011 19,414 13,519 12,150
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capital ManageMent

The capital management process is implemented by the Finance Department with the backing of 
General Management, under the supervision and control of the board of Directors.

Societe Generale’s capital management is aimed at ensuring that the Group’s solvency level

is at all times consistent with its objectives of:

maintaining a high level of financial strength, closely correlated to the Group’s overall risk profile and  ■

risk appetite;

preserving financial flexibility for funding internal and external growth; ■

ensuring the optimal deployment of capital across its various businesses to optimise the risk/reward  ■

ratio on capital.

maintain the Group’s strong resilience under stressed scenarios; ■

satisfy the expectations of various stakeholders: regulators, counterparties, bondholders, rating  ■

agencies and shareholders.

As a result, the Group determines its internal solvency target in accordance with these objectives and 
in compliance with regulatory thresholds.

The Group has an Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) that follows a multifaceted 
approach, taking into account:

capital planning, updated at regular intervals in conjunction with budget and financial planning or the  ■

production of strategic plans, based on a Group-wide simulation tool. This helps ensure at all times 
that resources and uses of capital are consistent with the Group’s overall objectives and business 
needs;

business and risk cyclicality, to explicitly factor in the effect of credit cycles, while also taking into  ■

account risks outside the scope of Pillar 1 (e.g. business risk, interest- and exchange-rate risk, 
strategic risk etc.) ;

implementation of an ICAAP stress test that is part of the budget process and covers the entire  ■

Group.

Through this exercise, we measure whether the Group’s capital adequacy ratios are suited to regulatory 
constraints and to the Group’s objectives within the Risk Appetite framework.

In addition, in the first half of 2012 the Group participated in the IMF stress test, which was intended 
to determine banks’ resilience under a number of hypothetical macroeconomic and financial shocks. 
based on the data available at the end of 2011, the results confirmed the Group’s capacity to withstand 
a significant deterioration of the economic environment,

while being able to comply with the new CRD4 requirements.

general risK ManageMent policY

Implementing a high-performance and efficient risk management structure is a critical undertaking for 
Societe Generale, in all businesses, markets and regions in which the bank operates, as are maintaining 
a balance between strong risk culture and promoting innovation. Specifically, the main objectives of the 
Group’s risk management strategy are:

to contribute to the development of the Group’s various businesses by optimising its overall risk- ■

adjusted profitability in accordance with its risk appetite;

to guarantee the Group’s sustainability as a going concern, through the implementation of an  ■

efficient system for risk analysis, measurement and monitoring;

to make risk management a differentiating factor and a competitive strength acknowledged  ■

by all.
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This can take the form of:

clear principles for governing, managing and organising risks ■

determining and formally defining the Group’s risk appetite; ■

effective risk management tools; ■

a risk culture that is cultivated and established at each level of the Group. ■

These various items are currently under focus, with a series of initiatives established as part of the ERM 
(Enterprise Risk Management) as described below.

enterprise risK ManageMent (erM) prograMMe

Effectively launched in January 2011, the ERM project aims to improve the consistency and effectiveness 
of the Group’s risk management system by fully integrating risk prevention and control with the day-to-
day management of the bank’s businesses.

This programme, which is closely monitored by the Executive committee (COMEx) and the Audit, 
internal control and risk committee (CACIR), is structured around strengthening risk culture among all 
Group employees and continually improving the Risk Appetite exercise (details below).

based on a 2010 assessment of the existing situation, the board of directors and General management 
have defined a target aimed at ensuring that all employees are aware of the risks entailed by their 
activities, know how to manage them, feel responsible for doing so, and act according to the Group’s 
values: courage, rigour and discipline. An ambitious plan to strengthen risk culture was therefore 
launched in 2011 to meet this target. The approach taken is structured around (i) awareness-raising 
initiatives and training aimed at Group employees and (ii) initiatives aimed at improving risk recognition 
at each stage of an employee’s career with the Group. 

For example, the following initiatives were launched in 2012:

during the hiring process, assessing “risk awareness” is gradually becoming one of the selection  ■

criteria;

in terms of setting targets and evaluation, risk management is gradually becoming one of the items  ■

systematically taken into account;

training initiatives have also been undertaken with the intent to establish a certification process; ■

a review of the Group code of conduct. ■

All of these initiatives were carried out by General management and all Executive committee members 
through communications with employees on the significance of and issues related to day-to-day risk 
management.

risK appetite

Since 2009, the Risk division and the Finance division have formally defined the Group’s risk appetite 
through a process coordinated with the Group’s operating divisions.

Societe Generale defines risk appetite as the level of risk, by type and by business, that the Group 
is prepared to incur given its strategic targets. Risk appetite is defined using both quantitative and 
qualitative criteria.

The Group Risk Appetite exercise consists in formally defining a three-year overview including:

targets for certain key Group indicators (financial solidity, solvency, earnings volatility, leverage,  ■

liquidity);
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risk/return ratios for the different Group businesses; ■

and the Group’s risk profile, by risk type. ■

To determine these factors, the following are taken into consideration:

earnings sensitivity to economic cycles and credit, market or operational events; ■

impact of macro-economic risks, both in emerging markets and developed countries. ■

The Risk Appetite exercise is one of the strategic oversight tools available to Group governing bodies. It 
is fully integrated into the budgeting process and draws on the global stress test system, which is also 
used to ensure capital adequacy in stressed economic scenarios.

It is discussed by governing bodies at various key moments:

positioning the various businesses in terms of the risk/return ratio as well as the Group’s risk profile  ■

by type of risk are analysed and approved by the Audit, internal control and risk committee during 
preliminary budget preparation with an eye to allocating scarce resources to the businesses. Three-
year targets suggested by the Executive committee for the Group key indicators are discussed and 
approved by the Audit, internal control and risk committee, then by the board of directors prior to 
launching the budget process;

during the finalisation of the budget and global stress test processes, the Audit, internal control and  ■

risk committee and the board of directors, based on the Executive committee’s recommendations, 
approve the trajectory in relation to various Group key indicators and their adequacy given the 
established targets.

In the interest of regular improvement, the Risk Appetite exercise is continuously being adapted. This 
year, improvement efforts were focused on:

consistency between the Risk Appetite exercise and the risk management operational structure,  ■

which is manifested by policies and limits covering the Group’s major risks;

increased consideration of any impact relating to liquidity. ■

stress test MecHanisMs

Stress tests measure resilience to macroeconomic shocks of various magnitudes. They are an important 
component of the Group’s risk management and monitoring. The Group’s stress-test framework is 
used to set limits, guarantee capital adequacy compared to risks and aid in carrying out the Risk 
Appetite exercise.

The Group has implemented a stress test system which includes:

at an aggregate level, the global stress test (macroeconomic, i.e. “ICAAP stress test”), which is  ■

incorporated into the budget process and covers the entire Group. For each scenario, (core and 
stressed), potential losses relating to credit, market and operational risks are estimated over a three-
year horizon before being presented to the Risk committee. This exercise measures the Group’s 
capital adequacy ratios against regulatory constraints and the Group’s targets in line with its Risk 
Appetite;

specific credit stress tests supplement the global analysis, on request, with a more refined approach  ■

along various lines (sector, subsidiary, product, country, etc.). These stress tests are used for 
operational oversight of Group activities and risks;

in order to evaluate market risks, alongside the internal VaR and SVaR model, the Group measures  ■

its risks using a stress test to take into account unusual market disturbances that draws on 26 
historical scenarios and eight theoretical ones;

with regard to operational risks and capital requirement calculations, the Group uses scenario  ■

analyses to measure its exposure to any occasional but extremely severe losses, and to provide a 
loss distribution estimate based on expert opinion for event categories for which there is insufficient 
internal loss history;
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for structural interest-rate risks, the Group measures the sensitivity of its fixed-rate position in scenarios  ■

under which yield curves shift or are distorted (steepening and flattening). The measurement of net 
interest income sensitivity is also used by the Group to quantify the structural interest rate risk of 
significant entities. With respect to exchange-rate risk, stress scenarios are applied to various (major 
or peripheral-country) currencies;

with respect to liquidity, internal stress tests are used to ensure that the time period during which  ■

the Group may continue to operate during periods of liquidity stress is respected in any market 
environment.

Along with the internal stress-test exercises, the Group is part of a sample of European banks that 
participate in the EbA (European banking Authority) stress tests.

group risK Mapping

This procedure aims to identify and estimate the main risks of potential loss expected for the year to 
come, in all risk categories: credit risks, market risks, operational risks. These risks are placed on a grid 
relating impact and probability of occurrence for each risk. A loss level is assigned to each scenario, 
combining statistical approaches that use historical data, and independent expert analyses. These 
scenarios are categorised on a scale representing three distinct levels of stress: base case, stress and 
extreme stress. It may relate to isolated losses that are material because of their extent (for example, 
the default of a major counterparty), or of events involving many counterparties (for example, contagion 
affecting a sector of activity or several sectors).

The risk map is presented annually to the members of the Audit, internal control and risk committee as 
well as the board of directors.

risK ManageMent goVernance, 
control anD organisation principles

The Group’s risk management governance is based on:

strong managerial involvement in the risk management system and promotion of risk culture,  ■

throughout the entire organisational structure, from the board of directors down to operational 
teams;

clearly defined internal rules and procedures; ■

continuous supervision by an independent body to monitor risks and to enforce rules and  ■

procedures.

The Group’s risk management is organised around two key principles:

risk assessment departments must be independent from the business divisions; ■

the risk management approach and risk monitoring must be consistent throughout the Group. ■

Compliance with these principles forms part of the consolidation plans for subsidiaries acquired by 
the Group.

Group risk management is governed by two main bodies: the board of directors, via the Audit, internal 
control and risk committee, and the Risk committee. The Group’s Corporate divisions, such as the 
Risk division and some departments of the Finance division, which are independent from the business 
divisions, are dedicated to permanent risk management and control under the authority of the General 
management.
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Board of directors (CA)
The board of directors defines the Group’s strategy, while assuming and controlling risks, and ensures 
its implementation. In particular, the board of directors ensures the adequacy of the Group’s risk 
management infrastructure, monitors changes in the portfolio and particularly in the cost of risk, and 
approves the market risk limits. Presentations on the main aspects of, and notable changes to, the 
Group’s risk management strategy are made to the board of directors by the General Management 
at least once a year (more often if circumstances require it), within the framework of the Risk Appetite 
exercise.

Audit, internal control and risk committee (CACIR)
The board of directors’ Audit, internal control and risk committee plays a crucial role in the assessment 
of the quality of the Group’s internal control. More specifically it is responsible for examining the internal 
framework for risk monitoring to ensure its consistency and compliance with procedures, laws and 
regulations in force. Special presentations by executives in charge are made to the Committee, which 
reviews the procedures for controlling certain market risks as well as structural interest rate risk, and is 
consulted about the setting of risk limits. It also issues an opinion on the Group’s overall provisioning 
policy as well as on large specific provisions. Finally, the Group’s risk map and Risk Appetite indicators 
are presented to the Committee annually, and every year it examines the Annual Report on Internal 
Control, which is submitted to the board of directors and the French Prudential Supervisory Authority 
(ACP).

Risk committee and large exposures committee (CORISQ)
Chaired by the General management, the Risk committee meets at least once a month to discuss the 
major trends for the Group in terms of risk. Generally, upon the advice of the Risk division, CORISQ 
takes the main decisions pertaining to, on the one hand, the architecture and the implementation of 
the Group’s Risk monitoring system, and on the other, the framework of each type of risk (credit risk, 
country risk, market and operational risks).

In addition to CORISQ, the Group also has a large exposures committee, which focuses on reviewing 
large individual exposures.

Risk division
The main responsibility of the Risk division is to help develop the activities and profitability of the Societe 
Generale Group by working with the business divisions to define the Group’s Risk Appetite (deployed 
within the Group’s various businesses), and to establish a risk management and monitoring system. In 
exercising its functions, the Risk division reconciles independence from and close cooperation with the 
business divisions, which are responsible first and foremost for the transactions they initiate.

Accordingly, the Risk division is responsible for:

providing hierarchical and functional supervision of the Group’s Risk structure; ■

identifying the risks borne by the Group; ■

putting into practice a governance and monitoring system for these risks across all business lines,  ■

and regularly reporting on their nature and extent to the General management, the board of directors 
and the banking supervisory authorities;

contributing to the definition of risk policies, taking into account the aims of the businesses and the  ■

corresponding risk issues;

defining or validating risk analysis, assessment, approval and monitoring methods and procedures; ■

validating the transactions and limits proposed by the business managers; ■

defining the “risk” information system, and ensuring its suitability for the needs of the businesses and  ■

its consistency with the Group’s information system.
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Regarding legacy assets(1), the Risk division:

validates all transactions linked to these assets (hedges, disposals, commutations, etc.); ■

defines, measures and monitors positions using market risk metrics: VaR and stress tests; ■

produces impairment calculations, after defining and validating their assumptions; ■

assesses the value of CDOs (Collateralised Debt Obligations) of RMbS (Residential Mortgage backed  ■

Securities);

analyses each monoline counterparty in order to determine the adequate provisioning rate for Group  ■

exposures, and calculates the corresponding provisions;

participates in the governance bodies of the subsidiary hosting these assets. ■

New product committee
Each division submits all new products, businesses or activities to the new product committee. 
This committee, which is jointly managed by the Risk division and the business divisions, aims to 
ensure that, prior to the launch of a new product, business or activity:

all associated risks are fully identified, understood and correctly addressed; ■

 compliance is assessed with respect to the laws and regulations in force, codes of good professional  ■

conduct and risks to the image and reputation of the Group;

all the support functions are committed and have no, or no longer have, any reservations. ■

This process is underpinned by a very broad definition of a new product, which ranges from the 
creation of a new product, to the adaptation of an existing product to a new environment or the transfer 

of activities involving new teams or new systems.

Finance division
Within the Finance division, the Financial management and capital department manages the capital 
requirements and the capital structure.

In accordance with regulatory principles that advocate the separation of oversight and control functions, 
two different entities manage and monitor structural risks:

the balance sheet and global treasury management department is dedicated to structural risk  ■

management. It also monitors and coordinates all Group treasury functions (external Group financing, 
internal entity financing, centralised collateral management). In addition, it manages the Financial 
centre and executes financial transactions;

the AlM Risk control department is responsible for supervising structural risk for the entire Group. In  ■

particular, it validates structural risks models and monitors compliance with limits and management 
practices by the Group’s divisions, business lines and entities.

The Finance division is also responsible for assessing and managing the other major types of risk, 
including strategic risks, business risks, etc.

The Finance policy committee is chaired by the General management and validates the system used to 
analyse and measure structural risks as well as the exposure limits for each Group entity. It also plays 
an advisory role for the business divisions and entities.

Societe Generale’s risk measurement and assessment processes are an integral part of the bank’s 
ICAAP (Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process(2)). As concerns capital management, ICAAP 
is aimed at providing guidance to both CORISQ and the Finance committee in defining the Group’s 
overall Risk Appetite and setting risk limits.

(1)  For further details on the valuation of certain assets within this scope, see note 3 to the consolidated financial statements of the Registration 
Document, p299 “Fair value of financial instruments”.

(2)  ICAAP: Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process corresponds to the Pillar II process required under the basel Accord that enables the 
Group to ensure capital adequacy to support all business risks.
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Within the Finance division, the steering of scarce resources and performance has been the responsibility 
of the new Strategic and financial steering department since January 1, 2013. This department is 
responsible for providing General management with a consolidated overview of key financial steering 
indicators for both profitability and scarce resources (capital and liquidity) and therefore contributes 
directly to guiding strategic and financial decisions aimed at maximising value creation for the Group.

Other divisions
The Group corporate secretariat also deals with compliance, ethics, legal and tax risks, as well as 
reputational risk.
Finally, the bank’s risk management principles, procedures and infrastructures and their implementation 
are monitored by the Inspection and audit division.

perManent anD perioDic risK Monitoring

Permanent supervision is the responsibility of operational staff and their managers, and its coordination 
is performed by the Operational risk department of the Risk division. The permanent supervision system 
itself is supplemented by numerous other operational controls (for example, automated controls in 
IT processing chains, organisational controls implementing the segregation of functions within the 
structure, etc.).

The Inspection and audit division carries out regular risk audits, including credit application reviews, 
spanning all Group divisions, whose conclusions are sent to the heads of the business divisions, the 
Risk division and the General management for certain scopes.

tYpes oF risKs

The Group is exposed to the risks inherent in its core businesses. Given the diversity and changes in 
the Group’s activities, its risk management focuses on the following main categories of risks, any of 
which could adversely affect its performance:

credit and counterparty risk  ■ (including country risk): risk of losses arising from the inability of 
the Group’s customers, issuers or other counterparties to meet their financial commitments. Credit 
risk includes the counterparty risk linked to market transactions (replacement risk), as well as 
securitisation activities. In addition, credit risk may be further amplified by concentration risk, which 
arises from a large exposure to a given risk, to one or more counterparties, or to one or more 
homogeneous groups of counterparties;

Country risk arises when an exposure can be negatively affected by changing political, economic, 
social and financial conditions in the country of operation.

Validation of credit risk is part of the Group’s risk management strategy based on its risk appetite. 
Societe Generale’s credit policy is based on the principle that approval of any credit risk undertaking 
must be based on sound knowledge of the client and the client’s business, an understanding of the 
purpose and structure of the transaction and the sources of repayment of the debt. Credit decisions 
must also ensure that the structure of the transaction will minimise the risk of loss in the event the 
counterparty defaults.

limits are set for certain countries, geographical regions, sectors, products or types of customers 
with a view to minimising the most significant risks. In addition, major concentration risks are analysed 
periodically for the entire Group.

market risk: ■  risk of decline in the value of financial instruments arising from changes in market 
parameters, the volatility of these parameters and correlations between them. These parameters 
include but are not limited to exchange rates, interest rates, and the price of securities (equities, 
bonds), commodities, derivatives and other assets, including real estate assets;
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Positions and risks are subject to daily controls and compared to predefined limits that, for major 
positions, are validated by the board of directors on the advice of the Audit, internal control and risk 
committee, in accordance with the risk appetite defined by the board of directors.

operational risks ■  (including accounting and environmental risks): risk of losses or sanctions due in 
particular to failures in internal procedures or systems, human error or external events;

Societe Generale has no appetite for operational risks, only a tolerance level. As such, the Group 
has an active prevention policy which consists of securing operational processes as well as the 
promotion of a risk culture throughout the Group. The limit in terms of operational losses is set as a 
percentage of net banking income (nbI).

structural interest and exchange rate risk: ■  risk of loss or write-downs in the Group’s assets arising 
from variations in interest or exchange rates. Structural interest and exchange rate risk arises from 
commercial activities and from transactions entered into by the Corporate Centre;

The general principle for the Group is to minimise structural interest rate and exchange rate risks 
as much as possible within consolidated entities. Wherever possible, commercial transactions 
are therefore hedged against interest rate and exchange rate risks. Any residual structural interest 
rate risk exposure is contained by sensitivity limits set for each entity and for the overall Group in 
accordance with the structural risk appetite as validated by the Finance policy committee. As for 
exchange rates, the Group’s policy is to immunise its solvency ratio against fluctuations of the major 
currencies in which it operates.

liquidity risk: ■  risk of the Group not being able to meet its cash or collateral requirements as they 
arise and at reasonable cost;

Given that liquidity is a scarce resource, the Group’s objective is to finance its activities at the best 
possible rates under normal conditions. The scope of the Group’s short and long-term financing 
plan, which supplements customer deposits, is conservative with reduced concentration in the short 
term while ensuring diversification in terms of products and regions. Targets are validated by the 
board of directors in accordance with Risk Appetite.

non-compliance risk ■  (including legal, tax and reputational risks): risk of legal, administrative or 
disciplinary sanction, material financial losses or reputational damage arising from failure to comply 
with the provisions governing the Group’s activities.

Compliance and adherence to ethical rules that meet the profession’s highest standards are part of 
the Societe Generale Group’s core values. It is not just the responsibility of a select few, but concerns 
the culture of its entire staff. Moreover, those rules even go beyond the strict application of current 
regulatory provisions, particularly as there are countries in which said provisions fall shy of Societe 
Generale’s ethical standards.

The Group is also exposed to the following risks:

investment portfolio risk: ■  risk of unfavourable changes in the value of the Group’s investment 
portfolio;

strategic risk: ■  risks tied to the choice of a given business strategy or resulting from the Group’s 
inability to execute its strategy;

business risk: ■  risk of losses if costs exceed revenues;

risk related to insurance activities: ■  through its insurance subsidiaries, the Group is also exposed 
to a variety of risks linked to the insurance business. In addition to balance sheet management 
risks (interest rate, valuation, counterparty and exchange rate risk), those include premium pricing 
risk, mortality risk and structural risk of life and non-life insurance activities, including pandemics, 
accidents and catastrophic events (such as earthquakes, hurricanes, industrial disasters, acts of 
terrorism or military conflicts);

risk related to specialised finance activities: ■  through its Specialised financial services division, 
mainly in its operational vehicle leasing subsidiary, the Group is exposed to residual value risk (when 
the net resale value of an asset at the end of the lease is less than estimated).

Any of these risks could materially adversely affect the Group’s business, results of operations and 
financial condition.
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creDit risK ManageMent: 
organisation anD structure 

The Risk division has defined a control and monitoring system, in conjunction with the business divisions 
and based on the credit risk policy, to provide a framework for the Group’s credit risk management. 
The credit risk policy is periodically reviewed and validated by the Audit, internal control and risk 
committee.

Credit risk supervision is organised by business division (French networks, International Retail banking, 
Specialised Financial Services and Insurance, Global Investment Management and Services, and 
Corporate and Investment banking) and is supplemented by departments with a more cross-business 
approach (monitoring of country risk and risk linked to financial institutions). The team that handles the 
supervision of the counterparty risk on market transactions reports to the Market risk department.

Within the Risk division, each of these departments is responsible for:

setting global and individual credit limits by client, client group or transaction type; ■

authorising transactions submitted by the sales departments; ■

validating ratings or internal client rating criteria; ■

monitoring and supervision of large exposures and various specific credit portfolios; ■

approving specific and general provisioning policies. ■

In addition, a specific department performs comprehensive portfolio analyses and provides the 
associated reports, including those for the supervisory authorities. A monthly report on the Risk division’s 
activity is presented to CORISQ and specific analyses are submitted to the General management.

creDit policY 

Societe Generale’s credit policy is based on the principle that approval of any credit risk undertaking 
must be based on sound knowledge of the client and the client’s business, an understanding of 
the purpose and structure of the transaction and the sources of debt repayment. Credit decisions 
must also ensure that the structure of the transaction will minimise the risk of loss in the event the 
counterparty defaults. Furthermore, the credit approval process takes into consideration the overall 
commitment of the group to which the client belongs. Risk approval forms part of the Group’s risk 
management strategy in line with its risk appetite.

The risk approval process is based on four core principles:

all transactions involving credit risk (debtor risk, settlement/ delivery risk, issuer risk and replacement  ■

risk) must be pre-authorised;

responsibility for analysing and approving transactions lies with the most qualified business line and  ■

risk unit. The business line and the risk unit examine all authorisation requests relating to a specific 
client or client group, to ensure a consistent approach to risk management;

the business line and risk unit must be independent from each other; ■

credit decisions must be systematically based on internal risk ratings (obligor rating), as provided by  ■

the business lines and approved by the Risk division.
The Risk division submits recommendations to CORISQ on the limits it deems appropriate for 
certain countries, geographic regions, sectors, products or customer types, in order to reduce risks 
with strong correlations. The allocation of limits is subject to final approval by the Group’s General 
management and is based on a process that involves the business divisions exposed to risk and 
the Risk division.
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risK superVision anD Monitoring FraMeWorK

Portfolio review and sector risk monitoring
Authorisation limits are set by counterparty and the credit approval process must comply with the 
overall authorisation limit for the group to which the counterparty belongs.

Individual large exposures are reviewed by the large exposures committee (CGR: Comité Grands 
Risques).

Concentrations are measured using an internal model and individual concentration limits are defined 
for larger exposures. Any concentration limit breach is managed over time by reducing exposures, 
hedging positions using credit derivatives and/or selling assets.

Concentration targets are defined for the largest counterparties at Concentration committee 
meetings.

In addition, the Group regularly reviews its entire credit portfolio through analysis by type of counterparty 
or business sector. In addition to industry research and regular sector concentration analysis, sector 
research and more specific business portfolio analyses are carried out at the request of the bank’s 
General management and/or Risk division and/or business divisions.

Monitoring of country risk
Country risk arises when an exposure (loan, security, guarantee or derivative) becomes liable to negative 
impact from changing political, economic, social and financial conditions in the country of exposure.

It includes exposure to any kind of counterparty, including a sovereign state (sovereign risk is also 
controlled by the system of counterparty risk limits).

Country risk breaks down into two major categories:

political and non-transfer risk  ■ covers the risk of non-payment resulting from either actions or 
measures taken by local government authorities (decision to prohibit the debtor from meeting its 
commitments, nationalisation, expropriation, non-convertibility, etc.), domestic events (riots, civil war, 
etc.) or external events (war, terrorism, etc.);

commercial risk  ■ occurs when the credit quality of all counterparties in a given country deteriorates 
due to a national economic or financial crisis, independently of each counterparty’s individual 
financial situation. This could be macroeconomic shock (sharp slowdown in activity, systemic 
banking crisis, etc.) or currency depreciation, or sovereign default on external debt possibly entailing 
other defaults.

Overall limits and strengthened monitoring of exposures have been established for countries based on 
their internal ratings and governance indicators. Supervision is not limited to emerging markets.

Country limits are validated annually by General management. They can also be revised downward at 
any time if the country’s situation deteriorates or is expected to deteriorate.

All Group exposures (securities, derivatives, loans and guarantees) are taken into account by this 
monitoring. The methods for determining the country of risk is based on the country of residence, 
country where assets are located, the home country of counterparties or the group to which they belong, 
and takes into account the effects of mitigation and displacement of guarantees and collateral.

Specific monitoring of hedge funds
Hedge funds are important counterparties for the Group. because they are not regulated, hedge funds 
pose specific risks: they are able to use significant leverage as well as investment strategies that involve 
illiquid financial instruments, which leads to a strong correlation between credit risk and market risk.
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Activities carried out in the hedge fund sector are governed by a set of global limits established by the 
General Management:

a Credit VaR limit which controls the maximum replacement risk that may be taken in this segment; ■

a stress test limit governing market risks and the risks associated with financing transactions  ■

guaranteed by shares in hedge funds.

In 2012, Societe Generale’s market activity with hedge funds was slightly lower than it was in 2011, with 
structured products being particularly impacted due to market trends.

Credit stress tests
In addition to global stress tests, the Risk division carries out specific stress tests upon request. These 
stress tests measure the resilience of portfolios, activities and subsidiaries to macroeconomic shocks of 
various magnitudes. They are used for operational steering of the Group’s risks and the core-business 
activities, and some are presented to the Risk committee so that limits may be validated.

like global stress tests, specific stress tests draw on a baseline scenario and a stressed scenario that 
are defined by Group sector experts and economists. The scenarios are described by triggering events 
and assumptions (even the qualitative ones) on benchmark macroeconomic variables such as total 
GDP, changes to GDP, demand, unemployment, inflation, interest rates, oil prices, foreign exchange 
rates, etc. The channels for transmitting these macroeconomic shocks to the stress test’s scope are 
analysed in order to evaluate the sensitivity of portfolio risk parameters (Probability of Default - PD and 
loss Given Default - lGD) to shocks on macroeconomic variables.

counterpartY risK

Counterparty or replacement risk corresponds to the market value of transactions with counterparties. 
It represents the current cost to the Group of replacing transactions with a positive value should the 
counterparty default. Transactions giving rise to a counterparty risk are, inter alia, security repurchase 
agreements, securities lending and borrowing and over-the-counter derivative contracts such as 
swaps, options and futures.

Management of counterparty risk linked to market transactions
Societe Generale places great emphasis on carefully monitoring its credit and counterparty risk 
exposure. In order to minimise its losses in case of default, counterparty limits are assigned to all 
counterparties (banks, other financial institutions, corporates and public institutions).

In order to quantify the potential replacement risk, Societe Generale uses an internal model: the future 
fair value of trading transactions with counterparties is modelled, taking into account any netting and 
correlation effects. Estimates are derived from Monte Carlo models developed by the Risk division, 
based on a historical analysis of market risk factors, and take into account guarantees and collateral.

Societe Generale uses two indicators to describe the subsequent distribution resulting from the 
“Monte-Carlo simulations”:

current average risk, suited to analysing the risk exposure for a portfolio of customers; ■

credit VaR (or CVaR): the largest loss that would be incurred after eliminating the top 1% of the most  ■

adverse occurrences, used to set the risk limits for individual counterparties.

Societe Generale has also developed a series of stress test scenarios used to calculate the exposure 
linked to changes in the fair value of transactions with all of its counterparties in the event of an extreme 
shock to market parameters.
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Setting individual counterparty limits
The credit profile of counterparties is reviewed on a regular basis and limits are set both according to 
the type and maturity of the instruments concerned. The intrinsic creditworthiness of counterparties 
and the reliability of the associated legal documentation are two factors considered when setting these 
limits. Fundamental credit analysis is also supplemented by relevant peer comparisons and a market 
watch.

Information technology systems allow both traders and the Risk division to ensure on a day-to-day 
basis that counterparty limits are not exceeded and that incremental authorisations are requested as 
needed.

Any significant weakening in the bank’s counterparties also prompts urgent internal rating reviews. A 
specific supervision and approval process is put in place for more sensitive counterparties or more 
complex financial instruments.

Calculation of Exposure at Default(1) (EAD) within the regulatory 
framework
In 2012, the French Prudential Supervisory Authority (ACP) approved the use of the internal model 
described above to determine the Effective Expected Positive Exposure (EEPE) indicator used in 
calculating counterparty risk-adjusted capital. As a result, since June 2012, the EAD relative to the 
bank’s counterparty risk has been calculated based on this new indicator. This new method is used 
for approximately 90% of transactions.

For other purposes, the Group uses the marked-to-market valuation method. In this method, the 
EAD relative to the bank’s counterparty risk is determined by aggregating the positive market values 
of all transactions (replacement cost) and increasing the sum with an add-on. This add-on, which 
is calculated in line with the CRD (Capital Requirement Directive) guidelines, is a fixed percentage 
according to the type of transaction and the residual maturity, which is applied to the transaction’s 
nominal value.

In both cases, the effects of netting agreements and collateral are factored in by applying the 
netting rules as defined by the marked-to-market method and subtracting guarantees or collateral. 
Regulatory capital requirements also depend on the internal rating of the debtor counterparty.

Credit adjustment
Reserve policies are recognised on CVA (Credit Value Adjustments) on the over-the-counter trading 
portfolio per counterparty in order to take into account counterparty risk.

Wrong-way risk
Wrong-way risk is the risk that Group exposure is negatively correlated to a counterparty’s credit 
quality.

Two separate cases exist:

specific wrong-way risk, where the amount of exposure is directly related to the counterparty’s credit  ■

quality;

general wrong-way risk, where there is a significant correlation between some market factors and  ■

the counterparty’s creditworthiness.

Wrong-way risk is subject to identification procedures, calculation of exposures as well as specific and 
regular monitoring of identified counterparties.

(1)  See glossary.
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HeDging oF creDit risK

Guarantees and collateral
The Group uses credit risk mitigation techniques both for market and commercial banking activities. 
These techniques provide partial or full protection against the risk of debtor insolvency.

There are two main techniques:

personal guarantees correspond to the commitment made by a third party to substitute for the  ■

primary debtor in the event of the latter’s default. Guarantees encompass the protection commitments 
and mechanisms provided by banks and similar credit institutions, specialised institutions such as 
mortgage guarantors (such as Crédit Logement in France), monoline or multiline insurers, export 
credit agencies, etc. by extension, credit insurance and credit derivatives (purchase of protection) 
also belong to this category;

collateral can consist of physical assets in the form of property, commodities or precious metals,  ■

as well as financial instruments such as cash, high-quality investments and securities and also 
insurance policies. 

For guarantees and credit derivatives, the Group takes into account their impact by substituting the 
guarantor’s PD, lGD and risk-weighting formula for that of the borrower (the exposure is considered 
as a direct exposure to the guarantor) where the guarantor’s risk-weighting is more favourable than 
the borrower’s. 

In the case of collateral (physical or financial), the Group’s methodology related to the applicable credit 
risk mitigation depends on the basel 2 approach. 

For exposures under the IRb approach, two methodologies can be used: 

credit risk mitigation (CRM) techniques can be incorporated in the lGD calculation, which itself is  ■

based on internal loss data and calculated using IRb models (“preliminary” lGD);

CRM techniques are not incorporated in the lGD defined by the model. The impact of each CRM is  ■

taken into account individually in the lGD for each transaction. 

For exposures under the standard approach: eligible CRM techniques (after regulatory deductions) are 
taken into account directly in EAD. 

table 10: on and off-balance sheet personal guarantees (including credit derivatives) and collateral 
by exposure class 

31 December 2012 31 December 2011

(In EUR m) personal guarantees collateral personal guarantees collateral

Sovereign 4,817 455 5,345 83

Institutions 3,644 815 2,806 2,041

corporates 19,981 40,280 22,028 44,897

retail 53,856 38,937 52,165 35,888

total 82,298 80,489 82,344 82,909

The total amount of guarantees and collateral related to on-balance sheet assets, allocated for the 
calculation of Group capital requirements was EUR 141.8 billion as at 31 December 2012 of which EUR 
90.3 billion for retail customers and EUR 51.5 billion for non-retail customers (versus EUR 85.8 billion 
and EUR 59.7 billion, respectively as at 31 December 2011).
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Alongside the regulatory calculation of Group capital requirements, a data collection process is in place 
for guarantees and collateral related to past due loans not individually impaired as well as individually 
impaired loans. The amount of guarantees and collateral related to past due not individually impaired 
loans was EUR 2.7 billion (EUR 1.7 billion for retail customers and EUR 1 billion for non-retail customers) 
as at 31 December 2012. The amount of guarantees and collateral related to individually impaired loans 
was EUR 6.1 billion (EUR 2.7 billion for retail customers and EUR 3.4 billion for non-retail customers) as 
at 31 December 2012.
The Group proactively manages its risks by diversifying guarantees. In addition, the Group has 
strengthened its policies relating to the acceptance and management of guarantees and collateral 
as well as their valuation (data collection on guarantees and collateral, deployment of operational 
procedures).
During the credit approval process, an assessment of the value of guarantees and collateral, their 
legal enforceability and the guarantor’s ability to meet its obligations is undertaken. This process 
also ensures that the collateral or guarantee successfully meets the criteria set forth in the Capital 
Requirements Directive (CRD).
Guarantor ratings are reviewed internally at least once a year and collateral is subject to revaluation 
at least once a year.
The Risk department is responsible for validating the operating procedures established by the 
business divisions for the regular valuation of guarantees and collateral, either automatically or based 
on an expert opinion, both during the approval phase for a new loan or upon the annual renewal of 
the credit application.

Use of credit derivatives to manage corporate concentration risk
Within Corporate and Investment banking, it is the responsibility of the Credit Portfolio Management 
(CPM) department to work in close cooperation with the Risk division and the business divisions to 
reduce excessive portfolio concentrations and react quickly to any deterioration in the creditworthiness 
of a particular counterparty. CPM has now been merged with the department responsible for managing 
scarce resources for the credit and loan portfolio.

The Group uses credit derivatives in the management of its Corporate credit portfolio, primarily to 
reduce individual, sector and geographic concentration and to implement a proactive risk and capital 
management approach. Individual protection is essentially purchased under the over-concentration 
management policy. For example, the ten most hedged names account for 77% of the total amount of 
individual protections purchased.

The notional value of Corporate credit derivatives (Credit Default Swaps, CDS) purchased for this 
purpose is booked in off-balance sheet commitments under guarantee commitments received.

Total outstanding purchases of protection through Corporate credit derivatives decreased from EUR 
4.6 billion at end-December 2011 to EUR 1.9 billion at end-December 2012, mainly due to the non-
renewal of matured protection. 

In order to limit the volatility of the income generated by the CDS portfolio (as they are Marked-to-
Market), the department in charge of corporate portfolio concentration management, has entered into 
credit derivatives transactions, to reduce the portfolio’s sensitivity to the tightening of credit spreads.

Almost all protection was purchased from bank counterparties with ratings of bbb+ or above, the 
average being A/A-. Concentration with any particular counterparty is also carefully monitored.

Mitigation of counterparty risk linked to market transactions
Societe Generale uses different techniques to reduce this risk. With regard to trading counterparties, 
it seeks to implement master agreements with termination-clearing clause wherever it can. In the 
event of default, they allow netting of all due and payable amounts. The contracts usually call for the 
revaluation of required collateral at regular time intervals (often on a daily basis) and for the payment of 
the corresponding margin calls. Collateral is largely composed of cash and high-quality liquid assets 
such as government bonds with a good rating. Other tradable assets are also accepted, provided that 
the appropriate haircuts are made to reflect the lower quality and/or liquidity of the asset.
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At 31 December 2012, most over-the-counter (OTC) transactions were secured: by amount, 57% 
of transactions with positive mark to market (collateral received by Societe Generale) and 61% of 
transactions with negative mark to market (collateral posted by Societe Generale).

Management of OTC collateral is monitored on an ongoing basis in order to minimise operational risk:

the exposure value of each collateralised transaction is certified on a daily basis; ■

specific controls are conducted to make sure the process goes smoothly (settlement of collateral,  ■

cash or securities; monitoring of suspended transactions, etc.);

all outstanding secured transactions are reconciled with those of the counterparty according to a  ■

frequency set by the regulator (mainly on a daily basis) in order to prevent and/or resolve any disputes 
on margin calls;

any legal disputes are monitored daily and reviewed by a committee. ■

Credit insurance
In addition to using export credit agencies (for example Coface and Exim) and multilateral organisations 
(for example the EbRD), Societe Generale has been developing relationships with private insurers 
over the last several years in order to hedge some of its loans against commercial and political non-
payment risks.
This activity is performed within a risk framework and monitoring system validated by the Group’s 
General Management. This system is based on an overall limit for the activity, along with sub-limits 
by maturity, and individual limits for each insurance counterparty which must meet strict eligibility 
criteria.
The implementation of such a policy contributes overall to sound risk reduction.

iMpairMents

Impairments break down into portfolio based impairments, calculated on performing loans and into 
specific impairments covering counterparties in default.

Impairments on groups of homogenous 
assets (or collective impairments)
Impairments on groups of homogenous assets are collective impairments booked for portfolios that 
are homogenous and have a deteriorated risk profile although no objective evidence of default can be 
observed at an individual level.

These homogeneous groups can include sensitive counterparties, sectors or countries. They are 
identified through regular analyses of the portfolio by sector, country or counterparty type.

These impairments are calculated on the basis of assumptions on default rates and loss rates 
after default. These assumptions are calibrated by homogeneous group based on their specific 
characteristics, sensitivity to economic environment and historical data. They are reviewed periodically 
by the Risk division.

Specific impairments (or individual impairments)
Decisions to book individual impairments on certain counterparties are taken where there is objective 
evidence of default. The amount of impairment depends on the probability of recovering the amounts 
due. The expected cash flows are based on the financial position of the counterparty, its economic 
prospects and the guarantees called up or that may be called up.

A counterparty is deemed to be in default when at least one of the following conditions is verified:
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a significant decline in the counterparty’s financial condition leads to a high probability of it being  ■

unable to fulfil its overall commitments (credit obligations) hence a risk of loss to the bank; and/or

one or more payments past due by more than 90 days are recorded; and/or ■

an out of court settlement procedure is initiated, (with the exception of certain asset categories, such  ■

as loans to local authorities); and/or

the debt is restructured; and/or  ■

a legal proceeding such as a bankruptcy, legal settlement or compulsory liquidation is in progress. ■

risK MeasureMent anD internal ratings 

The Group’s rating system makes a key distinction between retail customers (credit to individuals, very 
small enterprises and self-employed) and corporate, bank and sovereign clients:

for retail customer portfolios, internal models are used to measure credit risks, calculated according  ■

to the borrower’s probability of default (PD) within one year and the percentage loss if the counterparty 
defaults (loss Given Default, lGD). These parameters are automatically assigned, in line with the 
basel guidelines;  

for the corporate, bank and sovereign portfolios, the rating system relies on two main pillars: obligor  ■

rating models used as a decision-making support tool when assigning a rating and a system 
that automatically assigns lGD and CCF (Credit Conversion Factor) parameters according to the 
characteristics of the transactions.

In both cases a set of procedures defines the rules relating to ratings (scope, frequency of rating 
review, rating approval procedure, etc.), and for the supervision, back-testing and validation of models. 
Amongst other things, these procedures facilitate human judgement, which provides a critical view of 
the results and is an essential complement to the models for these portfolios.

The main outputs from Societe Generale’s credit risk models, which are used as key variables for the 
calculation of RWA under the Advanced Internal Rating based Approach (AIRb) and are selectively 
detailed further in this report, are: 

Exposure is defined as all assets (e.g. loans, receivables, accruals, etc.) associated with market or  ■

customer transactions, recorded on and off-balance sheet. 

Exposure at default (EAD) is defined as exposure of the Group in case of a counterparty default  ■

(value exposure at risk). It includes on and off-balance sheet exposure. Off balance sheet exposures 
are converted to a balance sheet equivalent with internal or regulatory conversion factors (such as 
assumption of drawing…); 

Probability of default (PD): probability of a counterpart facing the bank of defaulting within one year;  ■

loss given ratio (lGD): relation between the loss incurred through exposure to a defaulting  ■

counterparty and the amount of the exposure at the time of default; 

Maturity of the exposure, which helps factor in the likelihood of the counterparty’s rating migrating  ■

over time; 

Expected loss (El), which is the potential loss incurred, taking into account the quality of the  ■

transaction’s structuring and any risk mitigation measures such as collateral. Under the AIRb 
method, the following equation summarises the relation between these variables: El = EAD x PD x 
lGD (except for defaulted exposures); 

The Group’s internal models thus enable a quantitative assessment of credit risks based on the 
probability of default of the counterparty and the loss given default. These factors are included in the 
credit applications and are incorporated in the calculation of the risk-adjusted return on equity. They 
are used as a tool for structuring, pricing and approving transactions. Thus, obligor ratings are one of 
the criteria for determining the approval limits granted to operational staff and the Risk function.
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All Group risk models are developed and validated on the basis of the longest available internal historical 
data, which must be representative (both in terms of the portfolios in question and the effects of the 
economic environment during the period considered) and conservative. 

As a result, the Group’s risks estimates are not excessively sensitive to changes in the economic 
environment, while being able to detect any deterioration of risks. PD modelling for large corporates 
has also been calibrated against long-term default statistics obtained from an external rating agency.
These models, used to estimate PDs and lGDs, cover the vast majority of the Group’s credit 
portfolios (Retail banking and Corporate and Investment banking). Most were AIRb- validated 
(Advanced Internal Rating based Approach) in 2007 and have since undergone regular performance 
assessments.
In addition, the bank received authorisation from the regulator to use the Internal Assessment 
Approach (IAA) when calculating regulatory capital requirements for Asset-backed Commercial 
Paper conduits.

Risk-modelling governance 
Governance consists in developing, validating, monitoring and making decisions on changes with 
respect to internal rating models. A dedicated department within the Risk division is specifically in 
charge of defining the bank’s process for evaluating and validating the key credit metrics used under 
the AIRb method.

The internal validation scheme for new models as well as annual backtesting is broken down into two 
stages:

an investigation stage that aims to collect all statistical and banking data used to assess model  ■

quality. Subjects with statistical components are reviewed by the independent entity in charge of 
model verification. The results of this review are formally presented to modelling entities within the 
framework of a Model committee;

a validation stage that is structured around the Expert committee, which aims to validate the basel  ■

parameters of an internal model from a banking perspective. The Expert committee is sponsored by 
the Group Chief Risk Officer and the Heads of the relevant business divisions. The role of the Expert 
committee is to assess the consistency of the basel parameters of internal models from a banking 
perspective. The Expert committee is also responsible for defining review guidelines and overhauling 
models at the Model committee’s request while taking the economic and financial issues facing 
business lines into account.
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tHe group’s internal rating scale 

The following table presents Societe Generale’s internal rating scale and the corresponding scales 
of the main External Credit Assessment Institutions, as well as the corresponding mean estimated 
probability of default. 

table 11: societe generale’s internal rating scale and corresponding scales of rating agencies 
counterparty  
internal rating Fitchratings’ ratings Moody’s ratings s&p ratings 1 year probability 

of default
1 aaa aaa aaa 0.01%
2 AA+ to AA- aa1 to aa3 AA+ to AA- 0.02%
3 A+ to A- a1 to a3 A+ to A- 0.04%
4 bbb+ to bbb- baa1 to baa3 bbb+ to bbb- 0.30%
5 bb+ to bb- ba1 to ba3 bb+ to bb- 2.16%
6 b+ to b- b1 to b3 b+ to b- 7.93%
7 CCC+ to CCC- caa1 to caa3 CCC+ to CCC- 20.67%
8,9 and 10 cc and below ca and below cc and below 100.00%

Societe Generale’s definition of a default replicates the definition provided in the basel 2 framework, 
whereby a borrower has defaulted if at least one of the three following conditions has been verified: 

a significant deterioration in the borrower’s financial condition that would prevent them from fulfilling  ■

their unguaranteed or uncollateralised credit obligations, and that will therefore likely entail a high 
probability of loss, and/or; 

one or several arrears have been outstanding for more than 90 days (180 days for public obligors)  ■

and/or out-of-court settlement proceedings have been initiated, and/or; 

legal insolvency proceedings are in progress (the obligor has been declared bankrupt or placed  ■

under similar conservatory or creditor protection measures). 

Finally, Societe Generale applies a principle of contagion whereby any debt declared “in default” will 
result in the classifying as “in default” of all the obligor’s debts, possibly as well as those of all companies 
belonging to the same economic entity. 

scope oF application oF capital 
eValuation MetHoDs 

In December 2007, Societe Generale obtained authorisation from its supervisory authorities to apply 
the internal ratings (IRb) method for most of its exposures – this is the most advanced method for 
calculating capital requirements in respect of credit risk. 

The Group will selectively transition to the IRb method for some of its activities and exposures that 
currently use the standard approach. These transitions will have a marginal impact on the Group’s 
regulatory capital. 
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The following table presents the scope of application of the Standard and IRb approaches for the 
Group: 

table 12: scope of application of the irb and standard approaches for the group

irb approach standard approach

French networks Majority of portfolios Some retail customer portfolios including 
those of the Sogelease subsidiary

International Retail banking Mainly Komercni banka  
(Czech Republic)

The other subsidiaries

Corporate and Investment banking Majority of portfolios -

Specialised Financial Services and Insurance The subsidiaries Franfinance 
Particuliers, CGI, Fiditalia and GEFA

The other consumer finance 
subsidiaries. All the equipment finance 
subsidiaries and AlD excluding GEFA

Private banking, Global Investment 
Management and Services

Mainly the subsidiaries SG Hambros, 
SGbT luxembourg, SGbT Monaco, 
SG Private banking Suisse

The majority of the credit institution 
and corporate portfolios

corporate centre Majority of portfolios -

creDit risK: QuantitatiVe Disclosures 

The following tables set forth detailed information on the bank’s global credit risk, notably with regard 
to total exposure, exposure at default and risk-weighted assets and defaulted exposure. EAD is before 
the risk mitigation effect whereas the risk-weighted assets (RWA) takes into account risk mitigation.

note that equity investments, shares and others assets which are not bonds are excluded from tables 
in this chapter. As at 31 December 2012, the residual value risk is excluded; data as at 31 December 
2011 have been adjusted for all the tables.

In most of the tables below, Societe Generale’s credit risk exposures are presented according to their 
obligor category defined in the regulation of “exposure class”, valuation approaches (Standard or IRb) 
and geographical region:

table 13: exposure class

sovereign: Claims or contingent claims on central governments, regional governments, local authorities or public 
sector entities as well as on multilateral development banks and international organisations.

institutions: Claims or contingent claims on regulated credit institutions, as well as on governments, local 
authorities and other public sector entities that do not qualify as sovereign counterparties.

corporate: Claims or contingent claims on corporates, which include all exposures not covered in the portfolios 
defined above. In addition, small/medium-sized enterprises are included in this category as a sub-
portfolio, and defined as entities with total annual sales below EUR 50m.

retail: Claims or contingent claims on an individual or individuals, or on a small or medium-sized entity, 
provided in the latter case that the total amount owed to the credit institution does not exceed 
EUR 1m.
Retail exposure is further broken down into residential mortgages, revolving credit and other 
forms of credit to individuals, the remainder relating to exposures to very small entities and self-
employed.

securitisation: Claims relating to securitisation transactions.
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table 14: summary of quantitative credit and counterparty risk disclosures
page

Credit risk exposure, exposure at default (EAD) and risk-weighted assets (RWA) by approach and exposure class 40
Retail credit risk exposure, exposure at default (EAD) and risk-weighted assets (RWA) by approach and exposure class 41
breakdown of credit risk 42
Credit and counterparty risk exposure by approach and exposure class 42
Credit and counterparty exposure at default (EAD) by approach and exposure class 43
Corporate credit exposure at default (EAD) by industry sector 44
Exposure at default (EAD) by geographic region and main countries and by exposure class 45
Retail exposure at default (EAD) by geographic region and main countries 47
Under the IRb approach for non-retail customers: credit risk exposure by residual maturity and exposure class 48
global credit risk by rating 49
Under the IRb approach: credit risk exposure by exposure class and internal rating (excluding defaulted exposure) 49
Under the IRb approach for retail customers: credit risk exposure by exposure 
class and internal rating (excluding defaulted exposure) 51

Under the standard approach: credit risk exposure by exposure class and external rating 53
counterparty risk 54
Counterparty risk exposure by exposure class 54
Counterparty risk exposure at default (EAD) by geographic region and main countries 54
Under the IRb approach: counterparty risk exposure at default (EAD) by internal rating 55
unimpaired exposures with past due payments, impaired exposures, impairments and expected losses 55
breakdown of unimpaired past due exposures by exposure class 55
Impaired on-balance sheet exposures and impairments by exposure class and cost of risk 56
Impaired on balance sheet exposures and individual impairments by 
approach and by geographic region and main countries 57

Impaired on-balance sheet exposures by industry sector 59
Under the IRb approach: expected losses (El) on a one-year horizon by exposure class (excluding defaulted exposures) 60
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As at 31 December 2012, 82% of the exposure at default (EAD) were treated with the IRb method. 

The credit risk exposure and EAD of the Group as at 31 December 2012 decreased since 31 December 
2011, except for Retail that remained quite stable and sovereigns which increased as a result of the 
Group’s liquidity management strategy, especially in France and in Great britain.

The overall decrease of the exposure and of the risk-weighted assets (RWA) is reflecting the continued 
transformation of the Group, notably SG CIb loan sale program.

table 15: credit risk exposure, exposure at default (eaD) and risk-weighted assets (rWa) 
by approach and exposure class

global portfolio

31 Dec. 2012 irb standard total average (1)

(in EUR m) Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure RWA

Sovereign 147,904 141,722 6,599 1,813 1,780 603 149,717 143,502 7,202 150,195 7,191

Institutions 98,452 61,975 9,542 17,758 9,715 3,895 116,209 71,690 13,438 132,383 14,993

corporates 295,895 207,799 87,874 86,738 58,769 56,382 382,634 266,569 144,255 400,055 152,027

retail 132,971 132,607 24,469 60,634 52,087 33,969 193,605 184,693 58,438 194,876 57,565

Securitisation 18,578 17,992 3,677 812 807 496 19,390 18,799 4,173 21,088 4,619

total 693,800 562,096 132,162 167,755 123,159 95,345 861,555 685,254 227,506 898,597 236,395

global portfolio

31 Dec. 2011 irb  standard total average (1)

(in EUR m) Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure RWA

Sovereign 124,101 113 143 5,779 3,816 3,785 1,451 127,917 116,928 7,230 116,072 7,615

Institutions 138,753 109 424 11,580 13,953 9,401 3,333 152,706 118,825 14,913 158,429 15,386

corporates 313,495 233,048 94,286 113,057 68,653 64,010 426,551 301,701 158,296 431,580 156,931

retail 133,915 132,035 23,773 60,648 51,741 33,794 194,563 183,776 57,567 192,958 57,203

Securitisation 24,417 23,419 4,926 823 823 502 25,240 24,242 5,428 34,724 5,863

total 734,681 611,070 140,344 192,296 134,402 103,090 926,977 745,472 243,434 933,763 242,998

(1)  The average exposure and RWA are determined by aggregating the total gross exposure and RWA at the end of the last four quarters and dividing 
the result by 4. 
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table 16: retail credit risk exposure, exposure at default (eaD) and risk-weighted assets (rWa) 
by approach and exposure class

retail portfolio

31 Dec. 2012 irb standard total average(1)

(in EUR m) Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure RWA

Residential mortgages 80,317 80,298 9,218 14,770 14,266 5,056 95,087 94,564 14,274 94,520 13,099

Revolving credit 8,299 6,723 2,611 5,386 2,963 2,249 13,685 9,686 4,860 14,054 4,808

other credit 
to individuals 29,032 29,785 7,577 28,427 24,709 18,879 57,459 54,494 26,456 58,589 26,710

Very small entreprises 
and self-employed

15,323 15,800 5,063 12,051 10,150 7,784 27,373 25,950 12,848 27,713 12,948

total 132,971 132,607 24,469 60,634 52,087 33,969 193,605 184,693 58,438 194,876 57,565

retail portfolio

31 Dec. 2011 irb  standard total average (1)

(in EUR m) Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure eaD RWA Exposure RWA

Residential mortgages 77,370 77,399 7,689 14,550 13,846 4,875 91,920 91,245 12,564 89,313 11,380

Revolving credit 9,738 7,195 2,745 5,426 3,240 2,471 15,164 10,435 5,216 15,863 5,341

other credit to 
individuals 31,571 31,723 8,049 28,362 24,594 18,753 59,933 56,318 26,802 60,564 27,356

Very small enterprises 
and self-employed

15,235 15,718 5,290 12,310 10,060 7,696 27,545 25,778 12,986 27,218 13,126

total 133,915 132,035 23,773 60,648 51,741 33,794 194,563 183,776 57,567 192,958 57,203

(1)  The average exposure and RWA are determined by aggregating the total gross exposure and RWA at the end of the last four quarters and dividing 
the result by 4.
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Breakdown of credit risk

table 17: credit and counterparty risk exposure by approach and exposure class

31 Dec. 2012 irb standard total

(Exposure 
in EUR m) 

credit risk counter- 
party risk total credit  

risk
counter- 
party risk total credit  

risk
counter- 
party risk total

Sovereign 143,157 4,747 147,904 1,644 169 1,813 144,801 4,916 149,717

Institutions 78,553 19,898 98,452 16,897 861 17,758 95,450 20,760 116,209

corporates 263,535 32,360 295,895 84,900 1,839 86,738 348,434 34,199 382,634

retail 132,883 88 132,971 60,630 4 60,634 193,513 92 193,605

Securitisation 18,178 400 18,578 606 206 812 18,784 606 19,390

total 636,306 57,494 693,800 164,676 3,079 167,755 800,982 60,573 861,555

31 Dec. 2011 irb standard total

((Exposure 
in EUR m) 

credit risk counter- 
party risk total credit  

risk
counter- 
party risk total credit  

risk
counter- 
party risk total

Sovereign 117,938 6,163 124,101 3,518 298 3,816 121,457 6,461 127,917

Institutions 82,038 56,715 138,753 11,084 2,869 13,953 93,122 59,584 152,706

corporates 272,766 40,729 313,495 110,499 2,557 113,057 383,265 43,286 426,551

retail 133,860 55 133,915 60,640 8 60,648 194,500 63 194,563

Securitisation 23,947 469 24,417 823 0 823 24,770 469 25,240

total 630,550 104,131 734,681 186,565 5,732 192,296 817,114 109,863 926,977
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table 18: credit and counterparty exposure at default (eaD) by approach and exposure class

31 Dec. 2012 irb standard total

(EAD in 
EUR m) credit risk counter- 

party risk total credit  
risk

counter- 
party risk total credit  

risk
counter- 
party risk total

Sovereign 136,975 4,747 141,722 1,611 169 1,780 138,586 4,916 143,502

Institutions 42,175 19,800 61,975 8,854 861 9,715 51,029 20,661 71,690

corporates 175,439 32,360 207,799 57,070 1,699 58,769 232,509 34,059 266,569

retail 132,518 88 132,607 52,083 4 52,087 184,602 92 184,693

Securitisation 17,592 400 17,992 601 206 807 18,193 606 18,799

total 504,700 57,396 562,096 120,220 2,939 123,159 624,920 60,335 685,254

31 Dec. 2011 irb standard total

(EAD in 
EUR m) credit risk counter- 

party risk total credit  
risk

counter- 
party risk total credit  

risk
counter- 
party risk total

Sovereign 106,980 6,163 113,143 3,487 298 3,785 110,467 6,461 116,928

Institutions 52,715 56,710 109,424 6,623 2,778 9,401 59,338 59,488 118,825

corporates 192,319 40,729 233,048 66,113 2,539 68,653 258,433 43,268 301,701

retail 131,980 55 132,035 51,733 8 51,741 183,713 63 183,776

Securitisation 22,950 469 23,419 823 0 823 23,772 469 24,242

total 506,944 104,126 611,070 128,779 5,623 134,402 635,723 109,749 745,472

The decrease of the counterparty risk in 2012 is explained by the portfolio structure’s evolution and the 
implementation of an internal model to determine the EEPE’s (Expected Effective Positive Exposure) 
indicator which serves as the basis for calculating EAD.
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table 19: corporate credit exposure at default (eaD) by industry sector

corporate portfolio

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

(EAD in EUR m) eaD breakdown 
in % eaD breakdown 

in %

Finance & insurance 39,468 14.8% 57,262 19.0%

real estate 22,358 8.4% 23,036 7.6%

Public administration 365 0.1% 265 0.1%

Food & agriculture 13,206 5.0% 14,809 4.9%

Consumer goods 6,966 2.6% 7,053 2.3%

Chemicals, rubber, plastics 5,537 2.1% 6,081 2.0%

retail trade 13,965 5.2% 14,038 4.7%

Wholesale trade 23,027 8.6% 22,696 7.5%

Construction 12,445 4.7% 12,971 4.3%

Transport equip. Manuf. 2,733 1.0% 3,388 1.1%

Education and Associations 1,275 0.5% 1,121 0.4%

Hotels and catering 4,987 1.9% 5,087 1.7%

Automobiles 4,567 1.7% 5,307 1.8%

Machinery and equipment 9,399 3.5% 10,212 3.4%

Forestry, paper 1,742 0.7% 1,942 0.6%

metals, minerals 11,730 4.4% 14,609 4.8%

media 2,343 0.9% 3,621 1.2%

oil and Gas 15,275 5.7% 17,066 5.7%

Health, social services 2,496 0.9% 2,604 0.9%

business services (including conglomerates) 23,995 9.0% 23,271 7.7%

Collective services 20,077 7.5% 20,146 6.7%

Personal & domestic services 206 0.1% 219 0.1%

telecoms 8,029 3.0% 9,292 3.1%

Transport & logistics 20,378 7.6% 25,605 8.5%

total 266,569 100% 301,701 100%

The Group’s Corporate portfolio (large Corporates, SMEs and Specialised Financing) is highly 
diversified in terms of sectors.

Only the Finance and Insurance sector accounts for more than 10% of the portfolio.

The Group’s exposure to its ten largest corporate counterparties accounts for 5% of this portfolio.
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At 31 December 2012, 85% of the Group’s on and off-balance sheet exposure was concentrated in the 
major industrialised countries. Almost half of the overall amount of outstanding loans was to French 
customers (28% exposure to non-retail portfolio and 19% to retail portfolio). More than two-thirds of the 
Group’s total exposure was concentrated in Western Europe inc. France (80% for Retail).

table 20: exposure at default (eaD) by geographic region and main countries and by exposure class

(EAD in EUR m) 
31 Dec. 2012 sovereign institutions corporates retail securitisation total breakdown 

in %

France 48,991 28,847 110,733 131,313 5,804 325,689 47.5%

United Kingdom 11,380 5,468 9,290 1,421 212 27,770 4.1%

Germany 3,439 3,122 8,995 6,788 15 22,360 3.3%

Switzerland 11 609 953 6 721 944 0 20 227 3.0%

Italy 1,447 1,793 6,900 4,719 144 15,002 2.2%

luxembourg 6,550 388 5,175 1,278 235 13,626 2.0%

spain 1,210 2,470 7,401 50 314 11,446 1.7%

Other Western 
European 
countries

2,082 5,324 16,681 1,673 2,173 27,933 4.1%

Czech Republic 5,528 1,943 9,393 9,278 1 26,143 3.8%

romania 3,058 283 4,353 4,278 0 11,971 1.7%

other eastern 
European 
countries EU

1,560 1,022 6,434 3,899 0 12,915 1.9%

Russia 1,676 1,793 7,902 9,569 0 20,940 3.1%

other eastern 
European 
countries 
excluding EU

3,349 769 5,386 2,359 1 11,865 1.7%

united states 24,313 9,631 21,719 108 9,178 64,949 9.5%

Other countries  
of north America 906 523 1,947 0 231 3,608 0.5%

latin america 
and caribbean 2,031 246 5,373 973 12 8,635 1.3%

Africa, near  
and middle east 9,548 1,926 18,906 5,377 79 35,836 5.2%

Asia Pacific 4,824 5,189 13,259 667 401 24,340 3.6%

total 143,502 71,690 266,569 184,693 18,800 685,254 100.0%
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(EAD in EUR m) 
31 Dec. 2011 sovereign institutions corporates retail securitisation total breakdown 

in %

France 36,846 39,404 114,587 129,583 5,164 325,584 43.7%

United Kingdom 609 17,567 10,713 1,482 297 30,668 4.1%

Germany 2,743 6,934 9,989 6,929 33 26,628 3.6%

Italy 1,555 2,439 7,741 6,081 216 18,033 2.4%

luxembourg 4,363 292 6,709 1,533 264 13,161 1.8%

spain 1,293 3,243 7,994 11 511 13,052 1.8%

Netherlands 253 2,081 6,095 7 1,907 10,343 1.4%

Other Western 
European countries 3,710 6,614 20,550 3,839 2,335 37,049 5.0%

Czech Republic 5,818 1,991 9,165 8,768 2 25,744 3.5%

romania 3,335 290 4,758 4,383 0 12,766 1.7%

Other Eastern European 
countries EU 1,302 1,253 6,068 3,737 6 12,366 1.7%

Russia 1,639 1,178 8,681 7,936 0 19,433 2.6%

Other Eastern European 
countries excluding EU 3,240 885 5,773 2,369 23 12,289 1.6%

united states 33,961 25,228 35,230 150 11,311 105,880 14.2%

Other countries 
of north America 842 1,172 3,147 0 267 5,428 0.7%

latin america 
and caribbean 1,896 245 6,678 1,287 44 10,151 1.4%

Africa, near 
and middle east 8,700 1,973 20,608 5,107 94 36,482 4.9%

Asia Pacific 4,822 6,036 17,213 575 1,768 30,414 4.1%

total 116,928 118,825 301,701 183,776 24,242 745,472 100.0%
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table 21: retail exposure at default (eaD) by geographic region and main countries

retail portfolio

(EAD in EUR m) 
31 Dec. 2012

residential 
mortgages

revolving  
credit 

other credit to 
individuals

Very small 
enterprises and 
self-employed

total breakdown 
in %

France 78,250 7,753 29,193 16,117 131,313 71%

Germany 16 99 3,016 3,657 6,788 4%

Italy 0 185 3,331 1,203 4,719 3%

Other Western 
European countries 1,094 2 2,176 2,094 5,366 3%

Czech Republic 6,695 528 1,123 932 9,278 5%

romania 1,372 310 2,155 441 4,278 2%

Other Eastern European 
countries EU 1,510 80 1,973 335 3,899 2%

Russia 3,049 707 5,813 0 9,569 5%

Other Eastern European 
countries excluding EU 841 21 1,248 249 2,359 1%

North america 108 0 0 0 108 0%

latin america and 
caribbean 0 0 973 0 973 1%

Africa, near and 
middle east 1,551 0 3,019 807 5,377 3%

Asia Pacific 79 0 474 115 667 0%

total 94,564 9,686 54,494 25,950 184,693 100%

retail portfolio

(EAD in EUR m) 
31 Dec. 2011

residential 
mortgages

revolving  
credit 

other credit to 
individuals

Very small 
enterprises and 
self-employed

total breakdown 
in %

France 76,215 8,108 29,762 15,499 129,583 70%

Germany 28 83 3,064 3,753 6,929 4%

Italy 0 757 4,028 1,296 6,081 3%

Other Western 
European countries 1,755 29 2,951 2,137 6,872 4%

Czech Republic 6,110 529 1,234 894 8,768 5%

romania 1,023 321 2,490 549 4,383 2%

Other Eastern European 
countries EU 1,223 99 2,115 299 3,737 2%

Russia 2,537 487 4,912 0 7,936 4%

Other Eastern European 
countries excluding EU 757 22 1,298 292 2,369 1%

North america 150 0 0 0 150 0%

latin america 
and crribbean 0 0 1,287 0 1,287 1%

Africa, near and 
middle east 1,364 0 2,748 995 5,107 3%

Asia Pacific 83 0 429 64 575 0%

total 91,245 10,435 56,318 25,778 183,776 100%
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table 22: under the irb approach for non-retail customers: credit risk exposure by residual maturity 
and exposure class

credit risk exposure under the irb approach for non-retail customers

(Exposure in EUR m)  
31 Dec. 2012 < 1 year 1 to 5 years 5 to 10 years > 10 years total

Sovereign 67,663 46,366 25,006 8,868 147,904

Institutions 22,018 54,388 6,613 15,433 98,452

corporates 80,325 162,964 26,189 26,418 295,895

Securitisation 9,111 2,654 972 5,841 18,578

total 179,118 266,371 58,780 56,559 560,829

credit risk exposure under the irb approach for non-retail customers

(Exposure(1) in EUR m) 
31 Dec. 2011 < 1 year 1 to 5 years 5 to 10 years > 10 years total

Sovereign 49,455 40,728 25,059 8,858 124,100

Institutions 33,707 70,975 14,139 19,933 138,754

corporates 82,571 170,054 31,359 29,511 313,495

Securitisation 10,788 4,646 1,474 7,509 24,417

total 176,521 286,403 72,031 65,811 600,765

 

(1) Amounts adjusted with respect to Pillar 3 as at 31 December 2011.

About 80% of the total credit risk’s exposure had a maturity less than five years as at 31 December 
2012 (vs. 77% as at 31 December 2011).
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Global credit risk by rating
The breakdown by rating of the Societe Generale Group’s Corporate exposure demonstrates the sound 
quality of the portfolio. At 31 December 2012, 74% of EAD (excluding defaulted exposure) under the 
IRb method had an investment grade rating. Transactions with non-investment grade counterparties 
are often backed by guarantees and collateral in order to mitigate the risk incurred. 

table 23: under the irb approach: credit risk exposure by exposure class and internal rating 
(excluding defaulted exposure) 

under the irb approach excluding defaulted exposure

(in EUR m)  
31 Dec. 2012

Internal 
obligor  
rating

Gross 
exposure

On-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Off-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Average 
CCF (1)

(Off-
balance 
sheet)

EAD RWA Average 
LGD

Average 
PD(2)

Average 
RW(2)

Expected 
Loss

Sovereign 1 111,543 106,726 4,817 34% 107,145 2 0% 0.00% 0% 0

2 11,659 11,252 407 95% 11,516 439 15% 0.01% 4% 0

3 7,435 6,479 956 95% 7,218 518 20% 0.04% 7% 1

4 9,402 6,881 2,520 76% 8,790 1,516 14% 0.21% 17% 3

5 5,746 5,696 50 89% 5,124 2,907 26% 2.13% 57% 25

6 1,762 1,365 398 70% 1,564 962 25% 2.84% 62% 16

7 173 173 0 75% 173 176 21% 15.22% 102% 6

sub-total 147,719 138,571 9,148 56% 141,531 6,520 4% 0.14% 5% 51

Institutions 1 12,598 10,475 2,124 67% 11,786 338 5% 0.03% 3% 0

2 17,836 8,168 9,668 40% 9,767 583 15% 0.03% 6% 0

3 46,517 29,514 17,003 68% 24,947 2,118 21% 0.04% 8% 2

4 14,941 8,135 6,805 80% 10,905 3,091 27% 0.25% 29% 7

5 4,999 3,073 1,926 69% 3,407 2,248 29% 1.65%  66% 18

6 660 405 255 67% 449 493 33% 6.05% 110% 9

7 582 140 441 57% 390 597 28% 14.08% 153% 20

sub-total 98,132 59,912 38,220 63% 61,650 9,469 19% 0.30% 15% 56

corporates 1 4,786 3,499 1,287 76% 4,335 663 68% 0.03% 15% 0

2 35,203 10,398 24,804 37% 17,244 2,643 42% 0.03% 15% 4

3 62,462 21,584 40,878 52% 40,012 6,095 35% 0.05% 15% 6

4 92,057 37,550 54,508 50% 63,363 20,929 28% 0.30% 33% 54

5 62,735 38,341 24,393  55% 48,649 32,797 28% 1.81% 68% 240

6 18,155 11,973 6,182 57% 15,079 14,645 27% 6.01% 97% 279

7 3,482 2,459 1,022 89% 3,329 3,893 24% 15.92% 117% 145

sub-total 278,880 125,805 153,074 51% 192,011 81,665 32% 1.32% 43% 728

retail 1 1,700 1,297 403 99% 2,134 222 100% 0.03% 10% 0

2 2,164 2,004 160 100% 2,161 212 100% 0.03% 10% 1

3 22,672 21,827 845 101% 22,929 614 18% 0.03% 3% 2

4 45,752 42,257 3,495 69% 44,736 4,154 17% 0.22% 9% 24

5 35,158 32,143 3,015 89% 34,871 7,420 19% 1.26% 21% 105

6 15,840 15,129 711 80% 15,908 6,030 21% 5.53% 38% 203

7 3,458 3,359 98 73% 3,606 2,660 28% 28.97% 74% 280

sub-total 126,744 118,017 8,727 82% 126,346 21,311 21% 1.96% 17% 615

corporates in 
IRb slotting 2,511 453 2,058 55% 1,595 917 - - 57% 4

Receivables 2,469 2,446 24 - 2,692 1,680 - - 62% 24

total 656,456 445,204 211,251 55% 525,825 121,563 20% 1.03% 23% 1,478

(1) Credit conversion factor.
(2) After taking into account the PD floor.
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under the irb approach excluding defaulted exposure

(in EUR m)  
31 Dec. 2011

Internal 
obligor rating

Gross 
exposure

On-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Off-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Average 
CCF (Off-
balance 
sheet)

EAD RWA Average 
LGD

Average 
PD(1)

Average 
RW(1)

Expected 
Loss

Sovereign 1 91,317 82,778 8,539 42% 84,760 1 0% 0.00% 0% 0

2 12,855 9,685 3,169 2% 9,620 397 20% 0.02% 4% 0

3 3,327 3,171 156 74% 3,118 280 27% 0.03% 9% 0

4 7,359 5,514 1,846 75% 6,902 942 11% 0.21% 14% 2

5 6,110 5,844 266 59% 5,738 3,169 28% 1.30% 55% 22

6 1,664 1,116 547 76% 1,532 440 12% 2.09% 29% 8

7 160 151 10 100% 160 144 18% 15.90% 90% 4

sub-total 122,792 108,259 14,533 39% 111,830 5,372 5% 0.13% 5% 38

Institutions 1 15,150 12,419 2,731 76% 13,912 531 8% 0.03% 4% 0

2 33,865 15,899 17,966 91% 27,533 1,659 18% 0.03% 6% 1

3 73,087 38,669 34,418 93% 53,952 4,084 20% 0.04% 8% 4

4 11,405 6,342 5,064 88% 9,744 2,537 24% 0.25% 27% 6

        5 3,881 2,720 1,161 66% 3,127 2,069 30% 1.25% 66% 14

6 628 379 249 53% 512 409 24% 4.74% 80% 8

7 379 212 168 46% 289 187 14% 7.39% 65% 6

sub-total 138,396 76,640 61,756 90% 109,069 11,476 18% 0.13% 11% 40

corporates 1 7,345 3,822 3,522 47% 5,380 718 72% 0.03% 13% 1

2 36,456 13,389 23,067 44% 21,323 3,022 39% 0.03% 14% 3

3 74,266 31,437 42,829 58% 53,261 6,906 31% 0.04% 13% 7

4 98,307 42,722 55,585 53% 70,251 24,523 29% 0.31% 35% 64

5 62,706 40,434 22,272 55% 52,288 32,570 27% 1.76% 67% 254

6 18,835 11,671 7,164 61% 15,915 16,761 27% 6.64% 105% 317

7 2,388 1,887 501 79% 2,208 3,276 29% 17.56% 148% 119

sub-total 300,302 145,363 154,939 54% 220,627 87,776 31% 1.19% 41% 765

retail 1 2,238 1,908 330 99% 2,237 233 100% 0.03% 10% 1

2 2,142 2,010 132 99% 2,181 214 100% 0.03% 10% 1

3 23,427 22,293 1,134 107% 23,503 609 24% 0.03% 3% 2

4 47,792 42,967 4,826 60% 45,954 3,224 20% 0.23% 7% 21

5 32,255 29,061 3,194 76% 31,616 6,776 21% 1.44% 21% 97

6 13,100 12,348 752 96% 13,335 4,982 24% 5.13% 37% 174

7 6,616 6,427 189 125% 6,853 4,174 24% 20.87% 61% 361

sub-total 127,571 117,014 10,557 75% 125,679 20,212 24% 2.14% 16% 657

corporates in 
IRb slotting 1,472 579 892 57% 1,090 694 0.00% 64% 4

Receivables 2,541 2,517 24 - 2,624 1,634 0.00% 62% 20

total 693,074 450,372 242,701 50% 570,919 127,164 22% 0.99% 22% 1,522

(1) After taking into account the PD floor.
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table 24: under the irb approach for retail customers: credit risk exposure by exposure class and internal 
rating (excluding defaulted exposure)

under the irb approach, for non-retail customers excluding defaulted exposure

(in EUR m)  
31 Dec. 2012

Internal 
obligor rating

Gross 
exposure

On-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Off-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Average 
CCF
(Off-

balance 
sheet)

EAD RWA Average 
LGD

Average 
PD(1)

Average 
RW(1)

Expected 
Loss

residential 
mortgages 1 218 209 9 100% 218 21 100% 0.03% 10% 0

2 2,009 1,920 89 100% 2,007 196 100% 0.03% 10% 1

3 18,824 18,296 527 100% 18,824 412 13% 0.03% 2% 1

4 31,981 31,420 561 100% 31,973 2,440 14% 0.15% 8% 12

5 18,682 18,249 433 100% 18,674 2,742 13% 0.67% 15% 20

6 6,771 6,674 97 100% 6,773 1,847 13% 3.56% 27% 30

7 437 431 6 100% 438 349 17% 19.04% 80% 15

sub-total 78 923 77,200 1,723 100% 78,906 8,006 16% 0.64% 10% 79

Revolving credit 1 0 0 0 - 0 0 0% 0.00% 0% 0

2 0 0 0 - 0 0 0% 0.00% 0% 0

3 132 27 105 100% 265 3 51% 0.03% 1% 0

4 2,743 228 2,515 54% 1,595 113 45% 0.33% 7% 2

5 2,619 681 1,938 80% 2,230 613 42% 1.90% 28% 18

6 1,464 1,061 403 61% 1,308 830 37% 7.62% 63% 40

7 545 485 60 86% 536 523 34% 31.74% 98% 52

sub-total 7,503 2,482 5,022 66% 5,934 2,083 41% 5.35% 35% 113

other credit 
to individuals 1 1,482 1,088 395 99% 1,916 200 100% 0.03% 10% 0

2 155 83 71 100% 155 16 100% 0.03% 10% 0

3 3,712 3,500 212 103% 3,835 199 40% 0.05% 5% 0

4 6,990 6,680 309 118% 7,081 1,078 24% 0.36% 15% 7

5 8,612 8,182 430 110% 8,658 2,659 24% 1.89%  31% 40

6 4,132 4,039 93 117% 4,148 1,823 27% 6.35% 44% 71

7 1,466 1,454 12 112% 1,469 975 27% 33.17% 66% 128

sub-total 26 548 25,026 1,523 108% 27,263 6,950 32% 3.46% 25% 247

Very small 
enterprises and 
self-employed

1 0 0 0 - 0 0 14% 0.03% 1% 0

2 0 0 0 - 0 0 9% 0.03% 1% 0

3 5 5 1 - 5 0 13% 0.05% 2% 0

4 4,038 3,929 109 100% 4,087 522 17% 0.51% 13% 3

5 5,244 5,031 213 100% 5,308 1,406 20% 2.00% 26% 27

6 3,474 3,356 118 100% 3,679 1,530 23% 7.46% 42% 62

7 1,009 990 19 - 1,163 813 29% 26.11% 70% 86

sub-total 13,770 13,310 460 100% 14,243 4,272 21% 4.95% 30% 177

total 126,744 118,017 8,727 82% 126,346 21,311 21% 1.96% 17% 615

(1) After taking into account the PD floor.
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under the irb approach, for non-retail customers excluding defaulted exposure

(in EUR m)  
31 Dec. 2011

Internal 
obligor rating

Gross 
exposure

On-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Off-balance 
sheet 

exposure

Average 
CCF (Off-
balance 
sheet)

EAD RWA Average 
LGD

Average 
PD(1)

Average 
RW(1)

Expected 
Loss

residential 
mortgages 1 214 205 9 100% 214 21 100% 0.03% 10% 0

2 1,911 1,850 61 100% 1,952 190 100% 0.03% 10% 1

3 18,869 18,143 726 100% 18,869 372 19% 0.03% 2% 1

4 32,989 32,268 722 100% 32,981 1,532 18% 0.15% 5% 8

5 15,225 14,823 402 100% 15,216 2,027 17% 0.84% 13% 18

6 4,416 4,349 67 100% 4,416 971 17% 2.49% 22% 15

7 2,590 2,532 58 100% 2,591 1,126 16% 10.51% 43% 37

sub-total 76,214 74,170 2,044 100% 76,239 6,241 21% 0.74% 8% 79

Revolving credit 1 0 0 0 - 0 0 0% 0.00% 0% 0

2 0 0 0 - 0 0 0% 0.00% 0% 0

3 257 34 223 127% 317 5 45% 0.05% 1% 0

4 3,834 273 3,561 45% 1,912 141 43% 0.36% 7% 3

5 2,531 520 2,011 61% 1,782 392 38% 1.66% 22% 11

6 1,572 1,120 452 92% 1,567 794 37% 5.98% 51% 33

7 721 639 83 186% 803 924 43% 26.73% 115% 80

sub-total 8,915 2,584 6,331 58% 6,381 2,256 40% 5.41% 35% 127

other credit 
to individuals 1 2,024 1,703 321 99% 2,023 212 100% 0.03% 10% 1

2 231 160 71 99% 230 24 100% 0.03% 10% 0

3 4,296 4,111 185 108% 4,310 232 42% 0.05% 5% 1

4 7,256 6,812 443 104% 7,299 1,049 22% 0.39% 14% 7

5 9,114 8,527 586 104% 9,170 2,826 23% 2.00% 31% 44

6 4,074 3,951 122 104% 4,097 1,855 28% 6.38% 45% 74

7 1,717 1,695 22 115% 1,722 1,044 25% 31.14% 61% 134

sub-total 28,711 26,960 1,751 103% 28,850 7,243 33% 3.51% 25% 260

Very small 
enterprises and 
self-employed

1 0 0 0 - 0 0 15% 0.03% 2% 0

2 0 0 0 - 0 0 0% 0.00% 0% 0

3 5 5 0 - 7 0 14% 0.05% 2% 0

4 3,714 3,614 100 100% 3,761 501 17% 0.57% 13% 3

5 5,385 5,190 194 100% 5,448 1,531 21% 2.11% 28% 24

6 3,039 2,929 110 100% 3,256 1,362 23% 6.73% 42% 53

7 1,588 1,562 27 - 1,737 1,079 26% 23.42% 62% 110

sub-total 13,731 13,300 431 100% 14,208 4,473 21% 5.37% 31% 191

total 127,571 117,014 10,557 75% 125,679 20,212 24% 2.14% 16% 657

(1) After taking into account the PD floor.
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table 25: under the standard approach: credit risk exposure by exposure class and external rating

under the standard approach excluding defaulted exposure

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

(in EUR m) external rating gross 
exposure eaD rWa gross 

exposure eaD rWa

Sovereign AAA to AA- 1,125 1,096 0 1,242 1,230 0

A+ to A- 2 2 0 8 8 2

bbb+ to bbb- 155 155 77 1,802 1,802 901

bb+ to b- 462 459 459 453 450 450

<b- 0 0 0 0 0 0

Without external 
rating 69 69 65 310 294 96

sub-total 1,813 1,780 602 3,815 3,784 1,449

Institutions AAA to AA- 14,864 6,997 1,355 11,256 6,799 1,016

A+ to A- 379 369 184 602 594 297

bbb+ to b- 2,438 2,304 2,302 1,968 1,939 1,939

<b- - - - 1 1 1

Without external 
rating 28 27 27 32 30 29

sub-total 17,709 9,696 3,869 13,859 9,363 3,282

corporates AAA to AA- 15,381 2,030 353 32,963 2,910 571

A+ to A- 1,866 1,608 847 2,278 1,849 1,162

bbb+ to bb- 12,793 11,730 11,606 15,258 15,259 15,187

<bb- 1,218 1,131 1,696 1,622 1,497 2,246

Without external 
rating 49,419 39,378 38,282 54,959 44,262 41,488

sub-total 80,677 55,876 52,784 107,080 65,777 60,654

retail Without external 
rating 55,180 49,986 31,599 54,189 49,678 31,628

total 155,378 117,338 88,853 178,943 128,602 97,013
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Counterparty risk
The ten most important counterparties in terms of counterparty risk account for 18% of the Group’s 
total exposure to counterparty risk. Counterparty risk is mainly concentrated in the major industrialised 
countries and in counterparties with an investment grade rating.

table 26: counterparty risk exposure by exposure class

counterparty risk

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

(in EUR m) eaD rWa eaD rWa

Sovereign 4,916 354 6,461 442

Institutions 20,661 3,707 59,488 7,110

corporates 34,059 13,125 43,268 18,341

retail 92 13 63 17

Securitisation 606 134 469 60

total 60,335 17,333 109,749 25,970

table 27:  counterparty risk exposure at default (eaD) by geographic region and main countries (which 
exposure is above eur 1 bn)

counterparty risk

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

France 14,926 18,324

United Kingdom 5,322 17,091

Germany 3,406 8,132

spain 2,519 2,619

Netherlands 1,562 ND

Other Western European countries (1) 7,635 13,493

Czech Republic ND 2,840

Other Eastern European countries EU (2) 2,257 1,947

Eastern Europe excluding EU 531 370

the united states 13,956 33,902

Other countries of north America 1,291 2,303

latin america and carribbean 1,576 1,463

Africa, near and Middle East 1,796 1,633

Asia Pacific 3,557 5,633

total 60,335 109,749

(1) In 2011, total of Other Western European countries include The netherlands
(2) In 2012, total of Other Eastern European countries EU include Czech Republic

The decrease of the counterparty risk in 2012 is explained by the portfolio structure’s evolution and the 
implementation of an internal model to determine the EEPE’s (Expected Effective Positive Exposure) 
indicator which serves as the basis for calculating EAD.
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table 28: under the irb approach: counterparty risk exposure at default (eaD) by internal rating

under the irb approach, counterparty risk

(EAD in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

internal obligor rating

1 3,168 4,052

2 12,955 32,515

3 20,549 47,936

4 10,291 11,164

5 5,610 4,821

6 1,650 2,554

7 747 277

8 to 10 2,426 807

total 57,396 104,126

Unimpaired past due exposures, impaired exposures, 
impairments and expected losses

table 29: breakdown of unimpaired past due exposures(1) by exposure class

(Unimpaired past due 
exposures in EUR m)

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

total o/w past due of less 
than 31 days in % total o/w past due of less 

than 31 days in %

Sovereign 45 10% 9 22%

Institutions 71 39% 204 26%

corporates 2,395 50% 2,646 55%

retail 4,242 64% 4,524 64%

Securitisation 0 - -  - 

total 6,752 58% 7,382 60%

(1) For further details on this scope, refer to the dedicated paragraph in note 4 of the consolidated financial statements on page 310 of the Registration 
Document.
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table 30:  impaired on-balance sheet exposures and impairments by exposure class and cost of risk

31 Dec. 2012 impaired on-balance sheet exposures individual  
impairments

collective  
impairments cost of risk

(in EUR m) standard irb total

Sovereign 0 101 102 65

Institutions 72 209 282 104

corporates 5,560 6,817 12,377 7,005

retail 5,268 6,016 11,284 5,240

Securitisation 0 3,090 3,090 2,360

total 10,900 16,235 27,135 14,773 1,133 3,935

31 Dec. 2011 impaired on-balance sheet exposures individual  
impairments

collective  
impairments cost of risk

(in EUR m) standard irb total

Sovereign 0 1 166 1,166 791

Institutions 97 249 346 223

corporates 5,798 5,602 11,399 6,199

retail 6,549 6,233 12,782 7,156

Securitisation 0 3,537 3,537 2,212

total 12,444 16,786 29,230 16,582 1,291 4,330
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table 31:  impaired on balance sheet exposures and impairments by approach and 
by geographic region and main countries

31 Dec. 2012 impaired exposures individual 
impairments

(in EUR m) standard irb total total

France 2,473 8,094 10,567 4,979

United Kingdom 13 222 235 76

Germany 158 350 508 162

Switzerland 18 47 65 4

Italy 624 357 981 437

spain 19 413 433 142

luxembourg 8 32 41 56

Other Western 
European countries 162 386 549 279

Czech Republic 203 767 970 611

romania 1,798 33 1,831 845

Other Eastern European 
countries EU 1,032 26 1,059 719

Russia 1,986 17 2,003 1,449

Other Eastern European 
countries excluding EU 472 648 1,120 903

united states 88 3,241 3,328 2,342

Other countries of 
North america 0 4 4 2

latin america and 
caribbean 113 161 274 159

Africa, near and 
middle east 1,700 731 2,431 1,434

Asia Pacific 31 706 737 174

total 10,900 16,235 27,135 14,773
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31 Dec. 2011 impaired exposures individual 
impairments

(in EUR m) standard irb total total

France 2,085 7,194 9,279 4,700

United Kingdom 33 235 268 114

Germany 176 459 634 169

Switzerland 30 46 76 8

Italy 818 1,088 1,906 1,223

spain 54 113 167 81

luxembourg 12 69 81 63

Other Western 
European countries 1,940 1,382 3,322 2,242

Czech Republic 221 711 932 549

romania 1,416 0 1,416 533

Other Eastern European 
countries EU 1,065 24 1,088 732

Russia 2,167 31 2,198 1,445

Other Eastern European 
countries excluding EU 544 674 1,218 844

united states 141 3,832 3,973 2,297

Other countries of 
North america 39 2 41 6

latin america and 
caribbean 98 183 281 166

Africa, near and 
middle east 1,598 222 1,820 1,312

Asia Pacific 10 521 531 95

total 12,444 16,786 29,230 16,582
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table 32: impaired on-balance sheet exposures by industry sector

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

(in EUR m) impaired exposures % impaired exposures %

Finance & insurance 3,596 13% 4,124 14%

real estate 1,613 6% 1,664 6%

Public administration 88 0% 1,211 4%

Food & agriculture 383 1% 412 1%

Consumer goods 537 2% 613 2%

Chemicals, rubber and plastics 181 1% 324 1%

retail trade 664 2% 590 2%

Wholesale trade 1,603 6% 1,594 5%

Construction 850 3% 691 2%

Transport equip. Manuf. 136 1% 79 0%

Education and Associations 53 0% 33 0%

Hotels & Catering 295 1% 287 1%

Automobiles 152 1% 166 1%

Machinery and equipment 286 1% 341 1%

Forestry, paper 185 1% 139 0%

metals, minerals 718 3% 454 2%

media 203 1% 266 1%

oil and Gas 270 1% 25 0%

Health, social services 78 0% 86 0%

business services (including conglomerates) 974 4% 821 3%

Collective services 277 1% 123 0%

Personal and domestic services 31 0% 19 0%

telecom 7 0% 37 0%

Transport & logistics 1,491 5% 1,012 3%

retail 11,298 42% 12,800 44%

others 1,164 4% 1,316 5%

total 27,135 100% 29,230 100%
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table 33: under the irb approach: expected losses (el) on a one-year horizon by exposure class 
(excluding defaulted exposures)

expected losses (el), excluding 
defaulted exposures

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

Sovereign 51 38

Institutions 56 40

corporates 756 788

retail 615 657

Securitisation 0 1

total 1,479 1,524

The El/EAD ratio stood at 0.27% at 31 December 2012, stable comparing with 31 December 2011 
(0.26%). The ratio is calculated on sovereign, banking, institutions, corporate and retail portfolios.

A comparison between El and realised losses is not relevant in our opinion insofar as the parameters 
of the expected loss calculation (PD, lGD, EAD) provide estimations throughout the cycle, whereas the 
realised loss presents a piece of accounting information pertaining to a particular year.
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securitisations anD regulatorY FraMeWorK

This chapter presents information on Societe Generale’s securitisation activities, acquired or carried 
out for proprietary purposes or for its customers. It describes the risks associated with these activities 
and the management of said risks. Finally, it contains some quantitative information to describe these 
activities during 2012 as well as the capital requirements for the Group’s regulatory banking book and 
trading book within the scope defined by prudential regulations.

As defined in prudential regulations, the term securitisation refers to a transaction or scheme, whereby 
the credit risk associated with an exposure or pool of exposures is tranched, having the following 

characteristics:

the transaction achieves significant risk transfer; ■

payments in the transaction or scheme are contingent on the performance of the exposure or pool  ■

of exposures;

the subordination of tranches determines the distribution of losses during the ongoing life of the  ■

transaction or risk transfer scheme.

Securitisation positions are subject to the regulatory accounting treatment defined in the CRD, as 
transposed into French law through Title V of the 20th February 2007 Decree on capital requirements 
applicable to credit institutions and investment firms. Such positions held in the regulatory banking 
book or trading book are given weightings ranging from 7% to 1,250% depending on their credit quality 
and subordination rank.

accounting MetHoDs

The securitisation transactions that Societe Generale invests in are recognised in accordance with 
Group accounting principles, as set forth in the notes to the consolidated financial statements 
(“Significant accounting principles”).

After initial recognition, securitisation positions booked to “loans and receivables” are measured 
at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method and impairment may be recorded if 
appropriate.

Securitisation positions booked to “Available-for-sale financial assets” are measured at their fair value 
at the closing date. Interest accrued or paid on fixed-income securities is recognised in the income 
statement using the effective interest rate method under “Interest and similar income – Transactions 
in financial instruments”. Changes in fair value other than income are recorded in shareholders’ equity 
under “Gains and losses recognised directly in equity”.

The Group only records these changes in fair value in the income statement when the asset is sold or 
impaired, in which case they are reported as “net gains or losses on available-for-sale financial assets”. 
When a decline in the fair value of an Available-for-sale financial asset has been recognised directly in 
shareholders’ equity under “Gains and losses recognised directly in equity” and subsequent objective 
evidence of impairment emerges, the Group recognises the total accumulated unrealised loss previously 
booked to shareholders’ equity in the income statement under “Cost of risk” for debt instruments and 
under “net gains and losses on available for-sale financial assets” for equity securities.

This cumulative loss is measured as the difference between acquisition cost (net of any repayments 
of principal and amortisation) and the current fair value, less any impairment of the financial asset that 
has already been booked through profit or loss.

For assets transferred from another accounting category, amortised cost is determined based on 
estimated future cash flows determined at the date of reclassification. The estimated future cash flows 
are reviewed at each closing. In the event of an increase in estimated future cash flows, as a result 
of an increase in their recoverability, the effective interest rate is adjusted prospectively. However, 
where there is objective evidence of impairment due to an event occurring after the reclassification of 
the financial assets under consideration, and said event has an adverse impact on initially estimated 
future cash flows, an impairment on the asset in question is booked to “Cost of risk” on the income  
statement. 
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Synthetic securitisations in the form of Credit Default Swaps follow accounting recognition rules specific 
to trading derivatives.

Treatment of Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV)
Special Purpose Vehicles are independent legal entities that are set up specifically to manage a 
transaction or group of similar transactions. They are consolidated whenever they are effectively 
controlled by the Group, even in cases where the Group has no equity in the entities.

Control of a special purpose vehicle is generally considered to exist if any one of the following criteria 
applies:

The SPV is acting exclusively on behalf of, and for the benefit of the Group; ■

The Group effectively controls the SPV so that it can obtain the majority of the benefits of the SPV,  ■

whether or not this control has been delegated through an “autopilot” mechanism;

The Group receives the majority of the benefits of the SPV; ■

The Group retains the majority of the risks of the SPV. ■

In consolidating SPVs considered to be effectively controlled by the Group, those shares of entities not 
held by the Group are recognized as debt in the balance sheet.

When customers loans are securitised and partially sold to external investors, the SPV carrying the 
loans are consolidated if the Group remains exposed to the majority of the risks and benefits associated 
with these loans. Furthermore, such loans can neither be used as collateral nor sold outright in other 
transactions.

Determination of the fair value of CDOs, RMBS and CMBS
In the absence of observable transactions, the valuation of unhedged super senior and senior tranches 
of CDOs exposed to the US residential mortgage market (CDOs of US RMbS) was carried out using a 
model with largely non-observable data or not quoted in an active market.

With the increased dismantling of such CDOs on the market, the underlying RMbS assets can now be 
priced. As a result, the valuation of the CDOs of RMbS as at 31st December 2012 was based on the 
marked-to-market value of the underlying assets.

The value of CMbS and RMbS is based on their benchmark index, i.e. the Abx indexes for RMbS and 
the CMbx indexes for CMbS
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Monitoring oF securitisation risKs 

Excluding legacy assets, securitisation risks are monitored according to the rules established by the 
Group, depending on whether the assets are recorded in the regulatory banking book (via credit risk 
and counterparty risk) or in the trading book (via market risk and counterparty risk).

Regarding legacy assets, the Risk Division:

validates all transactions linked to these assets (hedges, disposals, commutations, etc.); ■

defines, measures and monitors positions using market risk metrics: VaR and stress tests; ■

produces marked-to-stress and impairment calculations, after defining and validating their  ■

assumptions;

analyses each monoline counterparty in order to determine the impairment rate for Group exposures,  ■

and calculates the corresponding impairments;

participates in the governance bodies of the subsidiary hosting these assets. ■

Structural risks and liquidity risk
Structural risks and foreign exchange risk associated with securitisation activities are monitored in the 
same way as for other Group assets. Oversight of structural interest rate risks is described in Chapter 
7 of this report.

However, liquidity risk linked to securitisation activities is subject to more specific monitoring, both at the 
level of the responsible business lines and centrally at the Finance Division level. The internal liquidity 
monitoring model is used primarily to measure the impact of these activities on the Group’s liquidity 
ratios, stress tests and liquidity gaps. The organisation and oversight of liquidity risk is described in 
Chapter 8 of this report.

Operational risk
Securitisation activities are monitored specifically for operational risk. Reports targeting zero tolerance 
for operational risk in the Group’s originator and sponsor activities are established and checked on a 
monthly basis. Oversight of operational risk is described in Chapter 9 of this report.
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societe generale’s securisation actiVities

Securitisation activities allow the Group to raise liquidity or manage risk exposures, for proprietary 
or customers’ purposes. Within the framework of these activities, the Group can act as originator, 
sponsor/arranger or investor.

as an originator, the Group directly or indirectly participates in the initial agreement on assets which  ■

subsequently serve as underlyings in securitisation transactions, primarily for refinancing purposes;

as a sponsor/arranger, the Group establishes and manages a securitisation programme used to  ■

refinance customers’ assets, mainly via the non-consolidated vehicles Antalis and barton and via 
certain other special purpose vehicles;

as an investor, the Group invests directly in certain securitisation positions, is a liquidity provider or a  ■

counterparty of derivative exposures.

The securitisation transactions detailed in tables 34, 35 and 36 represent all the transactions in which 
the Group acted as originator and/or sponsor and in which the Group maintained some exposure 
(investment in a tranche, liquidity line or interest rate derivatives). The exposures are shown based on 
the gross book value, before depreciation, as at 31st December 2012 and at 31st December 2011. 
All positions are related to the banking book, as no originator or sponsor activities are related to the 
trading book.

table 34: aggregate amounts of exposures securitised by the group at 31 December 2012 
and 2011 by exposure type

exposure securitised at 31 Dec. 2012 banking book trading book  

(in EUR m)
traditional 

transactions

synthetic 

transactions

traditional 

transactions

synthetic 

transactions

underlying assets (in eur m) originator sponsor(1) originator sponsor originator sponsor originator sponsor

Residential mortgages - - -  -  -  -  -  - 

Commercial mortgages - - -  -  -  -  -  - 

Credit card receivables - 416 -  -  -  -  -  - 

leasing 1,400 1,829 -  -  -  -  -  - 

loans to corporates and smes 119 - -  -  -  -  -  - 

Consumer loans - 2,410 -  -  -  -  -  - 

Trade receivables - 3,156 -  -  -  -  -  - 

Securitisations/Re-securitisations 156 2,961 -  -  -  -  -  - 

other assets - 644 -  -  -  -  -  - 

total 1,675 11,416 -  -  -  -  -  - 

(1) o/w EUR 1,400 million are related to positions originated by the Group.
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exposure securitised at 31 Dec. 2011 banking book trading book  

(in EUR m)
traditional 

transactions

synthetic 

transactions

traditional 

transactions

synthetic 

transactions

underlying assets (in eur m) originator sponsor originator sponsor originator sponsor originator sponsor

Residential mortgages  -  680  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Commercial mortgages  -  125  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Credit card receivables  -  1,058  -  -  -  -  -  - 

leasing  -  398  -  -  -  -  -  - 

loans to corporates and smes  138  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Consumer loans  -  2,180  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Trade receivables  -  3,116  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Securitisations/Re-securitisations  -  3,363  -  -  -  -  -  - 

other assets  -  969  -  -  -  -  -  - 

total  138  11,889  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Table 35 shows exposures securitised by the Group, for which the underlying assets are past due, in 
default or impaired. The scope of the data collected is the same as for table 34.

table 35 : amounts past due or impaired within the exposures securitised by the group, by 
exposure type 

exposures securitised at 31 Dec. 2012 exposures securitised at 31 Dec. 2011 

(in EUR m) past due impaired past due impaired

underlying assets originator sponsor originator sponsor originator sponsor originator sponsor

Residential mortgages  -  -  -  -  -  22  -  1 

Commercial mortgages  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Credit card receivables  -  16  -  -  -  46  -  70 

leasing  -  1  -  -  -  1  -  1 

loans to corporates and smes  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Consumer loans  -  60  -  -  -  70  -  3 

Trade receivables  -  676  -  -  -  739  -  204 

Securitisations/Re-securitisations  -  -  -  2,070  -  -  -  1,220 

other assets  -  2  -  -  -  -  -  - 

total  -  754  -  2,070  -  878  -  1,500 

This information must be considered within the context of the specific structure of each transaction 
and vehicle, which cannot be described in this report. Taken separately, the level of payments past due 
or in default does not provide sufficient information on the types of exposures securitised by the Group, 
mainly because the default criteria may vary from one transaction to another. Furthermore, these data 
reflect the situation of the underlying assets:
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In securitisation transactions, past-due exposures are generally managed via structural mechanisms 
that protect the most senior positions (held by the bank). A securitisation transaction does not provide 
the same amount of funding as the level of underlying collateral. In fact, the credit enhancement, which 
is the difference between the funding raised through the securitisation and the undertying assets, 
reflects the historical performance of the underlying assets or of similar asset pools, and the stress 
methodologies applied to said performances by the rating agencies. 

Past-due exposures are on the decline, which reflects an improvement in the quality of underlying 
assets is improving, particularly in the conduits. Impaired exposures belong exclusively to two CDOs of 
US subprime residential mortgages. Their increase merely reflects the deterioration of the underlying 
assets in these two transactions and is not attributable to new transactions.

Societe Generale as originator
As part of its refinancing activities, the Group securitises some of its portfolios of loans granted to 
individual or corporate customers. With the securities created in these transactions, the Group is able 
to fund its own operations or expand its portfolio of assets eligible for repurchase transactions, notably 
with the European Central bank.

In 2012, four securitisation transactions were carried out:

a EUR 1.7 billion securitisation of residential mortgages, fully subscribed for by the Group, ■

a EUR 2 billion securitisation of loans to corporates and SMEs, fully subscribed for by the Group, ■

two securitisations of auto loans, totalling EUR 1.4 billion, placed in the market. ■

As there was no significant risk transfer with the prudential definition as a result of these transactions, 
these activities are not included in tables 37 and following because they have no impact on the Group’s 
regulatory capital. The vehicles carrying the transferred loans are consolidated. The Group remains 
exposed to the majority of the risks and benefits associated with these loans; Furthermore, these loans 
cannot be used as collateral or sold outright within the framework of another transaction.

Total outstanding assets securitised for the Group with no risk transfer amounted to EUR 20.1 billion at 
31 December 2012, including EUR 3.2 billion in consumer loans, EUR 2.3 billion in auto loans, EUR 4.0 
billion in loans to professional customers and EUR 10.7 billion in residential mortgages in France.

table 36: assets awaiting securitisation at 31 December 2012 and 2011

banking book trading book

Underlying assets (in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

Residential mortgages - 1,439 - -

Commercial mortgages - - - -

Credit card receivables - - - -

leasing 600 667 - -

loans to corporates and smes  - 1,403 - -

Consumer loans - - - -

Trade receivables - - - -

Securitisations/Re-securitisations - - - -

other assets 1,118 - - -

total 1,718 3,508 - -
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Societe Generale as sponsor
The Societe Generale Group carries out securitisation transactions on behalf of its customers or 
investors. At 31 December 2012, there were two non-consolidated multi-seller vehicles in operation 
(barton and Antalis), structured by the Group on behalf of clients. This AbCP (Asset-backed Commercial 
Paper) activity funds the working capital requirements of some of the Group’s customers by backing 
short-term financing with traditional assets such as trade receivables or consumer loans. Total assets 
held by these vehicles and financed through the issuance of commercial paper amounted to EUR 
6,938 million at 31 December 2012 (EUR 7,318 million at 31 December 2011).

The Group does not have control of these vehicles, and this status is regularly assessed using the 
consolidation criteria applicable to special purpose vehicles (see accounting methods above). At 
31 December 2012, none of these vehicles was consolidated, insofar as the Group does not control 
them and is not exposed to the majority of the related risks or benefits.

The default risk on the assets held by these vehicles is borne by the transferors of the underlying 
receivables or by external investors, including initial loss tranches. Societe Generale bears part of the 
risk through the issuance of letters of credit in the amount of EUR 649 million (EUR 1,012 million at 31 
December 2011) used for credit enhancement and through liquidity lines in the amount of EUR 9,180 
million at 31 December 2012 (EUR 10,338 million at 31 December 2011).

AbCP activity remained solid in 2012, with newly securitise0d outstandings predominantly comprising 
trade receivables, leasing or consumer loans. It should be noted that AbCP ceased the securitisation 
of residential and commercial mortgages.

Société Générale also acted as sponsor in four transactions for refinancing purposes, for which the 
Group is the originator, only two of which are shown in the two categories in Table 34. The other two 
transactions, fully subscribed for by the Group, are excluded from the table.

Societe Generale as investor
As part of it sponsor activities, the Group can issue guarantees and liquidity lines for securitisation 
vehicles or act as a counterparty in derivative transactions in third-party securitisation transactions. 
These activities are recorded in the banking book as investor activities.

Societe Generale is also exposed to a wide variety of securitised assets as an investor, predominantly 
within its Corporate and Investment banking activities. Due to the financial crisis, some of these assets 
have become illiquid and are no longer in line with the banks strategic objectives and risk profile. 
Among such assets are certain securitisation transactions: CDOs (Collateralised Debt Obligations) of 
RMbS (Residential Mortgage-backed Securities), CMbS (Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities)) 
and other European or US AbS (Asset-backed Securities) issued from 2008 to 2009, or Australian AbS. 
Since 2008, most of these securitisation investments have being sold or run-down. These positions 
can be held in the regulatory banking book or the trading book depending on the investment strategy 
associated with the position. Identified in 2008, these assets were grouped together and assigned 
to a dedicated team in charge of legacy assets. This team implements diversified strategies (selling, 
portfolio restructuring, hedging) aimed at optimising exit conditions, in accordance with the goal of 
reducing risk and reallocating resources to strategic Corporate and Investment banking activities. The 
team is subject to special governance allowing for optimised interaction between the Corporate and 
Investment banking Division, Risk Division and Finance Division.

Finally, Societe Generale also acts as a market maker for securitised assets, resulting in securitisation 
positions in the Group’s trading book. As of 31 December 2011, CRD3 requires the same prudential 
treatment regardless of prudential classification.

The following tables show the securitisation exposures retained or purchased by the Group by type 
of underlying asset, by region, by type of tranche, separately for the banking book and trading book. 
These exposures cannot be seen as part of the specific financial information, as published in the 
registration document, as the definitions and scope used are different.
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table 37: aggregate amounts of securitised exposures retained or purchased in the banking 
book

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

underlying assets on-balance 
sheet

off-balance 

sheet 
total on-balance 

sheet
off-balance 

sheet 
total

Residential mortgages 1,926 373 2,299 2,889 940 3,829

Commercial mortgages 828 10 838 1,537 172 1,709

Credit card receivables 0 811 811 128 1,463 1,590

leasing 93 554 647 132 551 683

loans to corporates and smes 698 63 761 1,958 0 1,958

Consumer loans 235 2,797 3,032 476 3,014 3,490

Trade receivables 229 4,223 4,452 376 4,307 4,683

Securitisations/Re-securitisations 3,613 1,197 4,810 5,169 0 5,169

other assets 389 1,350 1,739 0 2,128 2,128

total 8,011 11,379 19,390 12,666 12,574 25,240

At 31 December 2012, securitisation exposures in the banking book amounted to EUR 19,390 million, 
including EUR 8,011 million recorded on the balance sheet, the rest consisting predominantly of liquidity 
lines linked to the Group’s sponsor conduit activity. The main underlying assets are securitisations, 
trade receivables, consumer loans and residential mortgages.

In 2012, banking book exposures decreased by EUR 5,850 million, down 23% year-on-year. This 
decline was especially prominent in on-balance sheet exposures. In 2012, the Group continued its 
legacy asset disposal programme. The portfolio of securitisations in run-off was halved over the year, 
mainly in the following underlyings: residential mortgages (RMbS), resecuritisations (CDOs) and loans 
to corporates (ClOs). Exposures to the conduits managed by the Group fell slightly, mainly in credit 
card receivables and trade receivables.

Table 38 shows the trading book exposures, excluding the correlation portfolio. The exposures are 
shown in the same scope as that of the banking book.

table 38: aggregate amouns of securitised exposures retained or purchased in the trading 
book

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011(1) 

underlying assets 
net long 

positions 

net short 

positions 

net long 

positions

net short 

positions

Residential mortgages 138 55 129 155

Commercial mortgages 3,478 162 3,212 226

Credit card receivables 0 0 0 0

leasing 0 0 0 0

loans to corporates and smes 46 177 69 518

Consumer loans 4 0 4 0

Trade receivables 0 0 0 0

Securitisations/Re-securitisations 43 2,761 125 3,111

other assets 48 78 124 58

total 3,757 3,233 3,663 4,068

(1)  2011 amounts restated to show exposures netted for hedging and intra-Group positions. The same definition was used in 2012.
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long positions in the trading book did not move much (+3%). The increase in certain long positions stemmed from the 
Group’s market making activity. However, the decline in short positions (-21% year-on-year) reflected the unwinding of 
certain derivative positions, mainly in CDOs, in line with the Group’s policy of reducing legacy asset positions.

table 39: aggregate amounts of securitised exposures retained or purchased by region in the 
banking book and the trading book

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011(1)

(in EUR m) banking book trading book banking trading book

underlying assets 
securitisation 

positions

net long 

positions

net short 

positions

securitisation 

positions

net long 

positions

net short 

positions

americas 10,015 3,594 3,121 13,932 3,470 3,178

asia 328 5 0 29 32 0

Europe 8,927 143 103 10,619 161 839

others 119 15 9 659 0 50

total 19,390 3,757 3,233 25,240 3,663 4,068

(1) 2011 amounts restated to show exposures netted for hedging and intra-Group positions. The same definition was used in 2012.

banking book disposals mainly concerned positions with north American underlyings, and to a lesser 
extent positions with European underlyings. The Americas region still accounted for 52% of banking 
book positions at the end of 2012. In the trading book, the reduction of short positions mainly concerned 
Europe, so much so that the portfolio is predominantly exposed to the Americas region.

table 40: Quality of securitisation positions retained or purchased

31 Dec. 2012

(in EUR m) banking book trading book

type of tranche securitisation positions net long positions net short positions

Highest-ranking tranche 17,201 3,200 2,479

Mezzanine tranche 2,119 557 741

initial loss tranche 69 0 13

total 19,390 3,757 3,233

In the banking book, senior tranches made up 89% of securitisation positions retained or 
purchased, thus reflecting the robust quality of the portfolio and the positive results of the legacy 
asset disposal programme. In the trading book, the highest-ranking tranches accounted for 85% 
of long positions and 77% of short positions.
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pruDential treatMent 
oF securitisation positions

Approach for calculating risk-weighted exposures
Whenever traditional or synthetic securitisations, in whose sponsorship, origination, structuring 
or management Societe Generale is involved, achieve a substantial and documented risk transfer 
compliant with the regulatory framework, the underlying assets are excluded from the bank’s calculation 
of risk-weighted exposures for traditional credit risk.

For the securitisation positions that Societe Generale decides to hold either on- or off-balance sheet, 
capital requirements are determined based on the bank’s exposure, irrespective of its underlying 
strategy or role. For the trading book, long and short positions are offset within the limits set forth 
by law. Risk-weighted assets resulting from securitisation positions are calculated by applying the 
appropriate risk ratios to the amount of the exposures.

Most of the Group’s positions in securitised receivables, both in the banking book and the trading 
book, are valued using the Internal Ratings based (IRb) approach, for which there are three calculation 
methods:

the external ratings based approach (RbA) must be applied to all rated exposures or those for which  ■

a rating can be inferred. Under this approach, risk weightings are calculated so as to also reflect the 
positions’ seniority and granularity.

the Supervisory Formula Approach (SFA) is a methodology for non-rated exposures, where the risk  ■

weight is based on five inputs associated with the nature and structure of the transaction. To use this 
approach, the capital charge must be calculated using the IRb approach for the portfolio of assets 
underlying the securitisation exposure.

finally, the positions arising from the Asset backed Commercial Paper (AbCP) programmes’ off- ■

balance sheet exposures (such as liquidity facilities and letters of credit) are determined using the 
Internal Assessment Approach (IAA). An equivalence table defined by the regulation is used to 
calculate risk weightings based on the internal rating determined by the model.

For letters of credit and liquidity facilities issued by the bank to the securitisation vehicles it sponsors, 
Societe Generale received approval in 2009 to use its internal ratings-based approach, in accordance 
with the provisions of Section V of the Decree of February 20, 2007. Accordingly, Societe Generale 
has developed an Internal Assessment Approach (IAA), whereby an internal rating is assigned to the 
Group’s securitisation exposures, with each rating automatically resulting in a capital weighting based 
on an equivalence table defined by the regulation.

like the Group’s other internal models, the IAA meets the regulatory standards for the validation of 
internal models, as defined by the regulation. An annual review of the model is performed to ensure that 
the configuration is sufficiently conservative. Finally, the model is used to measure impacts in stress 
scenarios and as a transaction structuring tool.

About 4% of the banking book’s securitisation exposures are valued using the Standardised Approach 
(SA), whereby risk-weighted assets are determined based on the credit rating attributed by an external 
rating agency to the said exposures (e.g. 20% for instruments rated between AAA and AA- and 50% 
for instruments rated between A+ and A-, etc.).
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External credit assessment institutions used 
by Societe Generale
Assets securitised by Societe Generale are usually rated by one or more ECAI (External Credit Rating 
Agency) rating agencies, the list of which is established by the French prudential supervisory authority 
ACP (Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel). The agencies used are DbRS, FitchRatings, Moody’s Investors 
Service and Standard & Poor’s. Since 31 October 2011, these four rating agencies have been registered 
with and supervised by the European Securities and Market Authority (ESMA). For securitisation 
positions valued using the standardised method, capital requirements are calculated based on the 
lowest external rating of the securitisation exposure. An equivalence table (Table 11) between external 
ratings and Societe Generale’s internal rating scale is provided in table 11 on page 37 of this report

Regulatory capital requirements
Tables 41 and 42 show the bank’s securitisation exposures and corresponding regulatory capital 
requirements for the banking book at 31 December 2012 and 31 December 2011. These exposures 
cover the same scope as that of tables 37, 39 and 40.

table 41: aggregate amounts of securitised exposures retained or purchased in the banking 
book by approach and by risk weight band at 31 December 2012

31 Dec. 2012

(in EUR m) exposure at Default (eaD) capital requirements

risk weight band securitisation re-securitisation securitisation re-securitisation

6 - 10% 1,744  -  12  - 

12 - 18%  725  -  9  - 

20 - 35%  437  107  11  2 

40 - 75%  445  141  24  6 

100%  86  83  7  7 

150 - 250%  87  246  18  32 

>250 - <425%  150  10  53  3 

>425% - <850%  64  1  27  1 

rba method  3,739  587  163  50 

iaa method  8,924  -  75  - 

Supervisory Formula Approach 1,058  -  6  - 

1250%/Capital deductions (1)  408  3,276  294  1,030 

total irb approach  14,129  3,863  538  1,080 

100% weighting  -  -  -  - 

rba approach  -  -  -  - 

Transparency method  807  -  40  - 

total standardised approach  807  -  40  - 

total banking book  14,936  3,863  577  1,080 

(1) 1250%-weighted EAD correspond exclusively to fully impaired positions and are shown before impairments of EUR2,360 million. 
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table 42: aggregate amounts of securitised exposures retained or purchased in the banking 
book by approach and by risk weight band at 31 December 2012

31 Dec. 2011

(in EUR m) exposure at Default (eaD) capital requirements

risk weight band securitisation re-securitisation securitisation re-securitisation

6 to 10%  3,667  -  24  - 

12 to 18%  618  -  8  - 

20 to 35%  678  477  16  11 

40 to 75%  278  18  16  1 

100%  219  50  19  4 

150 to 250%  110  462  23  62 

>250 and <425%  62  26  22  7 

>425% and <850%  55  105  30  46 

rba method  5,686  1,138  159  131 

iaa method  9,075  998  61  35 

Supervisory Formula Approach  1,457  -  8  - 

1250%/Capital deductions (1)  1,296  3,769  1,134  1,719 

total irb approach (2)  17,514  5,905  1,362  1,885 

100% weighting  15  -  1  - 

rba approach  15  -  1  - 

Transparency method  807  -  39  - 

total standardised approach  823  -  40  - 

total banking book  18,337  5,905  1,402  1,885 

(1) EAD under the RbA method are shown excluding 1250%-weighted exposures, which are combined with exposures deducted from capital. 
(2) 1250%-weighted EAD correspond exclusively to fully impaired positions and are shown before impairments of EUR 2,212 million.

At 31 December 2012, 96% of banking book securitisation exposures were valued using the IRb 
method. Under this method, 24% of exposures were weighted using the RbA method, 7% using the 
supervisory formula approach and 50% using the IAA method. Under the standardised approach, all 
securitisation positions are valued using the transparency method.

Regulatory capital requirements in respect of banking book securitisation positions fell by EUR 1,630 
million in 2012. This decrease predominantly reflected a decline in positions deducted from capital 
(mainly re-securitisations) and a drop in capital requirements of EUR 100 million excluding deductions. 
In both cases, the declines highlighted the success of the legacy asset disposal policy described 
above.

Tables 43 and 44 show capital requirements in respect of trading book securitisation positions. These 
exposures cover the same scope as that of tables 38, 39 and 40. Trading book securitisation positions 
are defined by their market value for securities and by their market value-adjusted notional amount for 
derivatives.
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table 43: aggregate amounts of securitised exposures retained or purchased in the trading 
book by risk weight band

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

risk weight band net long 
positions

net short 
positions

capital 
requirements

net long 
positions  (1)

net short 
positions (1)

capital 
requirements (2)

6% - 10% 3,013 142 19 2,855 1,047 7

12% - 18% 110 0 1 15 65 1

20% - 35% 164 114 6 253 72 5

40% - 75% 24 5 1 112 9 2

100% 16 0 1 0 0 0

>100% <= 250% 230 0 36 111 190 34

>250% - <=425% 38 9 32 57 0 11

>425% <=850% 61 0 36 59 17 41

eaD subject to risk weight 3,656 269 133 3,461 1,400 100

Supervisory formula method 2 2,737 16 0 2,567 205

Transparency method 0 0 0 0 0 0

irb method 0 0 0 0 0 0

total, net of 
capital deductions

3,658 3,006 149 3,461 3,967 305

1250%/positions deducted 
from capital (2)

99 227 259 203 101 145

total 3,757 3,233 408 3,663 4,068 450

 
(1) The amounts of long positions and short positions in the trading book in 2011 were restated to show exposures net of hedges and excluding 
intra-Group positions. The same definition was used in 2012.
(2) The amount of deductions in respect of the trading book exposure in 2011 was adjusted.

Trading book securitisation positions are valued using the IRb method. Derivative positions, which by 
definition are not rated, are valued using the supervisory formula approach.

table 44: regulatory capital requirements for securitisations held or acquired in the trading 
book

31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

(in EUR m) net long 
positions

net short 
positions

total risk-
weighted 
positions

capital 
requirements

net long 
positions

net short 
positions

total risk-
weighted 
positions

capital 
requirements

Securitisation 3,648 270 1,694 136 3,453 1,400 931 74

Re-securitisation 11 2,737 172 14 7 2,567 2,881 230

Positions deducted 
from capital 99 227 - 259 203 101 145

total 3,757 3,233 1,866 408 3,663 4,068 3,812 450

In accordance with the exemption provided for until 31 December 2013, Societe Generale calculates 
capital requirements in respect of trading book positions as the maximum between the capital 
requirement relative to long positions for which the Group directly bears the credit risk, and short 
positions for which the Group is hedged for credit risk (mainly replacement risk), including positions 
deducted from capital. In 2012, the regulatory capital requirement relative to trading book positions 
was attributable to long positions, while short positions explained the capital charge in 2011.
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Capital requirements in respect of trading book securitisation positions fell by 9% year-on-year to EUR 
408 million in 2012. The 24% decline in short positions (primarily derivative positions) was nevertheless 
offset somewhat by rating migration. 

table 45: securitisation exposures deducted from capital by exposure category

securitisation positions deducted from regulatory capital

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011(1)

underlying assets banking book Trading book banking book Trading book 

Residential mortgages 142 48 710 13

Commercial mortgages 93 7 62 -

Credit card receivables - - 0 -

leasing 4 - 3 -

loans to corporates and smes 20 11 88 -

Consumer loans 8 - 14 -

Trade receivables - - 0 -

Securitisations/Re-securitisations 1,053 180 1,964 123

other assets 5 13 10 8

total(1) 1,324 259 2,853 145

(1) The amount of deductions in respect of the trading book was adjusted in relation to the figure published in 2011.

2012 saw a sharp decrease (-47%) in deductions in respect deductions from capital. These deductions 
can primarily be attributed to CDO outstandings in the legacy assets portfolio. The decline in deductions 
is attributable to disposals of CDOs of RMbS in the trading and banking books, and to a strong 
decrease in RMbS positions (mainly north American RMbS).
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inVestMent strategies anD purpose

Societe Generale’s exposure to its non-trading equity portfolio relates to several of the bank’s activities 
and strategies. It includes equities and equity instruments, mutual fund units invested in equities, and 
holdings in the Group’s subsidiaries and affiliates which are not deducted from shareholders’ equity 
for the purpose of calculating solvency ratios. Generally speaking, due to their unfavourable treatment 
under regulatory capital, the Group’s future policy is to limit these investments.

In the first place, the Group has a portfolio of industrial holdings which mainly reflect its historical or  ■

strategic relations with these companies; 

It also has small minority holdings in certain banks for strategic purposes, with a view to developing  ■

its cooperation with these establishments; 

The equities that are not part of the trading book include Group shares in small subsidiaries which  ■

operate in France and outside of France, and which are not included in its consolidation scope. This 
includes various investments and holdings that are ancillary to the Group’s main banking activities, 
particularly its Corporate and Investment banking, Retail banking and Securities Services (stock 
market bodies, brokerages, etc.) activities; 

lastly, Societe Generale and certain of its subsidiaries may hold equity investments related to  ■

their asset management activities (particularly seed capital for mutual funds promoted by Societe 
Generale), in France and outside of France.

Monitoring oF banKing booK eQuitY 
inVestMents anD HolDings

The portfolio of industrial holdings is monitored on a monthly basis by the Group’s Finance division, 
and where necessary value adjustments are recognised quarterly in accordance with the Group’s 
provisioning policy. An annual review of the portfolio is also conducted by a special committee 
comprising representatives of the Group’s Executive Committee, Risk division and Finance division. 
The purpose of this review is to validate the portfolio strategies and monitor the strategic nature of the 
holdings, as well as sale opportunities. Investment decisions are also submitted to this Committee for 
approval.

The holdings that are ancillary to the corporate and investment banking activity are monitored on a 
quarterly basis by the Group’s Finance division, and where necessary value adjustments are recognised 
quarterly in accordance with the Group’s provisioning policy. Decisions on the buying and selling of 
shares are subject to the approval of an Investment Committee comprising representatives of the 
Executive Committee, the Risk division, the Finance division and the Compliance division. They are 
also reviewed by the Corporate and Investment banking activity’s Finance division and the Group 
Finance division. The decision-making criteria used include the financial position and the contribution 
of the holdings to the Corporate and Investment banking activities.

Valuation oF banKing booK eQuities

From an accounting perspective, Societe Generale’s exposure to equities that are not part of its trading 
book is classified under shares held for sale insofar as the equities may be held for an indefinite period 
or they may be sold at any time. Societe Generale’s exposure to equities that are not part of the trading 
book is equal to their book value net of provisions. 
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The table below shows the bank’s exposure at the end of December 2012 and 2011 for both the 
accounting and the regulatory scope. The regulatory data is not reconciled with the data in the 
Registration Document notably because the regulatory scope excludes shares held by the Group’s 
insurance subsidiaries on behalf of clients. 

table 46: banking book equity investments and holdings

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

banking book equity investments and holdings - accounting scope 14,304 10,832

Of which equities and other AFS(1) instruments 12,025 8,097

Of which AFS(1) equities held over the long term 2,279 2,735

banking book equity investments and holdings - prudential scope (eaD(2)) 1,447 1,768

Of which listed shares 371 662

Of which unlisted shares 1,076 1,106

(1) AFS: Available for Sale
(2) EAD: Exposure At Default

With regard to the regulatory scope, the exposure to equities and holdings that are not included in the 
trading book, and calculated as EAD amounted to EUR 1.4 billion at the end of 2012.

Changes in fair value are booked to shareholders’ equity under “Unrealised or deferred capital gains 
and losses”. In the event of a sale or durable impairment, changes in the fair value of these assets are 
recorded in the income statement under “net gains and losses on available-for-sale financial assets”.

Dividends received on equity investments are booked to the income statement under “Dividend 
income”. 

For listed shares, the fair value is estimated based on the closing share price. For unlisted shares, 
the fair value is estimated based on the category of financial instrument and one of the following 
methods:

the share of net assets owned;  ■

the valuation based on recent transactions involving the company’s shares (acquisition of shares by  ■

third parties, expert valuations, etc.); 

the valuation based on recent transactions involving companies in the same sector (earnings or nAV  ■

multiples, etc.)

table 47: net gains and losses on banking book equities and holdings

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011(1)

Gains and losses on the sale of shares -245 184

Impairment of assets in the equity portfolio -169 -113

In proportion to the net income on the equities portfolio 94 182

net gains/losses on banking book equities and holdings -319 254

Unrealised gains/losses on holdings 1,420 916

share included in tier 1 and tier 2 capital 291 199 
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Provisioning policy
The impairment of an available-for-sale financial asset is recognised as an expense in the income 
statement as soon as an objective indication of impairment arises as a result of one or more events 
occurring after the asset’s initial booking in the accounts.

For listed equities, a significant or protracted fall in the share price below the acquisition cost constitutes 
an objective indication of impairment. The Group takes this to be the case for listed equities that show 
unrealised losses on the closing date of more than 50 % of their acquisition cost, and for listed equities 
that show unrealised losses for a continuous period of 24 months or more preceding the closure date. 
Other factors, such as the financial situation of the issuer or its growth prospects, may indicate to the 
Group that its investment may not be recovered even in cases where the above-mentioned criteria 
are not evident. In such cases, an impairment is booked in the income statement in the amount of the 
difference between the listed share price on the closing date and its acquisition price.

For unlisted equities, the criteria based on which an impairment is recorded are identical to those 
mentioned above, and the value of the instruments on the closing date is determined based on the 
valuation methods described in note 3 to the Consolidated Financial Statements in Societe General’s 
2013 Registration Document “Fair value of financial instruments”.
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regulatorY capital reQuireMents

To calculate the risk-weighted assets under basel 2, the Group applies the Internal Ratings based 
approach for the larger part of its non-trading equity portfolio. The shares in listed companies that 
are part of a diversified portfolio are allocated a risk-weighting coefficient 190 %, those in other listed 
companies are allocated a weighting of 290 % and unlisted shares are allocated a weighting of 370 %. 
nevertheless, unlisted shares that are part of a diversified portfolio and which were acquired before 
January 2008 may be allocated a weighting of 150 %. 

At 31 December 2012, the Group’s risk-weighted assets related to its non-trading equity portfolio, and its 
capital requirements were as follows:

table 48: capital requirements related to banking book equities and holdings

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

equities & 
holdings approach Weighting

exposure 
at default (1)

risk-
weighted 
assets (1)

capital  
require 
ments (1)

exposure 
at default(1)

risk-
weighted 
assets (1)

capital  
require 
ments (1)

Private  
equity standard 150 % 79 119 9 146 219 18

Private  
equity

simple 
approach 190 % 114 217 17 158 300 24

listed shares simple 
approach 290 % 349 1,011 81 576 1,671 134

unlisted shares simple 
approach 370 % 906 3,351 268 887 3,172 254

total 1,447 4,697 376 1,768 5,362 429

(1) Excluding cash investments

At 31 December 2012, the risk-weighted assets related to the Group’s banking book equities and 
holdings stood at EUR 4.7 billion.

The reduction in capital requirements in 2012 relates to a reduction of around 12 % in EAD-valued 
equities and holdings compared with 2011. Disposals during the year are the main reason for this 
reduction.
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Market risks are the risks of losses resulting from unfavourable changes in market parameters. They 
concern all the trading book transactions as well as some of the banking book portfolios.

organisation 

Although primary responsibility for managing risk exposure lies with the front office managers, the 
supervision system is based on an independent structure, the Market risk department of the Risk 
division.

This Department carries out the following tasks:

ongoing daily analysis (independently from the front office) of the exposure and risks incurred by the  ■

Group’s market activities and comparison of these exposures and risks with the approved limits;

definition of risk measurement methods and control procedures, approval of the valuation models  ■

used to calculate risks and results, and setting of provisions for market risks (reserves and adjustments 
to earnings);

definition of the functionalities of the databases and systems used to assess market risks; ■

approval of the limit applications submitted by the business, within the framework of the overall set  ■

of limits authorised by the General management and the board of directors, and monitoring of their 
use;

centralisation, consolidation and reporting of the Group’s market risks; ■

proposals to the Group Risk committee of appropriate limits by Group activity. ■

In addition to these specific market risk functions, the Market risk department also monitors the gross 
nominal value of market positions. This system, based on alert levels applied to all instruments and 
desks, contributes to the detection of possible rogue trading operations.

Within each entity that incurs market risk, risk managers are appointed to implement first level risk 
controls. The main tasks of these managers, who are independent from the front office, include:

ongoing analysis of exposure and results, in collaboration with the front office and the accounting  ■

departments;

verification of the market parameters used to calculate risks and results; ■

daily calculation of market risks, based on a formal and secure procedure; ■

daily monitoring of the limits set for each activity, and constant verification that appropriate limits  ■

have been set for each activity.

A daily report on use of limits on VaR (Value at Risk), stress tests (extreme scenarios) and general 
sensitivity to interest rates is submitted to the General Management and the managers of the business 
lines, in addition to a monthly report which summarises the key events in the area of market risk 
management and specifies the use of the limits set by the General management and the board of 
directors.
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inDepenDent pricing VeriFication

Market products are marked to market, when such market prices exist. Otherwise, they are valued 
using parameter-based models.

Firstly, each valuation model is independently validated by the Market risk department.

Secondly, the parameter values are subject to regular comparison with external sources:

if there is a difference between the values used and the external sources, and if the sources are  ■

deemed reliable by the Market risk department, the values are aligned with the external data. This 
process, known as IPV (Independent Pricing Verification), contributes to the internal certification of 
the accounts;

if there are no reliable external sources, a conservative valuation is made based on reserves whose  ■

calculation methods have been validated by the Market risk department.

MetHoDs For Measuring MarKet 
risK anD DeFining liMits 

The Group’s market risk assessment is based on three main indicators, which are monitored through 
limits:

the 99% Value-at-Risk (VaR) method: in accordance with the regulatory internal model, this global  ■

indicator is used for the day-to-day monitoring of the market risks incurred by the bank, notably on 
the scope of its trading activities;

a stress test measurement, based on a decennial shock-type indicator. Stress Test measurements  ■

allow the Group’s exposure to systemic risk and exceptional market shocks to be restricted and 
monitored;

complementary limits (sensitivity, nominal, concentration or holding period, etc.), which ensure  ■

consistency between the overall risk limits and the operational thresholds used by the front office. 
These limits also allow to monitoring of risks that are only partially detected by VaR or Stress Test 
measurements.

In accordance with CRD3 (Capital Requirement Directive), the following indicators are also calculated on 
a weekly basis: stressed VaR, IRC (Incremental Risk Charge) and CRM (Comprehensive Risk Measure). 
The capital charges arising from these new internal models complement the previous measure (VaR) 
so as to better take into account extreme risks (in particular rating migration and default) and to limit 
the procyclical nature of capital requirements.

99% Var calculation MetHoD 

The Internal VaR Model was introduced at the end of 1996 and has been approved by the French 
regulator within the scope of the Regulatory Capital requirements.

The method used is the “historical simulation” method, which implicitly takes into account the correlation 
between all risk factors and is based on the following principles:

storage in a database of the risk factors that are representative of Societe Generale’s positions (i.e.  ■

interest rates, share prices, exchange rates, commodity prices, volatility, credit spreads, etc.);

definition of 260 scenarios, corresponding to one-day variations in these market parameters over a  ■

one-year rolling period;

application of these 260 scenarios to the market parameters of the day; ■
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revaluation of daily positions, on the basis of the 260 sets of adjusted daily market parameters. ■

The 99% Value-at-Risk is the largest loss that would occur after eliminating the top 1% of the most 
adverse occurrences over a one-year historical period. Within the framework described above, it 
corresponds to the average of the second and third largest losses computed. The VaR assessment is 
based on a model and a certain number of conventional assumptions whose main limitations are as 
follows:

the use of “1-day” shocks assumes that all positions can be unwound or hedged within one day,  ■

which is not the case for certain products and crisis situations;

the use of the 99% confidence interval does not take into account losses arising beyond this point;  ■

VaR is therefore an indicator of losses under normal market conditions and does not take into 
account exceptionally large fluctuations;

VaR is computed using closing prices, so intra-day fluctuations are not taken into account; ■

there are a number of approximations in the VaR calculation. For example, benchmark indices are  ■

used instead of more detailed risk factors and not all of the relevant risk factors are taken into 
account, in particular due to difficulties in obtaining historical daily data.

The Market Risk Department of the Risk Division mitigates the limitations of the VaR model by:

performing stress tests and other additional measurements; ■

assessing the relevance of the model through ongoing backtesting to verify whether the number of  ■

days for which the negative result exceeds the VaR complies with the 99% confidence interval.

Daily profit and loss used for backtesting includes in particular the change in value of the portfolio (book 
value) and the impact of new transactions and of transactions modified during the day (including their 
sales margins), refinancing costs, the various related commissions (brokerage fees, custody fees, etc.), 
as well as provisions made and parameters adjusted for market risk. Some components calculated at 
various frequencies (for example, some adjustments for market risk) are allocated on a daily basis.

The following histograms show the distribution of this daily P&l over the last year, as well as the 
difference between daily P&l and VaR (negative values corresponding to any backtesting breaches): in 
2012, daily P&l did not exceed VaR and losses were observed 16 times.

table 49: breakdown of the daily p&l and difference between Var and daily p&l
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Today, the market risks for almost all of Corporate and Investment banking’s activities are monitored 
using the VaR method, including those related to the most complex products, as well as the main 
market activities of Retail banking and Private banking. The few activities not covered by the VaR 
method, either for technical reasons or because the stakes are too low, are monitored using stress 
tests and give rise to capital charges calculated using the standard method or through alternative 
in-house methods.

The changes in the Group’s trading VaR in 2012, are presented below:
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table 50: trading Var (trading portfolios) changes over the course of 2012 (1 day, 99%)  
(in millions of euros)

2012 VaR (1 day, 99%)

(In millions of euros) Minimum Average Maximum

VaR 15 31 63

table 51:  breakdown(1) by risk factor of trading Var - changes in quarterly average over the 
2011-2012 period (in millions of euros) 

Average VaR amounted to EUR 31 million for 2012 compared to EUR 37 million in 2011. VaR, which on 
average remained relatively low throughout 2012, was subject to the following changes:

an increase until mid-March due to more risk-on positions that reflected the market normalisation  ■

observed during most of the quarter, and the non-renewal of the defensive positions taken at the 
end of 2011;

(1)  In Q3 2012, some Fixed-Income and Forex products were reclassified in the VaR breakdown by risk factor, with historical data restated. This 
reweighting does not change the VaR model and has no impact on the global VaR amount.
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then a sharp decrease until July due to the reduction of exposures and the implementation of  ■

defensive strategies following a comeback of considerable uncertainty regarding peripheral euro 
zone countries;

beginning in August and continuing until the end of 2012, VaR increased due to the reduction of the  ■

defensive profile with gradually more risk-on positions as the market environment became favourable 
once more (announcement of the ECb’s OMT (Outright Monetary Transactions) programme to buy 
back public debt and the Fed’s latest round of quantitative easing). This increase was nevertheless 
tempered by the gradual exit of volatile scenarios of the summer of 2011 and november 2011.

Further improvements were made to the VaR model in 2012, particularly with the improved integration 
of certain risk factors, including:

interest rates, now taken into account in the internal model for the Equity and Index Derivative  ■

scope;

OIS (Overnight Indexed Swap) rates and Cross Inter Maturities bases for the exotic fixed-income and  ■

forex scope;

cross-currency bases for the entire fixed-income and forex scope. ■

stresseD Var (sVar)

Societe Generale has been authorised by the French Prudential Supervisory Authority (Autorité de 
Contrôle Prudentiel) to complement its internal models with the new CRD3 measurements, in particular 
Stressed VaR, for the same scope as VaR.

The calculation method used is the same as under the VaR approach. This consists in carrying out a 
historical simulation with 1-day shocks and a 99% confidence interval. Contrary to VaR, which uses 
260 scenarios for one-day fluctuations over a rolling one-year period, Stressed VaR uses a fixed one-
year historical window corresponding to a period of significant financial tension.

The historical window, which is determined using a method approved by the regulator, captures 
significant shocks on all risk factors (risks related to equity, interest rates, foreign exchange rates and 
commodities). It is subject to an annual review.

table 52: sVar

(10 days, 99%) 2012 31 Dec. 
2012

Q4 11 31 Dec. 
2011(In EUR m) Minimum Average Maximum Minimum Average Maximum

SVaR 104 154 290 290 107 153 200 200

(1 day, 99%) 2012

(In EUR m) Minimum Average Maximum

SVaR 33 49 92
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stress test assessMent 

Methodology
Alongside the internal VaR model, Societe Generale monitors its exposure using stress test simulations 
to take into account exceptional market occurrences.

A stress test estimates the loss resulting from an extreme change in market parameters over a period 
corresponding to the time required to unwind or hedge the positions affected (5 to 20 days for most 
trading positions).

This stress test risk assessment is applied to all of the bank’s market activities. It is based on 26 historical 
scenarios and eight theoretical scenarios that include the “Societe Generale Hypothetical Financial 
Crisis Scenario” (or “Generalised” scenario) based on the events observed in 2008. These scenarios 
apply shocks to all substantial risk factors including exotic parameters.

Together with the VaR model, this stress test risk assessment methodology is one of the main pillars 
of the risk management system. The underlying principles are as follows:

risks are calculated every day for each of the bank’s market activities (all products combined), using  ■

the 26 historical and height hypothetical scenarios;

stress test limits are established for the Group’s activity as a whole and then for the bank’s various  ■

business lines. They frame the worst value among the results of the 34 historical and hypothetical 
scenarios;

The various stress test scenarios are revised and improved by the Risk Division on a regular basis, in 
conjunction with the Group’s teams of economists and specialists.

Historical stress tests 
This method consists of an analysis of the major economic crises that have affected the financial 
markets since 1995 (a date from which the financial markets have become global and subject to 
increased regulatory requirements): the changes in the prices of financial assets (equities, interest 
rates, exchange rates, credit spreads, etc.) during each of these crises have been analysed in order to 
define scenarios for potential variations in these risk factors which, when applied to the bank’s trading 
positions, could generate significant losses. Using this methodology, Societe Generale has defined 26 
historical scenarios, including seven new ones added in 2012:

six of them cover the periods between Q3 2008 and Q1 2009 and are related to the subprime crisis  ■

and its consequences for all financial markets;

the seventh corresponds to the GIIPS sovereign debt crisis in Q2 2010. ■

table 53: Historical stress test scenarios
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Hypothetical stress tests 
The hypothetical scenarios are defined by the bank’s economists and are designed to simulate the 
possible sequences of events that could lead to a major crisis in the financial markets (e.g. a major 
terrorist attack, some political instability in the main oil-producing countries, etc.). The bank’s aim is 
to select extreme but nonetheless plausible events which would have major repercussions on all the 
international markets. Societe Generale has therefore adopted eight hypothetical scenarios described 
below:

generalised (the societe generale Hypothetical Financial crisis scenario) ■ : considerable 
mistrust of financial institutions after the lehman brothers’ bankruptcy; collapse of equity markets, 
sharp decline in implied dividends, significant widening of credit spreads, pivoting of yield curves 
(rise in short-term interest rates and decline in long-term interest rates), substantial flight to quality;

giips crisis ■ : mistrust in risky sovereign issuers and increased interest in higher-rated sovereign 
issuers such as Germany, followed by contagion of fears to other markets (equities, etc.);

Middle east crisis ■ : instability in the Middle East leading to a significant shock on oil and other 
energy sources, a stock market crash, and a steepening of the yield curve;

terrorist attack ■ : major terrorist attack on the United States leading to a stock market crash, sharp 
decline in interest rates, widening of credit spreads and sharp decline of the US dollar;

bond crisis ■ : crisis in the global bond markets inducing the decoupling of bond and equity yields, 
strong rise in US interest rates (and a more modest rise for other international rates), moderate 
decline on the equity markets, flight to quality with moderate widening of credit spreads, rise in the 
US dollar;

us dollar crisis ■ : collapse of the US dollar against major international currencies due to the 
deterioration of the US trade balance and budget deficit, rise of interest rates and narrowing of US 
credit spreads;

euro zone crisis ■ : withdrawal of some countries from the euro zone following the euro’s excessive 
appreciation against the US dollar: decline in euro exchange rates, sharp rise in euro zone interest 
rates, sharp fall in euro equities and rise in US equities, significant widening of euro credit spreads;

Yen carry trade unwinding ■ : change in monetary policy in Japan leading to yen carry trade strategies 
being abandoned: significant widening of credit spreads, decline in JPY interest rates, rise in US and 
euro zone long-term interest rates and flight to quality.
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Average stress tests in 2012
The scenarios leading to the largest potential losses are hypothetical scenarios, as illustrated in the chart below, 
which displays average stress tests amounts in 2012 by type of scenario.

table 54: average amounts for historical and hypothetical stress tests in 2012 (in millions of euros)

capital reQuireMents

Societe Generale’s capital requirements related to market risk are essentially determined using an 
internal model approach (87% in 2012). 

Societe Generale received the approval of the French Prudential Supervisory Authority to expand its 
internal market risk modelling system and, in particular, to include IRC (Incremental Risk Charge) and 
CRM (Comprehensive Risk Measure), for the same scope as VaR. These new measurements estimate 
the capital charge on debt instruments that is related to rating migration and issuer default risks within 
a one-year period. Capital charges are incremental, meaning they are added to charges calculated 
based on VaR and stressed VaR.

Societe Generale estimates its capital charges using a simulation model that distributes the various risk 
factors covered by regulatory requirements, while considering the relationships between these factors. 
IRC and CRM are 99.9% risk factors, meaning the highest risk obtained after eliminating the 0.1% most 
adverse occurrences.
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These internal models are subject to the same governance as other internal models that meet the 
regulatory Pillar 1 requirements.

In particular:

a weekly analysis is performed on these metrics; ■

a comparison is made with standard-setting stress tests defined by the regulator (25 historical  ■

scenarios);

a review of model assumptions at least on a yearly basis and an ex-post consistency control are  ■

carried out;

the methodology and its implementation were approved by the Internal Audit Department and the  ■

French Prudential Supervisory Authority.

In accordance with the regulations, IRC is applied to debt instruments already measured using internal 
models other than securitisation and the correlation portfolio. In particular, this includes bonds, CDS 
and related derivative products.
CRM exclusively covers the correlation portfolio, i.e., CDO tranches for liquid issuers and “first-to-
default” products as well as their hedging using CDS and indices. Aside from the credit-migration 
and default risk, the CRM also covers any other pricing risks (for example, spread, collection and 
correlation risks). Ultimately, the capital charge corresponds to the largest value between the charge 
calculated by the internal model and 8% of the charge calculated using the standard method for 
market risks.
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table 55: capital requirements by risk factor 

capital requirement rWa

(In EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

Market risks assessed by internal approach 1,868 2,149 23,356 26,858

VaR 460 448 5,752 5,598

Stressed VaR 605 522 7,565 6,520

Incremental risk charge (IRC) 603 824 7,543 10,303

Correlation portfolio (CRM) 200 355 2,496 4,437

Market risks assessed by the standard approach 423 454 5,282 5,678

Specific risk on securitisation exposures on the trading book 149 305 1,866 3,812

Forex risk 214 67 2,672 837

Interest rate risk 51 62 642 774

Risk on securities 2 14 28 178

Risk on exposure to base product 6 6 74 77

total 2,291 2,603 28,637 32,536

Capital requirements for market risk, calculated on the basis of 8% of risk-weighted assets, decreased 
by EUR -0.3bn in 2012. The majority of this decrease can be attributed on one hand in the internal model 
approach scope, to the reduction of the IRC (decrease of concentrations) and CRM (deleveraging) and 
one the other hand in the standard approach scope, to the decrease of the securitisation exposures 
offset by the increase in currency risk.
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strategY anD processes 

Societe Generale manages its structural exposure to interest rate risk as well as liquidity and foreign 
exchange risks, within its global Asset and liability Management (AlM).

Since January 2011, the management and monitoring of structural risks have been carried out by two 
separate entities, in accordance with regulatory principles that recommend the separation of the risk 
oversight and control functions.

The balance Sheet and Global Treasury Management Department, which is dedicated to structural  ■

risk management. It also monitors and coordinates all Group treasury functions (external Group 
financing, internal entity financing, centralised collateral management). It also manages the central 
funding department and executes financial transactions;

The AlM Risk Monitoring Department, which is dedicated to Group structural risk supervision, and  ■

in particular verification of models, monitoring of compliance with limits and management practices 
by the Group’s business divisions, business lines and entities. 

This section focuses on interest rate risk management. For more detailed information on managing 
liquidity and foreign exchange risks, see the Group’s latest Registration Document. 

Structural exposure to interest rate risk encompasses all exposures due to (i) the commercial activity 
of the Group’s various entities (hereinafter referred to as the “banking book”) and ii) the proprietary 
transactions of the Group’s entities (equity transactions, investments and funding). Interest rate risks 
associated with trading activities are excluded from the structural interest rate risk measurement scope 
and are dealt with under market risk. The structural and market exposures constitute the Group’s 
overall interest rate exposure.

Governance 
In terms of structural interest rate risk management, governance is based on the following core 
principles: 

a general policy and overall management standards validated by the Group’s Finance Committee  ■

and translated into detailed management standards by the Group Finance Division; 

decentralised risk management at the entity level, controlled via limits;  ■

close supervision by the Group Finance Division of the implementation of standards and interest rate  ■

risk management by the entities. 

Group standards and procedures set precise guidelines for:

policy implementation and the management of structural interest rate risk;  ■

investment standards covering entities’ shareholders’ equity;  ■

the manner in which structural and market interest rate risks are to be differentiated.  ■

Organisation 
The Group’s Management is involved in managing the banking book’s interest rate risk through the 
Group’s quarterly Finance Committee meetings, which approve the management principles and 
sensitivity limits for each entity. It examines the management reports and analyses prepared by the 
Finance Division. The Finance Committee is also kept regularly informed of the main changes made 
to the AlM models used by the retail banking network in France (particularly the amortisation rules for 
current accounts and regulated savings accounts). 

The Group Finance Division is in charge of defining management standards (relating to organisation 
and methodologies) and validating the models developed and used by the entities. It also notifies 
Group entities of the respective sensitivity limits under which they must operate. In addition, the 
Finance Division is responsible for the centralisation and reporting of the interest rate risk and second 
level controls. 
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Conversely, Group entities are responsible for the management and control of the interest rate risk 
at their own level, within the guidelines defined for the Group. Interest rate risk is monitored using the 
sensitivity of the net present value of the balance sheet and the sensitivity of the net interest margin.

Each Managing Director has the responsibility to comply with the Group policy and apply defined 
limits, assisted by the Structural Interest Rate Risk Manager. Furthermore, the Group’s main retail 
banking entities have AlM Committees responsible for monitoring the interest rate risk in accordance 
with Group principles.

The interest rate risk is measured monthly for the Group’s main entities, and at least quarterly for the 
other entities. Every quarter, all the Group entities report their AlM positions to the Group Finance 
Division, which prepares a consolidated structural interest rate risk management report.

interest rate risK ManageMent 
MetHoDologY anD obJectiVes

The general principle is to concentrate interest rate risks within capital market activities, where they are 
monitored and controlled using the methods described in chapter 9, and to reduce structural interest 
rate and exchange rate risks within the consolidated entities as much as possible.

Wherever possible, commercial transactions are hedged against interest rate and exchange rate risks 
either through micro-hedging (individual hedging of each commercial transaction) or macro-hedging 
techniques (hedging of portfolios of similar commercial transactions within a treasury department). 
These principles also apply for proprietary transactions. The interest rate risk exposure on the banking 
book therefore results only from residual positions. The sensitivity of residual positions must comply 
with the limits set for each entity, as approved by the Finance Committee. 

The Group analyses all its balance sheet’s fixed-rate assets and liabilities to identify any gap, which 
reflect mismatches in the maturity and/or repricing of the fixed-rate cash flows of assets and liabilities. 
The maturities and amortisation of outstanding positions are determined based on their contractual 
terms, or models reflecting historical customer behaviour observed as well as conventional assumptions 
for certain aggregates (in particular shareholders’ equity).

Once the Group has identified the fixed-rate gap by maturity, it calculates the sensitivity to interest rate 
variations.

Group policy requires that residual risk arising from commercial activity be transferred either to local 
treasuries or to the Group Treasury according to fund transfer pricing rules. The interest rate risk is then 
managed within the authorised limits of the related trading books.

For products without a fixed maturity date (the French retail banking network’s current and savings 
accounts, for example), the Group uses amortisation models under which the outstanding amounts 
are deemed to be composed of a stable portion and a volatile portion (i.e. the difference between the 
total outstanding amount and the stable portion). For example, for Societe Generale’s French retail 
banking network, the volatile portion of its deposits is scheduled at sight, while the stable portion is 
determined by using an autoregressive model that is regularly back-tested. Its amortisation profile was 
defined based on an autoprojective model and on the bank’s historical data.

The amortisation of loans takes into account early repayment models that may be sensitive to the level 
of interest rates.
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KeY interest rate risK inDicators

Societe Generale uses several indicators to measure its interest rate risk. The three most important 
indicators are:

interest rate gap analysis (the difference between outstanding fixed-rate assets and liabilities by  ■

maturity): the schedule of fixed rate positions are the main indicators for assessing the characteristics 
of the hedging operations required, they are calculated on a static basis;

the  ■ economic value sensitivity is a supplementary and synthetic indicator used to set limits for the 
entities. It is calculated as the sensitivity of the economic value of the balance sheet to variations in 
interest rates. This measurement is calculated for all currencies to which the Group is exposed; 

the  ■ net interest margin sensitivity to variations in interest rates in various stress scenarios takes into 
account the sensitivity which is generated by future commercial productions over a three-year rolling 
horizon. It is calculated on a dynamic basis.

Economic value sensitivity limits are set for each entity and are periodically reviewed by the Group 
Finance Division. The Group’s global sensitivity limit is currently set at EUR 1 billion, which represents 
2.5 % of Societe Generale’s total regulatory capital. 

interest rate risK inDicators at enD-2012

Measurement of the sensitivity of the balance sheet’s 
economic value to interest rate movements 
The Group’s sensitivity to interest rate variations represented EUR 665 million at 31 December 2012 (for 
a 1 % parallel and instantaneous rise of the yield curve). In 2012, the Group’s global sensitivity remained 
substantially below the established limit of EUR 1 billion, which represents 2.5 % of Societe Generale’s 
total regulatory capital.

table 56: sensitivity to interest rate changes by currency

(in EUR m) parallel increase in interest rates of 100 bp

Sensitivity by currency eur usD gbp JpY cZK rub other total

At 31/12/2012 359.6 (8.2) (1.9) (8.9) 62.3 (27.6) 136.2 504.8

At 31/12/2011 (120.6) (51.5) (0.1) 5.8 3.6 (9.2) 76.2 (95.8)

The main assumptions used to measure sensitivity concern loan prepayments and the behaviour of 
deposits without a contractual term. loan prepayment assumptions are based on historical data by 
entity and by type of product.

Modelling the behaviour of deposits without a contractual term identifies a volatile component and 
a stable component. The volatile component is scheduled on a short-term basis, i.e. one month. 
The stable component is scheduled to mature over a number of years, depending on the depth and 
representativeness of the historical data. The risk of a liquidity crisis arising in a given country, as 
provided by the analyses prepared by the Risk Division, is also taken into account.
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The results of the analysis of the Group’s sensitivity to interest rate variations are different from those 
published in the 2011 Registration Document, for three reasons: firstly, the prudential scope is different 
from the accounting scope. Secondly, in the common scope, it was only possible to take into account 
90 % of outstanding amounts when the Registration Document was produced compared with 100 % 
for Pillar 3. Finally, unlike the Registration Document, the calculations for interest rate risk sensitivity 
used in this report also take into account optional elements relating to the French networks, inherent 
notably in mortgages and mortgage savings plans (PEl). 

Measurement of the sensitivity of the interest 
margin to interest rate variations 
The Group analyses the sensitivity of earnings to variations in market interest rates using stress tests 
on the net interest margin.

At 31 December 2012, the Group’s net interest margin sensitivity was as follows:

table 57: sensitivity of the group’s interest margin

(in EUR m) 31 Dec. 2012 31 Dec. 2011

Parallel increase in interest rates of 200bp 52.6 124.4

Parallel decrease in interest rates of 200bp (188.4) (227.2)

Parallel increase in interest rates of 100bp 5.0 63.6

Parallel decrease in interest rates of 100bp (111.3) (110.0)

Steepening (44.6) 35.0

Flattening (42.5) (84.1)

Calculations are based on aggregate estimates at 31 December of a scope of consolidated entities 
representing 81 % of the total interest margin over a full year, excluding insurance and capital market 
activities.

The dynamic vision of the balance sheet varies according to the amortisation of outstanding transactions 
and transaction renewals based on outstanding amounts budgeted for 2013. The flattening scenario 
used for the simulation allows for a 100bp increase in short-term rates with long-term rates remaining 
constant. The flattening assumptions used allow for a 100bp increase in long-term rates with short-
term rates remaining constant.

The Societe Generale Group’s interest margin sensitivity over the full year 2013 is relatively low. In the 
event of a parallel shift in the yield curves of +200bp, the sensitivity is positive and represents less than 
1 % of regulatory capital.

The net interest margin sensitivity mainly stems from the impact on:

customer deposits: generally little or no interest is paid on deposits, and pricing is only partly impacted  ■

by fluctuations in interest rates, as the margin on deposits is mainly derived from reinvestment 
rates.

new loan production, for which pricing is not adjusted as quickly as market rates. ■

The margin sensitivity on outstanding customer transactions results from the renewal of amounts 
due on reinvested deposits, the residual sensitivity to interest rate variations, which is low thanks to 
hedging, and the use of variable-rate positions (this is the case for the majority of private banking 
commitments).

The French and International Retail banking activities are favourably exposed to a rise in interest rates, 
as deposits can then be reinvested at higher rates, while margins on outstanding loans remain stable. 
This increase in margin is, however, partially offset by the fall in margins on new loan production (loan 
rates do not adjust as quickly as market rates) and by an increase in funding costs. Conversely, retail 
banking activities are unfavourably exposed to a fall in interest rates as deposits are then reinvested at 
lower rates and the margin on outstanding loans falls due to prepayments. This fall in margin is partially 
offset by the rise in margins on new loan production (customer loan rates do not fall as quickly as 
market rates) and by a reduction in funding costs.
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In an environment of low interest rates with a probability that rates will rise, the retail networks’ margin 
is favourably exposed to an increase in interest rates as this means that deposits can be reinvested at 
higher rates, while the margin on outstanding loans remains stable.

Margins on the Specialised Financial Services businesses generally respond to interest rate shocks 
inversely to retail network margins. For new production, the time lags in this division mean that 
the transfer of new prices to customers is very limited. In the event of an increase in interest rates, 
the interest margin declines temporarily as loan pricing does not react as quickly as market rates. 
Conversely, if interest rates fall, the Specialised Financial Services business generally benefits from a 
temporary increase in its margin.
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liquidity risk is defined as the risk of not being able to meet cash flow or collateral requirements when 
they fall due and at a reasonable price.

A structural liquidity position is defined as resulting from the maturities of all balance sheet or off-
balance sheet outstanding positions, according to their liquidity profile, determined either based on the 
contractual maturity of the transactions, or, for non-maturing products, based on a maturity modelled 
using historic client behaviour or a conventional maturity.

The Group manages this exposure using a specific framework designed to manage liquidity risk both 
under normal day-to-day conditions and in the event of a potential liquidity crisis.

organisation anD goVernance

Organisation of liquidity risk management
Since 1 January 2011, liquidity risk steering, management and monitoring have been provided by 
two distinct entities of the Group Finance Division, in compliance with the regulatory principles that 
advocate a separation of risk steering and monitoring functions (for a detailed description of these 
two entities refer to page 245 of the Registration Document on the structural risks governance).

In addition, several Risk Division departments contribute, together with the Finance Division, to the 
operational supervision of liquidity risk. Their actions are coordinated by the Cross-business Risk 
Monitoring Department for the Group Chief Risk Officer. Specifically, they relate to:

the independent review of capital market models; ■

validation of all the Group’s liquidity models within the framework of centralised governance; ■

examination of requests for risk limits relating to liquidity risk metrics and monitoring of any limit  ■

breaches.

Governance
The principles and standards applicable to the management of liquidity risks are defined at the Group 
level.

The business divisions and major Group entities manage liquidity under the direct supervision of the 
Group Finance Division.

The other operating entities are responsible for managing their own liquidity and for adhering to 
applicable regulatory constraints, under the supervision of the business division to which they report. 
The entities submit reports on their structural liquidity risk to the Group via a shared IT system.

In 2012, the Group’s balance Sheet and Global Treasury Management Department had full responsibility 
for managing the Group’s liquidity and functionally supervised the Corporate and Investment banking 
division’s Treasury Department.

The main functions of the Group’s governing bodies in the area of liquidity are listed below:

the group’s board of Directors: ■

meets on a quarterly basis to examine the liquidity risk situation and to follow up on its past  –

decisions;

conducts an annual review of the liquidity risk management and monitoring system; –

establishes the level of liquidity-related risk tolerance, including the time period during which the  –

Group can operate under conditions of stress (“survival horizon”) as part of determining the Group’s 
risk appetite;

monitors adherence to the main liquidity limits. –

general Management: ■

presents a framework of Group-wide liquidity risk tolerance levels to the board of Directors for validation  –

to help determine the Group’s risk appetite;

sets the liquidity limits for the Group and for each business division, and per major Group entity; –

monitors adherence to liquidity limits by the Group and by each business division; –
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validates remedial action plans in the event that liquidity limits are exceeded at the Group or business  –

division level.

the Finance committee: ■

meets at least quarterly under the chairmanship of the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer or a  –

Deputy Chief Executive Officer with the representatives from the different corporate divisions and 
business divisions;

readies the decisions of the General Management in the areas of general policy, liquidity risk tolerance  –

and liquidity limits;

ensures the adequacy of the risk management and control system; –

examines and validates the measures advocated by the balance Sheet and Global Treasury Management  –

Department and the AlM Risk Control Department;

monitors developments in the liquidity situation within the Group’s scope of management. –

regulatorY cHanges

Regulatory changes in liquidity management are coordinated by two main bodies:

In December 2009, the basel Committee defined two standardised regulatory ratios, which are 
intended to regulate bank liquidity positions. The specific definitions of these ratios were published in 
the finalised text on December 16, 2010. Its main objective is to guarantee the viability of banks one 
month and one year into the future, under intense stress conditions.

These ratios can be broken down as follows:

the liquidity Coverage Ratio (lCR) aims to ensure that banks have enough liquid assets or cash to  ■

survive for one month in a combined stress scenario of a market crisis and another specific crisis;

the net Stable Funding Ratio (nSFR) aims to promote longer-term funding, over one year, by  ■

comparing banks’ long-term funding needs with their resources considered to be stable, under 
specific stress assumptions.

The implementation timetable for these ratios includes an observation phase and a review clause 
before they take effect:

for the lCR: observation from January 2012 with implementation scheduled for 1 January 2015; ■

for the nSFR: observation from January 2012, with implementation scheduled for 1 January 2018. ■

In 2012, the Basel Committee finalised most of its revision work on the short-term ratio. The revised 
LCR was published on 7 January 2013.

Starting in 2013, the Basel Committee will be working on the relationship between the LCR and the 
credit lines granted by central banks, the liquidity disclosure requirements, liquidity indicators (spreads, 
diversity of counterparties, etc.) and on NSFR ratio specifications.

The European Commission has undertaken to transpose the basel 3 agreements (capital and 
liquidity) of December 2010 into European law. According to the co-decision procedure known as the 
“ordinary legislative procedure”, EU legislation is adopted jointly by the Parliament and the Council on 
recommendation from the Commission.

The Regulation that defines the liquidity ratios associated with CRD 4 will be enforced in the form in 
which it is published. CRD 4 will be transposed into the national law of each of the Member States 
before its entry into force.

The vote on the text, initially planned for July 2012, should take place in 2013. The date of implementation 
of the text is not yet known. The most recent compromise confirms that there will be:

a reporting obligation, for each legal entity, on the items that comprise the lCR and the nSFR ratios,  ■

during the EU’s own observation period.

a central role for the European regulator (EbA - European banking Authority) during the work that will  ■

take place before and during the observation period.

compliance with the lCR by 1 January 2015 at the earliest. ■
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On the basis of the EbA’s recommendations the European Commission may modifiy the definition 
of the ratios by delegated act after the observation period.

Since 2012, Societe Generale has been working diligently to transpose the basel document 
into a banking standard to be enforced Group-wide in terms of standards and oversight. The 
documentation on the banking standard is updated based on regulatory developments.

The automation of the liquidity ratio calculation was begun in the first quarter of 2012 and will continue  ■

into 2013. The Group has acquired a shared and centralised tool in order to:

ensure the consistency of the metrics and their proper application Group-wide; –

be in a position to generate the required regulatory reports, particularly those required by CRD4. –

unDerlYing principles 
oF liQuiDitY ManageMent

Group objective, principles and challenges
The Group’s overriding objective is to ensure the funding of its activities in the most cost-effective way 
by managing liquidity risk and by adhering to regulatory limits.

In 2012, the Group strengthened the management of its balance sheet structure, i.e. the absolute 
limit on borrowing on the financial market, both short term and long term, with a view to securing 
its liabilities and optimising its funding structure. With this in mind, structural efforts were made to 
rebalance liabilities toward customer deposits and to rebalance its long-term funding.

Furthermore, during the first half of 2012 the Group conducted, at the request of General Management, 
a strategic review of all its businesses from a liquidity standpoint in order to optimise the allocation 
of this scarce resource in the Group-wide management of its businesses and to set medium-term 
objectives for the business lines consistent with the Group’s strategy.

As a result, the Group’s operating principles for liquidity management introduced in 2011 were 
maintained and strengthened in 2012, namely:

GROUP FUNDING

1.  The dynamic management and coordination of the businesses’ funding requirements from the 
Group, consistent with the Group’s fund-raising capacity and in line with the objectives established 
by the General Management.

2.  The scope of the plan for short- and long-term funding, in addition to customer deposits, is managed 
conservatively, with respect to the concentration on the wholesale short and long-term sources of 
funding, while ensuring diversification in terms of products and regions.

3.  Conservative and close monitoring of short-term liquidity and the Group’s footprint in the markets. 
The Treasury Department of the Corporate and Investment banking division manages the Group’s 
short-term liquidity by delegation and monitors its liquidity gap under stress scenarios, taking into 
account assets eligible for central bank refinancing operations. A weekly liquidity Committee meeting, 
chaired by the Chief Financial Officer and attended by the Chief Risk Officer, the Head of SG CIb, 
the Treasurer of SG CIb and the Head of the balance Sheet and Global Treasury Management 
Department, assesses the bank’s short-term liquidity situation and makes management decisions 
according to the market environment by delegation from the Finance Committee.

LIQUIDITy RISk

4.  Using internal stress tests to ascertain that the time limit during which the Group can continue to 
operate under liquidity stress conditions, whether systemic, specific or a combination thereof, is met 
as established by the board of Directors.

5.  Defining, measuring and managing business line liquidity gaps. The businesses must respect the 
principle of a zero or small gap, averting any risk of mismatch.
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6.  Actively managing eligible assets. The Group has set the aim of optimising the management of the 
pool of assets eligible for the various refinancing mechanisms (central bank refinancing operations, 
société de crédit foncier, securitisation, etc.) using a centralised application that creates an inventory 
of saleable assets to allow for optimum allocation and secure management of these asset pools.

REGULATORy REQUIREMENTS

7.  Implementing a Group oversight structure, taking due account of regulatory ratios (lCR, nSFR) and 
overseeing the contribution of the business lines to these ratios.

The key indicator regulatory framework, which was initiated in the first half of 2011 by the Group, 
created the conditions for setting targets and limits for each business division and major entity in 2012 
covering the 2012-2015 period for most key liquidity indicators validated by General Management.

key liquidity performance indicators
Oversight of liquidity by the Group Finance Division notably entails:

1.  From a quality standpoint: direct supervision of the liquidity of the business divisions and major 
entities;

2.  From a quantity standpoint: supervision of the Group, business divisions and business lines, and 
monitoring of several key indicators defined in order to keep the General Management informed, 
some of which are an integral part of the targets and limits defined as part of the Group’s Risk 
Appetite system.

QUALITATIVE OVERSIGHT OF THE LIQUIDITy REQUIREMENTS OF THE GROUP, BUSINESS 
DIVISIONS AND MAjOR ENTITIES:

liquidity supervision of the business divisions and major entities by the Group Finance Division aims 
at setting out the main business line oversight objectives, as well as ensuring that any necessary 
operational considerations are reported to the Group.

With this in mind, the Group Finance Division takes part in meetings of the AlM Committees and 
Funding Committees of the business divisions and major entities, both in France and abroad. It also 
participates in Group-level cross-business analyses on the targets and trends of the Group and its 
businesses.

QUANTITATIVE LIQUIDITy PLANNING FOR THE GROUP, THE DIVISIONS, THE MAjOR 
ENTITIES AND THE BUSINESS LINES:

based on a current and forward-looking view, the main oversight indicators are subject to limits and 
close monitoring.

1. net group funding needs of the business divisions and group treasury resources

a. budget caps and oversight of the business lines’ short- and long-term funding requirements.

b.  Oversight of the absolute and relative level and maturity of liabilities and their suitability for the 
business lines’ funding requirements.

c.  The net funding requirements of the business divisions and major entities in terms of liquidity are 
supervised and managed monthly, consistent with the Group’s market fund-raising capacity, the 
structure of the Group’s balance sheet and the business lines’ business and development plan.

2. the group’s regulatory liquidity: monitoring the basel lcr and nsFr ratios.

a. budget limits and consolidated view of liquidity by business division and major entity.

b.  Oversight of the business divisions’ contribution to the Group’s regulatory liquidity shortage or 
surplus by means of implementing specific action plans in all of the Group’s business lines.

3. liquidity gaps and stress

a. Zero or low liquidity gap limits at the Group, business division and major entity level.

b.  Determination by the General Management of the time period during which the Group can continue 
to operate in a liquidity stress scenario, reviewed quarterly by the board of Directors and monitored 
daily by the Finance Division.

4. French prudential supervisory authority’s liquidity ratio

a. Monitoring Societe Generale SA’s 1-month liquidity ratio under current French law.

In accordance with Instruction no. 2009-05 of 29 June 2009, in 2012, Societe Generale SA. 
systematically maintained a ratio above the required regulatory minimum.
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upDate on tHe progress oF DeploYMent 
oF tHe group liQuiDitY Monitoring tool

The Group’s liquidity information system (bASYlIQ) was rolled out in 2012. It covers the Group’s entire 
prudential reporting scope and consolidates the data output by the operational systems and AlM 
calculators of the business divisions and entities (SGPM and non-SGPM) into a data model and a 
single reference system standardised by the Group.

Most of the Group’s balance sheet receives detailed input from the AlM calculators (Corporate and 
Investment banking, Retail banking in France, Crédit du nord, Private banking and Global Investment 
Management and Services in part). Other entities report at this stage via a new consolidated reporting 
phase with an improved level of detail and a higher reporting frequency (monthly). The largest entities 
in this remaining scope will be gradually switched to a Group AlM management tool.

With this new system, as from March 2012, the static gaps of the Group and of the different liquidity 
monitoring scopes (Group, business divisions, business lines and entities) have been produced on an 
automated and monthly basis.

These gaps are based on modelled agreements validated at the Group Validation Committee meetings 
that have been held since 2011, which have allowed the scopes covered by the models to be expanded 
(in particular for Corporate and Investment banking) and most of the existing models to be updated.

The production process for the new liquidity Information System was, subsequently, gradually 
broadened and improved in terms of deadlines and stability of the chain as well as the enrichment of 
the portfolio of indicators and reports produced:

The basel ratios (lCR and nSFR) have therefore been generated from bASYlIQ input since the  –

June 2012 closing, across all scopes (except for CIb and the Corporate Center, whose ratios will be 
generated by a new tool starting with the end-2012 account closing).

Stress gaps, based on upstream modelling and validation work under various stress scenarios (drawing  –

in particular on the lessons learned from the crisis in the second half of 2011) were approved for use 
starting at the end of 2012 account closing, across the entire Group areas where liquidity issues are 
significant.
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operational risK ManageMent: 
organisation anD goVernance 

Over the last few years, Societe Generale has developed processes, management tools and a control 
infrastructure to enhance the control and management across the Group of the operational risks that 
are inherent to its various activities. These include, among others, general and specific procedures, 
permanent supervision, business continuity plans(1), new Product Committees(2) and functions 
dedicated to the oversight and management of specific types of operational risks, such as fraud, 
risks related to payment systems, legal risks(3), information system security risks(4) and non-compliance 
risks(5).

The Operational Risk Department 
The Operational Risk Department was incorporated within the Group’s Risk Division in 2007. It works in 
close cooperation with operational risk staff in the Core businesses and Corporate Divisions.

The Operational Risk Department is notably responsible for:

running the Operational Risk function; ■

devising and implementing Societe Generale’s operational risk control strategy, in cooperation with  ■

the Core businesses and Corporate Divisions;

promoting an operational risk culture throughout the Group; ■

defining, at Group level, methods for identifying, measuring, monitoring, reducing and/or transferring  ■

operational risk, in cooperation with the Core businesses and Corporate Divisions, in order to ensure 
consistency across the Group;

preparing a global Group business continuity plan (bCP) and crisis management policy, managing  ■

the policy and coordinating its implementation. 

The operational risk function 
In addition to the Operational Risk Department, the operational risk function includes Operational Risk 
Managers (ORMs) in the Core businesses and Corporate Divisions, who are under the operational 
authority of the Group’s Chief Operational Risk Officer.

ORMs operate throughout the Group’s entities and are responsible for implementing the Group’s 
procedures and guidelines, and for monitoring and managing operational risks, with the support of 
dedicated operational risk staff in the business lines and entities and in close collaboration with the 
respective entities’ line management.

Operational Risk Committees have been set up at Group level, as well as at business Division, 
Corporate Division and subsidiary levels.

See chapter 5 of the Registration Document, Chairman’s Report on internal control and risk management, page 106 and Chapter 9, page 255.(1) 
See chapter 5 of the Registration Document, Chairman’s Report on internal control and risk management, page 108.(2) 
See chapter 9 of the Registration Document, page 259.(3) 
See chapter 5 of the Registration Document, Chairman’s Report on internal control and risk management, page 112.(4) 
See chapter 8 of the Registration Document, page 198 and chapter 9, page 258.(5) 
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operational risK MeasureMent 

Since 2004, Societe Generale has used the Advanced Measurement Approach (AMA), as proposed 
by the Capital Requirements Directive, to measure operational risk. This approach notably makes it 
possible to:

identify i) the businesses that have the greatest risk exposures and, ii) the types of risk that have the  ■

greatest impact on the Group’s risk profile and overall capital requirements;

enhance the Group’s operational risk culture and overall management, by introducing a virtuous  ■

circle of risk identification, improved risk management and risk mitigation and reduction.

In 2007, the French Prudential Supervisory Authority (ACP) conducted an in-depth review of the 
system in place at Societe Generale. As a result, it authorised the Group to use the most advanced 
measurement approach, as defined by the basel 2 Accord (i.e. the AMA or Advanced Measurement 
Approach) to calculate the Group’s capital requirements for operational risks, starting from 1 January 
2008. This authorisation covers more than 90% of the Societe Generale Group’s total net banking 
income. A few subsidiaries still use the standardised approach. A gradual transition to the advanced 
measurement approach is in place for some of them. 

operational risK Monitoring process 

The frameworks specifically established by the basel 2 regulations (the Capital Requirements 
Directive and “Sound practices for the management and supervision of operational risk”) have been 
implemented, on the basis of existing procedures wherever possible, to support the “virtuous circle” 
referred to previously. They notably include:

gathering of internal data on operational risk losses; ■

Risk and Control Self-Assessment (RCSA) processes; ■

Key Risk Indicators (KRI); ■

scenario analyses; ■

analysis of external loss data; ■

crisis management and business continuity planning; ■

combating fraud. ■
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table 58: operational risk monitoring process

Societe Generale’s classification of operational risks into eight event categories and forty-nine mutually 
exclusive sub-categories is the cornerstone of its risk modelling, ensuring consistency throughout the 
system and enabling analyses across the Group.

table 59: event types in operational risk monitoring

Event type

1 Commercial disputes

2 Disputes with authorities

3 Pricing or risk valuation errors

4 Execution errors

5 Fraud and other criminal activities

6 Rogue trading

7 loss of operating resources

8 IT system interruptions

Internal loss data collection 
Internal loss data has been compiled throughout the Group since 2003, enabling operational staff to:

define and implement the appropriate corrective actions (changes to activities or processes,  ■

strengthening of controls, etc.);

build expertise in operational risk management concepts and tools; ■

achieve a deeper understanding of their risk areas; ■

help foster an operational risk culture throughout the Group. ■

The minimum threshold above which a loss is recorded is EUR 10,000 throughout the Group, except 
for Corporate and Investment banking, where this threshold is EUR 20,000 due to the scope of its 
activity, the volumes involved and the relevance of regulatory capital modelling points. below these 
thresholds, loss information is collected by the Group’s various divisions but is not identified by the 
Operational Risk Department.
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Risk and Control Self-Assessment (RCSA) 
The purpose of Risk and Control Self-Assessment (RCSA) is to assess the Group’s exposure to 
operational risks in order to improve their monitoring. based on the results of other operational risk 
management frameworks (internal losses, KRI, etc.), risk areas identified by functions for their respective 
fields of expertise, and interviews with Group experts, its objectives are as follows:

 identifying and assessing the major operational risks to which each business is inherently exposed (the  ■

“intrinsic” risks), while disregarding prevention and control systems. Where necessary, risk mapping 
established by the functions (e.g. Compliance, Information Systems Security, etc.) contribute to the 
evaluation of intrinsic risks;

assessing the quality of major risk prevention and mitigation measures, including their existence and  ■

effectiveness in detecting and preventing major risks and/or their capacity to reduce their financial 
impact;

assessing the major risk exposure of each business that remains once the risk prevention and  ■

mitigation measures are taken into account (the “residual risk”), while disregarding insurance 
coverage;

correcting any deficiencies in risk prevention and mitigation measures and implementing corrective  ■

action plans;

facilitating and/or supporting the implementation of key risk indicators; ■

adapting the risk insurance strategy, if necessary. ■

As part of this exercise, major risks of a given scope are described using a double scale of severity 
and frequency.

key Risk Indicators (kRI) 
KRIs supplement the overall operational risk management system, by providing a dynamic view of 
changes in business line risk profiles as well as a warning system. Regular KRI monitoring assists 
managers of the entities in their assessment of the Group’s operational risk exposure obtained from the 
RCSA, the analysis of internal losses and scenario analyses, by providing them with:

a quantitative, verifiable risk measurement; ■

a regular assessment of the improvements or deteriorations in the risk profile and the control and  ■

prevention environment which require particular attention or an action plan.

KRIs that may have a significant impact on the entire Group are reported to the Group’s General 
Management via a relevant KRI dashboard.

Scenario analyses 
Scenario analyses serve two purposes: informing the Group about potential significant areas of risk 
and contributing to the calculation of the capital required to cover operational risks.

For the calculation of capital requirements, the Group uses scenario analyses to:

measure its exposure to potential losses arising from low frequency/very high severity events; ■

provide an expert’s opinion of loss distribution for event categories with insufficient internal loss data  ■

history.
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In practice, various scenarios are reviewed by experts, who gauge the severity and frequency of the 
potential impacts for the bank by factoring in internal and external loss data as well as the internal 
framework (controls and prevention systems) and the external environment (regulatory, business, etc.). 
The potential impacts of various scenarios are combined to obtain the loss distributions for the risk 
category in question.

Analyses are undertaken for two types of scenarios:

major Group stress scenarios, involving very severe events that cut across businesses and  ■

departments, having an external cause in most cases and requiring, if necessary, a business 
continuity plan (bCP). The scenarios of this type analysed so far have helped to develop the business 
Impact Analysis aspects of the bCPs;

business line scenarios that do not, strictly speaking, fall into the category of business continuity,  ■

but are used to measure the unexpected losses to which the businesses may be exposed. Specific 
actions are performed in order to prevent the portfolio from being diluted over too many scenarios 
and to maintain the system’s focus on risks that could severely impact the Group.

Governance is established in order to, notably:

allow validation of the scenarios by the senior management of core businesses and Corporate Divisions,  –

through internal control coordination committees (CCCI) for the departments involved;

conduct an overall review of the Group’s risk hierarchy and the appropriateness of scenarios through  –

the “Expert Committees”, chaired by the Group Chief Risk Officer and the Corporate Secretary;

Analysis of external losses
Societe Generale also uses externally available loss databases to enrich the identification and 
assessment of the Group’s exposures to operational risks, by benchmarking internal loss records 
against industry-wide data.

Crisis management and business continuity planning
In order to cover the risk of a crisis affecting the Group’s staff, buildings and IT systems, the “Crisis 
Management” function, steered by the Operational Risk Department, aims to prevent health and safety 
risks, and to define and maintain the crisis system in operating condition.

The Group also prepares to face all kinds of disasters (loss of operating resources, failures, lack of 
human resources, etc.) by developing business continuity plans. To do this, it draws on a methodological 
approach based on international standards and regularly tests its emergency mechanisms.

Combating fraud
The Group pays particular attention to preventing and detecting fraud. losses due to fraud have 
dropped steadily since 2008, notably due to the implementation of effective systems in all business 
and corporate divisions. Since the end of 2009, an anti-fraud coordination unit within the Operational 
Risk Department has been supplementing these specific systems. Its primary goal is to be a centre of 
expertise in order to strengthen fraud prevention through Group-wide initiatives (training and awareness-
raising) as well as to disseminate best practices issued from lessons learned from established or 
prevented cases of fraud, or to carry out more focused actions for evaluating and managing specific 
risks.

operational risK MoDelling

The method used by the Group for operational risk modelling is based on the loss Distribution 
Approach (lDA).

Under this approach, operational risks are modelled using 22 segments, each representing a type of 
risk and a Group core business. The frequency and severity of operational risks, based on past internal 
losses, external losses, or scenario analyses, are estimated and the distribution of annual losses is 
calculated for each segment. This approach is supplemented by transversal scenario analyses that 
measure cross-business risks for core businesses, such as, for example, property destruction and 
pandemic risks.
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Aside from the individual risks associated with each segment or cross-business scenario analysis, the 
model takes into account the diversification between various types of risks and core businesses, as 
well as the effect of insurance underwriting.

The Group’s regulatory capital requirements for operational risks within the scope eligible for the AMA 
(Advanced Measurement Approach) internal model are then defined as the 99.9% quantile of the 
Group’s annual loss distribution.

Societe Generale’s capital requirements for operational risks were EUR 3.3 billion at the end of 2012, 
representing EUR 41.3 billion in risk-weighted assets. This assessment integrates capital requirements 
on both the AMA and Standard scopes.

Insurance cover in risk modelling 
In accordance with regulations, Societe Generale incorporates risk cover provided by insurance 
policies when calculating regulatory capital requirements for operational risks, within the limit of 20% 
of said requirements.

These insurance policies cover part of the Group’s major risks, i.e. civil liability, fraud, fire and theft, as 
well as systems interruptions and operating losses due to a loss of operating resources.

Taking into account risk reduction through insurance policies results in an 18.8% reduction of total 
capital requirements for operational risks. 

QuantitatiVe Data 

The following chart breaks down operating losses by risk category for the 2008-2012 period.

table 60: operational risk losses: breakdown by sg risk event type (from 2008 to 2012)

Societe Generale’s operational risks are concentrated in four risk categories, which account for close 
to 93% of the Group’s total operating losses (excluding the exceptional rogue trading loss):

on average, fraud accounted for 41% of the losses incurred (34% in external fraud) over the 2008 to  ■

2012 period. The incidents were divided between a handful of large, isolated losses and a number of 
small losses, mainly consisting of fraud by using forged documents to obtain loans. Frauds are the 
main source of losses (especially in number of incidents) for the Retail banking and the Specialised 
Financial Services activities. A difficult economic background, with tight credit terms, cyber criminality 
development and, more marginally, domestic and international electronic money fraud increase for 
all distribution channels, explain the current proportion of frauds. Concerned business lines have 
launched action plans, especially since 2011;
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execution errors accounted for 22% of losses, the second most frequent source of losses for the  ■

Group in number of incidents. The amount of losses is globally decreasing but is volatile, linked to 
business volumes and markets volatility;

disputes with the authorities accounted for 16% of overall losses, mainly linked to tax reassessments.  ■

Disputes with the authorities will likely increase, due to tighter regulations (strengthening of embargo 
rules, anti-money laundering, etc.);

commercial disputes accounted for 14% of losses. Despite the economic recession, commercial  ■

disputes were limited, with very few major incidents in the last three years. nevertheless, commercial 
disputes experienced by other banks (especially in the US) call for continued vigilance, particularly 
regarding the selection of products sold, their compliance and the quality of their documentation.

The other categories of Group operational risks (rogue trading, IT system interruptions, pricing or risk 
valuation errors and loss of operating resources) were still fairly insignificant, representing barely 7% of 
the Group’s losses on average over the 2008 to 2012 period.

operational risK insurance 

Description of insurance policies 

GENERAL POLICy 
Since 1993, Societe Generale has implemented a global policy of hedging Group operational risks 
through insurance. This consists in searching the market for the broadest and highest levels of guarantee 
with regard to the risks incurred and enabling all entities to benefit from these guarantees wherever 
possible. Coverage is taken out with leading insurers. Where required by local legislation, local policies 
are taken out, which are then reinsured by insurers that are part of the global programme.

In addition, special insurance policies may be taken out by entities which perform specific activities.

A Group internal reinsurance company intervenes in several policies in order to pool high frequency, low-
level risks between entities. This approach contributes to the improvement of the Group’s knowledge 
and management of its risks.

Description of coverage 

GENERAL RISkS 
buildings and their contents, including IT equipment, are insured at their replacement value. 
The guarantee covering acts of terrorism abroad has been renewed.

liability other than professional liability (i.e. relating to operations, Chief Executive Officers and 
Directors, vehicles, etc.) is covered by insurance policies around the world. The amounts insured vary 
from country to country to meet operating requirements.

RISkS ARISING FROM OPERATIONS 
Insurance is only one of the measures to offset the consequences of the risks inherent in the Group’s 
activity. It complements the risk monitoring policy led by the Group.

THEFT/FRAUD 
These risks are included in the “bankers blanket bond” policy that insures all the bank’s financial 
activities around the world. Fraudulent actions by an employee or by a third party acting on its own or 
with the aid of an employee with the intent to obtain illicit personal gain or through malice (which implies 
the desire to harm the Group) are covered.
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PROFESSIONAL LIABILITy 
The consequences of any legal action against staff or managers as a result of their professional activity 
are insured under a global policy 

OPERATING LOSSES 
The consequences of any accidental interruptions to activity are insured under a global policy. 
This policy supplements the business continuity plans. The amounts insured are designed to cover 
losses incurred between the time of the event and the implementation of an emergency solution.
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Acronyms

acronYM DeFinition

ABS Asset backed Securities

CDS Credit Default Swap

CDO Collateralised Debt Obligation

CLO Collateralised loan Obligation

CMBS Commercial Mortgage backed Securities

CRD Capital Requirements Directive

EAD Exposure at Default

EL expected loss

LGD loss Given Default

PD Probability of Default

RMBS Residential Mortgage backed Securities
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ABX (Asset Backed Securities) index: sythetic index based on 20 liquid sub-prime RMbS 
securitisation tranches. It is used in the valuation of securitisations related to sub-prime residential 
mortgages.

Asset backed Securities (ABS): see securitisation.

Basel 1 (Accord): prudential framework established in 1988 by the basel Committee to ensure 
solvency and stability in the international banking system by setting an international minimum 
and standardised limit on banks’ capital bases. It notably establishes a minimum capital ratio—a 
proportion of the total risks taken on by banks—which must be greater than 8%. (SoURCE: 
TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 
2012).

Basel 2 (Accord): prudential framework used to better assess and limit banks’ risks. It is focused 
on banks’ credit, market and operational risks. These provisions prepared by the basel Committee 
were adopted in Europe through a European directive and implemented in France effective 1 
January 2008. (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET 
DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Basel 3 (Accord): further changes to prudential standards which included lessons from the 
2007-2008 financial crisis. They supplement the basel 2 accords by improving the quality and 
quantity of banks’ required capital. They also implement minimum requirements in terms of 
liquidity risk management (quantitative ratios), define measures to limit the financial system’s 
procyclicality (capital buffers that vary according to the economic cycle) and even strengthen 
requirements related to systemically significant banks (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE 
FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Basis point: one hundredth of one per cent (0.01%); i.e., 100 basis points represents 1%.

Bond: a bond is a fraction of a loan, issued in the form of a security, which is tradable and—in 
a given issue—confers the same rights to a claim for the same face value (the issuer being a 
company, public sector entity or government).

CMBX (Commercial Mortgage backed Securities) index: synthetic index based on 25 liquid 
cmbs securitisation tranches. It is used in the valuation of securitisations related to commercial 
mortgages.

Collateral: transferable asset or guarantee used as a pledge for the repayment of a loan in 
the event that the borrower cannot meet its payment obligations (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF 
BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Collateralised debt obligation (CDO): see securitisation.

Collateralised Loan obligation (CLO): see securitisation. 

Commercial mortgage backed Securities (CMBS): see securitisation.

Comprehensive Risk measurement (CRM): additional capital charge to the Incremental Risk 
Charge (IRC) on the correlation portfolio of credit activities required which accounts to specific 
pricing risks (spread, correlation, recovery, etc.). The CRM is a 99,9 % value at risk  that is the 
largest risk that would occur after eliminating the top 0,1 % of the most adverse occurrences.

Core Tier 1 ratio: ratio between Core Tier 1 capital and risk-weighted assets.
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Cost/income ratio: ratio indicating the share of net banking Income (nbI) used to cover the 
company’s operating costs. It is determined by dividing operating expenses by the nbI.

Cost of risk in basis points: the cost of risk in basis points is calculated using the ratio of the 
net cost of commercial risk to loan outstandings at the beginning of the period.

CRD3: European Directive in which the basel Committee proposals were transposed in July
2010 and implemented beginning 31 December 2011. In July 2009, this committee published
new proposals known as basel 2.5 regarding market risk to better incorporate the risk of default
or rating migration for assets in the trading book (tranched and untranched assets), and to reduce 
the procyclicality of Value at Risk (VaR).

CRD4: European Directive which will transpose the basel 3 Accord proposals (see glossary 
definition).

Credit and counterparty risk: risk of losses arising from the inability of the Group’s customers, 
issuers or other counterparties to meet their financial commitments. Credit risk also includes 
the counterparty risk linked to market transactions, as well as that stemming from securitisation 
activities.

Credit default Swaps (CDS): insurance mechanism against credit risk in the form of a bilateral 
financial contract, in which the protection buyer periodically pays the seller in return for a guarantee 
to compensate the buyer for losses on reference assets (government, bank or corporate bond) if a 
credit event occurs (bankruptcy. default, moratorium, restructuring) (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF 
BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Credit derivative: a financial product for which the underlying asset is a receivable or a security 
representing a receivable (bond). The purpose of a credit derivative is to transfer credit risk without 
transferring the asset itself, for hedging purposes. One of the most common forms of credit 
derivatives is a Credit Default Swap (CDS, see definition) (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE 
DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Credit Value at Risk (CVaR): the largest loss that would be incurred after eliminating the top 1% 
of the most adverse occurrences, used to set the risk limits for individual counterparties.

Deleveraging: reduction in the level of banks’ debt leverage which can be achieved through 
various methods, notably by reducing the size of the balance sheet (sale of assets, slowdown in 
the distribution of new loans) and/or increasing capital (recapitalisation, retained earnings). This 
financial adjustment process often has negative impacts on the real economy, especially through 
a contraction of credit supply (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • 
DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Derivative: a financial asset or financial contract, the value of which changes based on the value 
of an underlying asset, which may be financial (equities, bonds, currencies, etc.) or non-financial 
(commodities, agricultural commodities, etc.). Depending on the circumstances, this change 
may be accompanied by a leverage effect. Derivatives can take the form of securities (warrants, 
certificates, structured EMTNs, etc.) or on the form of contracts (forwards, options, swaps, etc.).

Expected Loss (EL): losses that may occur given the quality of a transaction’s structuring and 
all measures taken to reduce risk, such as collateral.

Exposure at default (EAD): exposure of the Group in case of a counterparty default. It includes 
on and off-balance sheet exposures. Off balance sheet exposures are converted to a balance 
sheet equivalent with internal or regulatory conversion factors (such as drawdown assumption).
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Fair value: the amount for which an asset could be exchanged or a liability settled, between 
informed and consenting parties under normal market conditions.

Haircut: percentage by which the market value of securities is reduced to reflect their value in 
the context of stress (counterparty or market stress risk). The extent of the reduction reflects the 
perceived risk.

Incremental Risk Charge (IRC): capital charge required as regards to ratings migration and 
issuer default risks over a one-year period, on debt instruments of the trading book (bonds and 
CDS). IRC is a 99,9 % value at risk  that is the largest risk that would occur after eliminating the 
top 0,1 % of the most adverse occurrences.

Impairment: recording of probable loss on an asset (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE 
FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Insurance risk: beyond asset/liability risk management (interest-rate, valuation, counterparty 
and currency risk), these include underwriting risk, mortality risk and structural risk of life and 
non-life insurance activities, including pandemics, accidents and catastrophic events (such as 
earthquakes, hurricanes, industrial disasters, or acts of terrorism or war).

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP): process outlined in Pillar 2 of the 
basel Accord, by which the Group verifies its capital adequacy with regard to all risks incurred.

Investment grade: long-term rating provided by an external ratings agency, ranging from AAA/ 
aaa to bbb-/baa3 for a counterparty or underlying issue. A rating of bb+/ba1 or lower indicates 
a non-Investment Grade instrument.

Liquidity: for a bank, the capacity to cover its short-term maturities. For an asset, this term 
indicates the potential to purchase or sell it quickly on the market, with a limited discount (SoURCE: 
TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 
2012).

Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR): this ratio is intended to promote short-term resilience of a 
bank’s liquidity risk profile. The lCR requires banks to hold risk-free assets that may be easily 
liquidated on markets in order to meet required payments for outflows net of inflows during a 
thirty-day crisis period without central bank support (source: December 2010 basel document).

Loss Given default (LGD): relation between the loss incurred through exposure to a defaulting 
counterparty and the amount of the exposure at the time of default.

Market risk: risk of decline in the value of financial instruments arising from changes in market 
parameters, the volatility of these parameters and correlations between them. These parameters 
include but are not limited to exchange rates, interest rates, and the price of securities (equities, 
bonds), commodities and derivatives.

Market stress tests: in order to evaluate market risks, alongside the internal VaR and SVaR 
model, the Group measures its risks using stress test simulations to take into account exceptional 
market occurences, and which is based on 26 historical scenarios and 8 theoretical scenarios.

Mezzanine: form of financing between equity and debt. In terms of ranking, mezzanine debt is 
subordinate to senior debt, but it is senior to equity.
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Monoline insurer: insurance company participating in a credit enhancement transaction and 
which guarantees bond issues (for example, a securitisation transaction), in order to improve the 
issue’s credit rating.

Netting agreement: a contract in which two parties to a forward financial instrument, securities 
lending or resale contract agree to offset reciprocal claims arising from these contracts, with 
the settlement of these claims based only on the net balance, especially in the event of default 
or termination. A master netting agreement enables this mechanism to be extended to different 
kinds of transactions, subject to various framework agreements under a master agreement.

Net earnings per share: net earnings of the company (adjusted for hybrid securities recorded 
under equity instruments) divided by the weighted average number of shares outstanding.

Net Stable funding Ratio (NSFR): this ratio aims to promote resilience over a longer time 
horizon by creating additional incentives for banks to fund their activities with more stable sources 
of funding. This structural ratio has a time horizon of one year and has been developed to provide a 
sustainable maturity structure of assets and liabilities (source: December 2010 basel document).

Operational risks (including accounting and environmental risks): risk of losses or 
sanctions, notably due to failures in procedures and internal systems, human error or external 
events, etc.

Own shares: shares held by the company, especially as part of the Share buyback programme. 
Own shares are excluded from voting rights and are not included in the calculation of earnings 
per share.

Personal commitment: represented by a deposit, autonomous guarantee or letter of intent. 
Whoever makes themselves guarantor for an obligation binds themselves to the creditor to 
honour that obligation, if the debtor does not honour it themselves. An independent guarantee is 
an undertaking by which the guarantor binds themself, in consideration of a debt subscribed by a 
third party, to pay a sum either on first demand or subject to terms agreed upon. A letter of intent 
is an undertaking to do or not to do, the purpose of which is the support provided to a debtor in 
honouring their obligation

Probability of default (PD): probability of a counterparty facing the bank of defaulting within 
one year.

Rating: assessment by a ratings agency (Moody’s, Fitch Ratings, Standard & Poor’s, etc.) of 
an issuer’s financial solvency risk (company, government or other public institution) or of a given 
transaction (bond loan, securitisation, covered bond). The rating has a direct impact on the cost 
of raising capital (SoURCE: TRaNSLaTIoN oF BaNQUE DE FRaNCE GLoSSaRY • DoCUMENTS 
ET DÉBaTS • No. 4 • MaY 2012).

Resecuritisation: securitisation of an already securitised exposure where the risk associated 
with underlyings is divided into tranches and, therefore, at least one of the underlying exposures 
is a securitised exposure.

Residential mortgage backed securities (RMBS): see securitisation.

Return on Equity (ROE): ratio between the net income restated for interest on hybrid securities 
recorded under equity instruments and restated book equity (especially hybrid securities), which 
enables return on capital to be measured.
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Risk appetite: It is defined as the level of risk, by type and by business that the Group is 
prepared to incur given its strategic targets. Risk appetite is defined using both quantitative and 
qualitative criteria. The Risk Appetite exercise is one of the strategic oversight tools available to 
Group governing bodies.

Risk weight: percentage of weighting applied to exposures according to their estimated risk.

Risk Weighted Assets (RWA): value of exposure multiplied by its risk-weight.

Securitisation: transaction that transfers a credit risk (loan exposure) to a Special Purpose Vehicle 
that issues, for this purpose, tradable securities sold to investors. This transaction may involve 
a transfer of outstandings (physical securitisation) or a transfer of risk only (credit derivatives). 
Securitisation transactions may, if applicable, enable securities subordination (tranches). Under 
CRD and for the purpose of the Pilar 3 report, only tranched issuances are included. The following 
products are considered securitisations:

abs ■ : Asset backed Securities;

CDO: Collateralised Debt Obligation, a debt security backed by an asset portfolio (bank loans  ■

(residential) or corporate bonds). Interest and principal payment may be subordinated (tranche 
creation);

ClO: Collateralised loan Obligation, a CDO backed by an asset portfolio of bank loans; ■

cmbs ■ : Commercial Mortgage backed Securities, a debt security backed by an asset portfolio 
of corporate real estate loans leading to a mortgage;

rmbs ■ : Residential Mortgage backed Securities, a debt security backed by an asset portfolio 
of residential mortgage loans.

Share: equity stake issued by a company in the form of shares, representing a share of ownership 
and granting its holder (shareholder) the right to a proportional share in any distribution of profits 
or net assets as well as a right to vote in a General Meeting of Shareholders.

Stressed Value at Risk (SVaR): identical to the VaR approach, the calculation method consists 
of a “historical simulation” with “one-day” shocks and a 99% confidence interval. Unlike the VaR, 
which uses 260 scenarios of daily variation year-on-year, the stressed VaR uses a fixed one-year 
window that corresponds to a historical period of significant financial tensions.

Structural interest rate and currency risk: risk of loss or of write-downs in the Group’s assets 
arising from variations in interest or exchange rates. Structural interest rate and exchange rate 
risks are incurred in commercial activities and proprietary transactions.

Subprime: category of borrower—particularly in the United States—with a poor credit history, be 
it following one or several defaults, a court order, or even bankruptcy. This borrower category has 
a low capacity to repay, a low credit rating, a high debt level and/or other criteria for high default 
risk.

Systemically Important Financial Institution (SIFI): the Financial Stability board (FSb) 
coordinates all of the measures to reduce moral hazard and risks to the global financial system 
posed by systematically important institutions (Globally Systemically Important Financial 
Institutions or G-SIFI). These banks meet criteria defined in the basel Committee rules included 
in the document titled “Global systemically important banks: Assessment methodology and the 
additional loss absorbency requirement” and published as a list in november 2011. This list is 
updated by the FSb each november (29 banks to date).

Tier 1 capital: consolidated core capital less prudential deductions.
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Tier 2 capital: supplementary capital consisting mainly of subordinated notes less prudential 
deductions.

Tier 1 ratio: ratio between Tier 1 capital and risk-weighted assets.

Transformation risk: appears as soon as assets are financed through resources with a different 
maturity. Due to their traditional activity of transforming resources with a short maturity into longer- 
term maturities, banks are naturally faced with transformation risk which itself leads to liquidity 
and interest-rate risk. Transformation occurs when assets have a longer maturity than liabilities; 
anti-transformation occurs when assets are financed through longer-maturity resources.

Treasury shares: shares held by a company in its own equity through one or several intermediary 
companies in which it holds a controlling share either directly or indirectly. Treasury shares are 
excluded from voting rights and are not included in the calculation of earnings per share.

Value adjustment: individual depreciation recognised through accounting.

Value at Risk (VaR): composite indicator used to monitor the Group’s daily market risk exposure, 
notably for its trading activities (99% VaR in accordance with the internal regulatory model). It 
corresponds to the greatest risk calculated after eliminating the top 1% of most unfavourable 
occurrences observed over a one-year period. Within the framework described above, it 
corresponds to the average of the second and third largest losses computed.




